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Praise for
I*ap of Faith

"In this entaging memoir, Mercury 7 astronaut
Cooper adds his compelling voice to the chorus
of critics charging a U.S. governrnental coverup

of the UFO phenomenon. . . . Will challenge
UFO skeptics and believers alike."

Publislurs Weekly

"Personable. . . . Candidly delivered reflections
aiid convictions add to the vitality and excitement of
Cooper's work. His clear and easy style, sprinkled

with humorous anecdotes, makes Leap of Faith
an enjoyable autobiography."

Des Moines Register

"He brings more credibility to a subject
generally obscured by wild-eyed fanatics

on both sides of the question."
Florida Sm-Sentinel
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For my wife, Suzan,

wla has put up with a lot thruugh the years

frcm this scruffy oldfighter pilot





Protogue

May 15,1963
Cape Canaveral

Tkev worr ME up AT THnEE IN THB MoRNTNG, IN
the dark.

I had been up late the night before, hitting the sack
not much before eleven o'cloct in llangar S, the astro-
naut headquarters at the Cape. The hangar had been re-
modeled inside to accommodate our various types of
training apparatus, a pressur€ chambeB living quafiers
and a dining room, a medical suite, a ready room, and
everything else we needed to prepare for a mission. It
was also here that the NationalAeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) had offices and where our
spacecraft were constantly worked on by engineers
and technicians.

I showerd then enjoyed a "gging away" brealf,ast
of fresh-squeezed orange juice, fiIet mignon, scrfltr-
bled eggs, toast grape jelly, and cofree, with some of
the key people on the team, including the flight sur-

I



a Gordon Cooper
geon and a few fellow astronauts who, through their
good-natured ribbing, were determined to see that I
stayed loose.

From there, I went down the hall to the suiting-up
room-a sterile space off-limits to bugs, dir| debris,

and anything else we didn't want to take along into
space. Everyone working in here was dressed in a
white smock and white hat and wore disposable paper
covers over their footwear.

I stripped, and a medical technician glued a half-
dozen medical sensors to various spots on my body
that he'd first sandpapered and scrubbed with alcohol.
I donned long underwear and was helped into my
bulky flight pressure suit.

I took the seven-mile rip to pad 14 in the back of a
NASA van.

I much preferred the way I had arrived at the pad for
final "hot tests" of all systems several days earlier: at

the wheel of my new 3OGhorsepower blue Corvette,
which I had purchaseL-the same way other astronauts
purchased their 'Vets-at a 50 percent discount from
General Motors through its Brass Hat program for em-
ployees and a limited number of VIPs. That day I had
successfully lobbied my NASA bosses to let me drive
myself to the pad on the promise that I'd be careful. I
hadn't even bothered to ask this morning, knowing
what the answer wotrld be.

My rocket awaited me: Atlas booster number 130D,
more than ten stories tall. It stood in the pitch dark like
a lone sentry, eerily bathed in colurnns of white light
tbrorvn skyward by huge spoflights.

The first time I had seen an Atlas launch was three
years earlier, only a few months after seven of us had
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been selected for Project Mercury as America's first
astonauts. They took us down to the Cape for a
launch. We stood as a group outside in the humid
night-the'Mercury Seven," as we becaure known-
flat-topped fighterjocks in short-sleeved shirts, buoy-
ant and more than a tad cocky, as all good fighterpilots
must be. We came to be referred to on in-house merrros
as CCGGSSS, as our names were always listed in al-
phabetical order: Carpenter, Cooper, Glenn, Grissom,
Schirra Shepard, Slayton.

We were there to see a test of the Atlas, the newly
built rocket ttrat was expected to carry us into orbit in the
yeanl to come. We warched the huge rocket rise slowly
off the pad on three thick columns of flame. It was a
thunderous start, and the ground rumbled beneath our
feet. The rocket flew staight up for forty or fifty seconds
and was almost directly overhead as it slowly begm to
nose over on its long arcing flight toward the horizon.
Serreral hundred VIPs were in attendance, including
many congressmen and several committee chairmen
who were instnrmental in providing fimding for the
space progfim. We all stood there, craning our necl6 to
keep our eyes on the magnificent silver bird, when sud-
denly the sky erupted in a tnemendous l<aboom! and the
rocket blew up in a jillion flaming pieces. While some
spectators ducked instinctively, the buming debris
would be carried by the rocket's rtromentum out over the
ocean and drop into the &ink several miles offshore.

We looked at each other. '"Ihat's our ride?:' someone
deadpanned

Tlvo months later there had been another cata-
clysmic failure, and in the months that followd more
frilcd attempts.
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In late 1960 NASA put on another public show de-

signed to prove that the Mercury spacecraft and the
smaller Redstone rocket, which would be used for two
planned suborbital flights, were ready for upcoming
manned missions. These flights would not go high or
fast enough to reach orbit but would simply slingshot
the spacecraft one hundred miles high, where space of-
ficially begins-some fifty miles above the Earttr's at-
mospher+and downrange three hundred miles at five
thousand miles per hour for an ocsan landing near
Bermuda. For the event, NASA brought the seven of
us back, along with hundreds of VIPs. This time, as the
flames burst from the rocket, it lifted off only rwo
inches before the engines mysteriously cut off and the
rocket settled back onto the pad. All was quiet. How-
ever, the sigual for liftoff had already been sent to the
automatic sequencer. About sixty seconds later-as
called for by the flight plan--the spacecraft's escape
tower, designed to pull the capsule and its occupant to
safety in the event of aproblem in the firstminute after
liftoff, separated from the spacecraft and shot into the
sky like a spear. As the crowd silently warched the
only thing moving out therc that day, the escape tower
went up about four thousand feet, then came back
down, driving itself into the ground about a hundred
yards away.

As for the Atlas, before John Glenn's orbital mission
in 1962-the first manned mission to use the powerful
new rocket-tlrere had been a total of thirteen
blowups, some on the launch pad and others as theAt-
las climbed into the sky. Test pilots understood the na-
ture of new technologies: going up in hurtting pieces
of untested machinery and putting our hides on the
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line. We knew about fuanging it overthe edge andpush-
ing back the envelope, then hauling it back in and do-
ing it again tomonow. When the time came, each of us
would take his turn sitting atop the same type of rocket
we'd seen blown to smithereens before our eyes. We
did so not because we were suicidal or crazed but be-
cause we were pilots.

Early on in the space progam there had been quite a
debate over whether the manned launches should be
covered on live televisionor a taped and edited version
offered to the public later. Live TV would reveal any-
thing and everything that went wrong; in the event of a
tragic failure, public sentiment could turn against the
program. I suppose we could have tried to do what
the Soviets did-hide our failures and trumpet our
successes-$ut could a free country really do that? We
were the representatives of an open society, and we
would take our chances in full view of the world<n
live television.

Up the gantry elevator I went on launch morning,
carrying the suitcaselike portablc emler that kept me
supplied with oxygen until I could be connected to the
spacecraft's system. At the top I was grceted by Guenter
Wendt, who in his "clean room" attire of white overalls
and white sandwich hat looked like the neighborhood
ice cream man but who was one of the brilliant Ger-
man rocket scientists helping the United States in the
space race with the Russians, who also had German
rocket men assisting them.

I saluted Wendt, keeping up an old private joke.
"Private Fifth Class Cooper reporting for duty."

He saluted back. "Private Fiflh Class Wendt stand-
ing by."
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We had been "demoted" following a practical joke

pulcd a couple of years earlier on a TV film crew. We
had all been working around the clock getting ready
for the first suborbital mission when, about three days
before launch, the bosses decided to let a news. crew
film "launch day in the life of an astronaut." I was se-
lected to be the model, and they followed me every-
where, even filming me getting into long underwear
after the sensors were attached to various parts of my
anatomy. All of us considered the contrived show a
big waste of time, but NASA was always looking to
curry favor with the media. We had gone out to the
pad in the transfer van, and when we got there
Guenter met us. As we arrived at the bottom of the el-
evator, the door opened and everyone started forward.
I suddenly grabbed the door of the elevator and
hollered, "No! No! f won't go!" Guenter, meanwhile,
was trying desperately to drag me into the elevator.
The NASA public relations people and the media
wer€ not amused. One writer suggested that Guenter
and I should be busted to "Private Fifth Class," and it
stuck.

As I sat atop the rocket, at some point during the fi-
nal hour of the nearly three-hour preflight routine, after
I had done all my wort and we werc waiting for tech-
nicians handling radar and other tracking devices to do
their final calibrations andgetup to sped I feltmyseH
bgrn to nod off. They had gotten me up so early.
Knowing how busy I would soon be, it seemed like an

ideal opportunity to grab a nap.
So, sitting atop the fully fueledrocket, with no place

to go for the time hiog, I fell fast asleep.
"Gotdo!"
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I came awake instantly, immediately aware of my
situation.

"LJh-huh."
"Hate to disturb you, old buddy," said Wally Schina

serving as capsule communicator (CapCom) for my
launch, "but we've got a launch to do here."

"Let's do it. Ready when you are."
As the last of the Mercury astronauts to get a space

shot-I like to think they were saving me all along for
the last, the longest and best missioel was ready. . .



I

We Seven

Ix sARLv hxulnv 1959I REcETvED uNExpEcrED oR-
ders to rcport to Washington, D.C.At the time I was a
thirty-two-year-old air force captain with twelve years
of service, based at topsecret Edwards Air Force Base

in the California desert.

The best test pilots in the air force were assembled
at Frlwards, and I had a great job. As a test pilot in the
engineering branch, I had the best of both worlds. I
saw a project from the design and administrative side
as well as from the pilot's seat. I was testing and flying
the nation's top new aircraft{ot fighters like the
F-IUZ and F106, and the secret U-2, a reconnais-
sance aircraft built like a graceful glider (and not much
faster than one) with an unusually long wingspan and
lightweight fuselage, thatcould fly higherthan the sur-
face-to.air missiles of the day.

A day or tWo before I was due to leave forWashing-
ton, I was called into ttrc base commander's office with
three other test piloteincluding one named Donald
'Deke" Slaytorwho had received similar orders.
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Our commanding officer, General Marcus F. Cooper

(no relation), asked if any of us knew what our orders
were about.

"No, sir," we all replied.
"No one will tell me anything," the general groused.
He was a good CO, a lot better than the old-stick-in-

the-mud general he'd replaced a ycar earlier. General
Cooper remembered what it was like to be a young pi-
lot, and he was very protectivc of his men as long as

we did the job he asked of us.
"I did see in the paper the other day," he went on,

"that McDonnell Aircraft has been awarded a contract
for the new manned space program that's starting up."

My ears perked up. I knew nothing about any
"manned space program."

"Gentlemen," General Cooper said with authority, "if
this has anything to do with flyrng in space, I want you
tobe very carcful what you volunteer for. I don't want
my best pilots to be involved in some idiotic program."

It had been a little over a year since that historic day
in October 1957 when the Russians launched Sputnik,
the world's fust manmade satellite. The 184-pound
satellite--about the size of a baske6all<ould be
heard byAmerican tracking stations as it orbited Earttr
making a characteristic "beepbcep" surnd. Residents
of neighborhoods across the country waited anxiously
in their yards and streets, peedng into the sky at a fast-
moving speck of light that was surprisingly easy to see.

I had realized that Sputnik stood to open up a whole
new er4 and tlnt the Soviet Union had the potential for
being one up on us militarily.Itreasonedthatpeople and
events on Earttr could one day be obserrred from space.
When that happend there would be nowhere to hide.
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Ibvo months later, the U.S. Navy auempted to launch
the first American satellite. It wa also the first nation-
ally televised rocket launch. Upon completion of the
countdown, the Vanguard rocket lifted less than a foot
offthe gound before the first stage, loaded to the gills
with fuel, exploded. The rest of the rocket sank in slow
motion toward the ground embedding itself in the
sand next to the launch platforrr like a burned-out fire-
cracker.It left an indelible image of America's opening
bid in the space race.

Werc thq now actwlly thh*ing of strapping aman
onto a mcket?

Unbeknownst to any of us, qualifications for
prospective astronaut-pilots had been established by
NASA, the newly founded civilian agency designated
to lead America's efforts in space, which had received
funding from Congress ody after Sputnik. Although
the United States did not yet have the spacecraft and
other hardwarc necessary to send a IImn into space,
NASA came up with a list of specffic requirements to
describe the kind of space pilots it was seeking.

It was believed that they needed to be in theirphysi-
cal prime while possessing a degree of maturity to han-
dle difficult situations. Maximum age was set at forty.
Maximum height was five feet" eleven inches, an arbi-
trary cutoff that eliminated any number of otherwise
wellnualified pilots. The spacecraft already on the
drawing board had its dimensions dictated by the di-
ameter of the available boosters-tlre Redstone andAt-
las missiles-that would launch it into space. Those
dimensions were seventy-four inches wide at the base,
and it was determined that once a pilot had on helmet
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and pressure suit and was strap,ped in for liftoff, anyone
six feet or taller wouldn't be able to squeeze inside.

The weight limit was set at 180 pounds for two rea-
sons. The first had to do with the finite (and limited)
payload of the available boosters-ttre more a man
weighed, the less room there would be for the equip.
ment that would be necessry fq a ssfe and successful
mission. Just as important was &e bclief that anyone
who met the height r€quir€mcnt but weighed more
ttran 180 pounds would probably be overweight and
therefore have a less ftan optimalmetabolic and circu-
latory system to handle the shesscs of prolonged
weightlessness and rapid changes in temperature.

The search for candidates nrrowed to the ranks of
practicing test pilots.+eaning pilots from the air
force, navy, and marines, along with a handfrrl of civil-
ians. The theory was that test pilots had the instincts
and training required to handle a complex spacecraft
traveling at high specds ad high altiades. It made
sense that the same meo rvho urcre tcsting our coun-
try's hottest jets should bc in fu drivcr's seat when it
came time to launch a mEmed space vehiele.

A thorough search of personncl rccods came up
with the names of 508 test pilots who rctthe basic re-
quirements. That list was rwic*odfirther and whittled
down to 110. Then a special NASA committee on.life
sciences, partly on the bagis of confidential evaluations
of candidates sup,plied by instnrctors who had taught
tlrc pilob how to fly and others who knew the quality
of their nerves and rcflexes, nalrowod the list down
further: to 69 prospective candidates, who wer€ or-
dered to Washington, D.C.
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We met on February 2, 1959, in a large briefing

room at NASA headquarters in downtown Washing-
ton, not far from the White House. NASA administra-
tors and engineers spent the entire moming giving us a

mndown on the space progam and what part the astro-

nauts wouldplay.
Project Mercury, the free world's first program for

the manned exploration of space, was so named, we
leamed, for its symbolic 6saning: Mercury was the
winged messenger of Roman mythology. The Mercury
mission was designed to explore and develop technol-
ogy necessary to launch a man into orbit. We were told
by a group of enthusiastic NASA officials that this
would involve newly developed techniques in aerody-
namics, rocket propulsion, celestial mechanics, aero-
space medicine, and electronics.

"Gentlemen, you have an opportunity few men have

even dreanred of. . . ."
The sales pirch was on. When they got to the part

about launching chimpanzeeis first, there were some
raised eyebrows among the fighter jocks. But we knew
that if we wanted to go higher and faster and farther, as

we alldid, this was theway to go.And when I saw what
a logical stepby-step program NASA had in mind, and
what a major role the astronauts would have in it-not
only aspilots butin theengineering development of the
program as well-I was pretty sure I wanted in. My
only doubts involved having to leave Edwards and all
the fun I was having there, for a new civilian start-up
program that might or might not make it.

I had been flying some real high-performance air-
planes and was getting up to what we then considered
high altitudes and high speeds. I had the natural desire
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of most pilots to go higher and faster. As for space, I
had long thought we ought to be trying to extend man's
capacities up there. But to have it presented as a real
program, not just some Buck Rogers fiction, was quite
a jolt.

Would it acnnlly corrv to Wesl I wondered-
I considered what it would be like to be strapped

onto the top of a big rockct and blastod off into the dak
realms of space. If I volunteerd and ended up being
chosen for the progmm, would I be able to overcome
the fear of the unknown and do acredible job of flying
the vehicle?These were the same questions I askedmy-
self on a regular basis as a test pilot" The real fear, for
me, had always been the uncertainty of the unknown.
Would I find a big surprise that I wasn't prepared for?
And if so, would I come trp.with a way of hardling that
surprise in order to preserve my life and the mission?

At the end of the day, we wer€ given the choice to
return to our bases, no questions asked, or volunteer
for continued testing. Thirty-seven men, most of them
not willing to make such a rdical change in their ca-
reers, dropped out of the nrnning and rcturned home.
Thirty-two of us volunteercd to take a chance and
move on to whatpromised tobe an exhaustive series of
medical examinations and peychological tests.

I knew some of the other pilots who were being con-
siderd guys like Deke Slayton from Fighter Opera-
tions at Edwards, for example. Some of the navy guys
seemed sharp too. I could see that there was goirrg to
be stiff competition for what we w€,re told would be a
dszen astronaut jobs. At tbat point I felt I would be
lucky if I made the grade, but Iryanted a chance to fly
in space so much that I was de*ermind to do my best.
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The psychological tests, which came firsq took many
long hours and were hard work but kind of fun too.
They were the sort 6f gaams that left you not knowing
how well you had done, or even if there were right or
wrong answers. The psychologists seemed to be trying
to m€asure our matuity, alertness, and judgment.

There were more than five hundred questions on the
personality inventory designed to dig under the sur-
face in an effort to see what kind of people we wene.

What was our true motivation for joining the program?

Were we too egocentric to work in a team setting? In
whatthedoctors calledthe'"lVho aml?" drill, we were
asked to complete the sentence "I am. . ." twenty
times.T\e frst fivc or six were pretty oasy-t'1 *, 

"man," 't rm a pilot," "I am a father." But before long,
you had b do some serious thinking about exactly who
you weeand then hope that the psychologists liked
what you found.

We were divided into smaller groups for furth€r test-
ing, and the luck of the draw placed me in the first
goup of six candidates to move on in the competition.
My group inchded a navy lieutenant commander
namedAl Shepard, who had been one of the navy's top
test pilots at Patuxent River, wherc the navy tested its
hottest new aircraft.

Next we were flown to Albuquerque, New Mexico,
for strenuous physical examinations at the Lovelace
Clinic, a newly opened private diagnostic clinic that
would become the Mayo Clinic for space-related med-
ical research. At this point, though, much of what they
were doing was pure guesswork. The doctors got real
creative, coming up with some unuual tests-such as

blindfolding you and sticking a hose in your car and
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pumping cold water into your ear canal. Just when you
thought your eyeballs were going to float away, they
would take out the hose and remove the blindfold and
jot down some notes on a pad. Any questions like
"What's that for?'were met by grunts or some equally
dismissive response, as inDol'r norry yu bn't need
to btow.

Like a bunch of lab rats, we were probe{ poke4
sampld tested and in general coryletcly humiliated
on a regular basis for the better part of a week. At one
point they had us carrying a gallon jug around every-
where we went to collect a twenty-fotu-hour urine
sample; it wasn't long before the jars began to get real
heavy.All the while, the doctors kcpt finding places to
examine us we didn't even knon, we had.

When it came out during the exams that I was both-
ered by hay fever, I found myself having to convince
the doctors that my alle,rgbe .wortiln't pose a problem.
"I can't imagire I'll nm into rury mixed grasses and
sycamorc trees in space," I said.

Next came the physiological stress tests, at Wright-
PattersonAirForce Base in Ohio. The doctors there
sadists to a man-knew how to separate the tigers from
the pussycats. Over the course of a weeh we were iso.
lated, vibrate4 whirle4 heato4 ftoacn" aUfatigp€d.

No one had any idea of the physical demands that
space travel would place on fte human body-sorre
"erl)ertrs" wetEn't even sur€ if a man could survive the
rigors of launch, and if he di{ whether he would be
able to swallow under zero gravity and so be able to
accept fluids or food- So they did to us just about
everything they could think of. ADd wittl the large
pool of volunteers, they were. free !o be deliberately
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bnrtal, as I think they were, in an attempt to weed out
the candidates.

Thcy put each of us into a tub of ice and water for an

hour. As I settled in, I sighd "Oh boy, this is just like
trout fishing back home in the mountains." A techni-
cian nearby raised an eyebrow and made a notation on
his pad that I liked it. rilhen I went into an ovenlike
room to be baked at 160 degrees for an hour, I purred,
"Oh my, I'm back on the desert. This is the tempera-
ture we fly in all the time at Edwards." Another white
coat noted that I liked the heat. When they put me in a
tiny dark box to t€st for claustrophobia and fear of iso-
lation, I fell asleep.

They had us run in a chamber simulating high alti-
tude while wearing a partial prcsstue suit, and a ntrm-
ber of volunteers dropped out of the competition at this
stage. I had an advantage over some of the others be-
ciuse I had experience wearing one of these contrap
tions at Edwards. By regulation they were worn by
pilots who expected to go above fifty thousand feet-
which included the aircraft I flew, like the U-2, F-102,
and F-l0fin case there was an emergency cabin de-
pressurization. They were designed to keep the pilot
alive4reathing, with proper blood flow through the
body-until he was able to get down to a lower alti-
tude. The old partial suits-forenrnnem of the more pi-
lot-friendly full presstre suits that were developed for
space flights-had capstans, or tubes filled with air, at
different places along the legs, arms, and torso. As you
went higher, the capstans would inflate, grabbing and
pinching chunks of skin and hair as they did.

In the dtitude chamber, which we dubbed the tor-
ture chamber, they ran us up to the equivalent of a hun-
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dred thousand feet. tn a partial suit, breathing was the
opposite of what you werc accustomed to. To inhale,
you relaxed and your lungs would fill up effortlessly.
Exhaling was another maffer. The only way to empty
your lungs w.ls to forcefully exhale with all your
might. The process got exhausting pretty quickly.

By the time I returned to Bdrruds, I was confident I
had made the grade. Even thorgh I'd heard that the
field of candidates was going to be narrowed and they
would be picking only six or seven asfronauts rather
than a dozen, I suggested to my immediate supervisor
that he ought to start looking for my replacement be-
cause I was about to be chosen as an astronaut. I knew
about how long it would take for the remaining candi-
dates to be teste{ and I was not surprised when the
phone call came in early April. [n fact, at the first ring
I had a strange feeling this was the call I'd been wait-
ing for.

"I'm ready," I sai4 not waiting to hear the caller's
identity.

It turned out to be the assistant manager for Project
Mercury, Charles Donlon, whom I had met in Wash-
ington.

He chuckled. "You still interested in being an astrG
naut?"

"Yes, sir, I am."
He wantpd to know when I could leave for Langley

Air Force Base in Virginia, where Project Mercury had
is headquarters.

"How about right non ?' I said.
"Next Monday will be fine."
One other pilot from Edwards, Dekc Slayton, had

also made the grade.
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There was an additional unspoken rpquirement for
selection: NASA wanted only happily manied fatnily
men as America's first astronauts. The main tEason

was a public relations one, although there was also a

theory that marital unhappiness could lead to a pilot
making a wrong decision that might cost lives-his
own and others.

This happily+ver-after business posed a problem
for me, because my wife, Tnrdy, and I had been sepa-
rated and living apart for some time. I had been living
in bachelor quarten at Edwards, and she was in San
Diego with our trno daughters, then eleven and nine.
We had discussed getting back together forthe kidsbut
had made no decision.

When the topic of my twelve-year marriage came up
during the interview pro@ss, I pretended everything
was fine and dandy. Yep, couldn't be better. I knew that
a phone call or two could put an end to my charade, so

as soon as I had a chance I made a quick tip to San
Drego to talk to Trudy.

I told her about my opportunity to be selected as an
astronaut, explaining that I would retain my military
rank and pay while on special assignment to the new
civilian space agency. We discussed what the space
program might mean for the astonauts and families
alike. Trudy, a licensed pilot herself, caught my enthu-
siasm. We agreed &at it could be an adventure for us
all and that a reconciliation was called for in order for
me to remain a viable candidate for the program. We
were soon back living together under one roof.

As far as NASA was concerae4 we had neverbeen
separated and had an all-American marriage. Trudy
and I would both stnrggle with the "happily married"
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illusion through the years. Eventually I spent most of
my time away from home except when I scheduled
things to do with the children. (Other asfionauts had
similar problems; only three Mercury astronauts were
to remain in fint marriages.)

The 'Mercury Seven" were introdlced at a Wash-
ington, D.C., press confercnoe otrApdl 9,1959. Three
were from the air force, three from tb navy, and one
from the Marine Corps. It had been only three months
since sixty-nine of us first gathered in a NASA briefing
room to learn about the new manned space proglam.

Our coming-out party was no small affair-the
largest auditorium at NASA headquarters was packed
wall to wall with several hundred newspeople.

Dr. T. Keith Glennan, NASA administrator, got up
on the stage, where the seven of us-wearing civilian
suits-were seated in alphabetical order behind a long
table. Each of us had a name plate and microphone in
front of him.

"L,adies and gentlemen, today we ar€ introducing to
you and to the world these seven men who have been
selected to begin taining for orbital space flight. These
men are here after a long and unprecedented series of
evaluations which told our medical consultants and
scientists of their superb adaptability to their upcoming
flight.

"It is my pleasure," Glennan went on, "to introduce
to you-and I consider it a very real honor-the
nation's Mercury astronauts !

"Malcolm S. Carpenter.
"L. Gordon Cooper, Jr.
"John H. Glenn, Jr.
'nvirgil I. Grissom.
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"Walt€rlvl SchirreJr.
"Alan B. Shepar( Jr.
"Donald K. Slayton."
Applause enrpted throughout the room as report€rs

and photographers stood, putting down their note-
books and cameras in order to clap vigorously with
both hands. The applause continued for a surprising
length of time. Some of us grinned sheepishly at each
other.

It's as if we harc abeady done somethizg, I thought.
All we had done was have our narles on a list and take
some tests. We hadn't even flown a mission yet.

The first qucstion dfuect€d at us by a reporter threw
most of us for a loop. It wasn't about our military or
flying backgrounds; he wanted to hear from each of us
what our wives and children had to say about our being
selected as astronauts-

I doa't remember what I said. Whatever I mouthe4
it came from behind the mask of a career officer; a few
platitudes, then shutting up and hoping like hell that no
one knew the tnrth about my marriagc.

After I fnishe4 it was John Glenn's turn. He
jumped on the question like a hungy mountain lion
ftat had just spotted dinner: "I don't think any,of us
could really go on with something like this if we
didn't have pretty good backing at horne, really. My
wife's attiode toward this has been the same as it has
been all along through my flying. If it is what I want
to do, she is behind it, and the kids art too, a hundred
percent. . . ."

I looked at Glenn and smile4 thinking, Wto is kis
Boy Scow?
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He was a freckle-faced Tom Sawyer type with a
sunny smile who, I quickly came to realizn, was aw-
fulty good at charming his way in or out of about any
situation.

I was mighty glad that I came before and not after
Glenn, like my old buddy Gus Grissom, with whom I
had attended some air forcc rehmls and done some
hunting and flying in our spare time. Gus was not one
to waste words, and each time he had to fleld the same
question right after Glenn had scored about every point
imaginable with it, poor Gus came off as distinctly
inarticulate.

One of the next questions to the group was about re-
ligion. When are we going to get some questions about
frying and space exploration?

It was as if John Glenn had been waiting for the reli-
gion question all along. He uncorked a spiel about
God, country, his experiences teaching Sunday school
and being on church boaf,ds, and a bunch of other
saintly stuffthat the press ate up.

And when he was finished, it was Gus's firn. .

I tumed to look at Gus, who seemed to be suffering
from indigestion.

"I am not real active in chtmclu as Mr. Glenn is."
Poor Gus.
So it went for two hours as we s,at under the glaring

TV spotlights and answered qrrcstions from the news
media. I was startled and made uncomfortable by all
the attention, as were most of the guys. Up to then we
had been anonymous military pilots at midcareer. It
was a taste of what the next several years would be
like. We woke up the next morning on the front pages
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of newspapers, and shortly thereafter on the covers of
national magazines. From then on we wer€ never
anonymour again.

After that, we were thankful to get to work at

NASA-asEonauts, technicians, scientists, and admin-
istrators, all on a first-name basis{o getAmerica into
the space race with the Soviets, who had a big head
start. There wasn't a man among us who didn't feel we
could overcome that lead, but it would take a lot of
work and some luck along the way.

So much of what had to be done before the first
manned mission could be launched had never been at-
tempted before. NASA engineers were busy coming
up with new guidance systems for rockets and new
ways to monitor temperature, pressure, oxygen, and
other vital conditions aboard the spacecraft-the tech-
nology was nothing short of pioneering.

We seven traveled the country-together at times,
often separately-to visit defense contractors working
on different aspcts of the program. At the plant that
was building our electronics for the rocket booster, we
showed workers how to build a clean room, free of
dirt, debris, and solder balls. In fact" some of the early
Atlas rocket failures tumed out to have been caused by
errant solder balls-shaken loose by the temendous
vibrations during liftoff-that shorted out the guid-
ance package, causing the rocket to veer off course.
Soldering techniques had to be changed for all space-
related work.

We came up with a Mercury stamp-the Greek
symbol for Mercury with the number 7 inside it.Any
part destined for the manned program, no matter how
small, received the stamp-meaning that everyone
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from the desigoers to the assembly line workers real-
ized that a man's life depended on the quality of their
work. Our message sras the ssme whertever we went:
"Do good work. A man's life is riding on you."

The astronaut office at Langley Air Force Base in
Virginia, where NASA was headquarterc4 consisted
of one big office with eight desks: one for each astro-
naut and one for our crackerjack secretary, Nancy
Lowe, who was only seventeen years old and just start-
ing her twenty-five-year NASA career. Nancy was ex-
tremely well organized and could type more than a
hundred words a minute. She handled all our letters
and reports, and it was a real workload with seven
bosses, each of whom considered himself a leader-
seven alpha males in the same pack.

Lots of time was spent kicking things around in that
office, discussing and evaluating, quietly agreeing and
loudly disagreeing, until we came up with a consensns.
When a decision came out of the astronaut office,
where there were only seven votes possible, it was al-
ways a single decision. There were no minority and
majority decisions.

One of our most lively debates had to do wittr
whether or not the spacecraft should have nrdder ped-
als like an airplane to control its yaw, or side-to-side
motion. In an aircraft, the yaw was controlled with
rudder pedals and the pitch and roll were on the contol
stick. Deke Slayton and I felt that we should keep the
control system we were most familiar with and have
rudderpedals installed. Whymakeus fly the spacecraft
differently than we had flown planes for years? But
four of the guys felt very stmngly that the nrdderped-
als would take up room at our feet and add to the com-
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plexity of flight-system installation. They wanted to
put all three axis controls on the flight stick. Wally
Schirra could see benefits to bo0l, and rode the fence
on the issue. The engineers just shntgged-they could
go either way, and left the final decision up to those of
us who would be doing the flytng. We all did a lot of
soul-searching, and Deke and I were finally convinced
to go with the three-axis control stick. It was the right
decision.

We weren't just mouthpieces or pilots milling around
a hangar waiting to fly. We were involved in all aspects
of the program, and there was a job for everybody.

Scott Carpenter took on communications and navi-
gational aids, something he'd done in the navy. An in-
tense and sensitive guy, Scott had a bit ofpoet in him
and spent a lot of 1i6s thinking about and discussing
the larger ramifications of space flight and what it
might mean for mankind. In terms of his flying back-
ground, most of his time was in large propeller aircraft,
with limited jet hours, which in this group of hotshot
fighter jocks made him the odd man out at times. He
was a great swimmer and diver, and the best dancer of
the group-he did amean Tlvist.

Al Shepard had experience with ships and knew a
lot ofnavy brass from his naval carser, so he concen-
trated on the worldwide tracking range and assembling
the recovery teams we would need to pull us out of ttre
water after a flight. In some ways Al was the most
complex of the original astronauts. He seemed to have
two distinct personalities, one the charming and be-
guiling jokester who intoduced Jos6 Jimenez<ome-
dian Bill Danals popular dter ego-and his "Please
don't send me" astronaut act into our everyday lives;
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the other that came out when the chips were down and
was so competitive as to be nrthless. We all knew to
watch our backs when tftatAl was around.

John Glenn of the marines had been involved in air-
craft design and was a natural to work on cockpit lay-
out and design of the instnrment panel in the
spacecraft. The oldest of the astronauts at thirty-seven,
John had set a Eanscontinental speed record two years

earlier in an F-8 Crusader. John would turn out to be a
great and loyal friend, even if he was our 'tlean ma-
rine." We all knew he was destined forpolitics; we fig-
ured that one day he would be president. He was the
only Mercury astronaut not to move his family to I-an-
gley Air Force Base. He kept his wife and trro children
in Washington, D.C. Whenever he went home, he
made a point to visit all the NASA bigwigs and various
congressional officials. As I said, John was a born
politician.

NASA decided we would use a highly modified ver-
sion of the U.S. Navy pressure suit for our space
flighs, so Wally Schirra, a navy man and Annapolis
graduate, started work on adapting the life-support
system that would be needed to keep the pilot alive and
comfortable. Wally was outgoing and congenial and
loved to make people laugh, but b was formidable
when the time came and could focus with engineer-
like tenacity on the technical intricacies of spaco.flight.

Gus Grissom, who hadexperience in technical engi-
neering, was assigned to help develop the automatic
and manual control systems we would use to fly the
spacecraft. Gus was my closest friend in the astonaut
corps. We had been classmates at theAir Force Institute
of Ttrchnology in Ohio and rcstpilot school atEdwards,
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and he was a heck of a nice guy, with whqm I cnjoyed
working and playing. He was a little Uear{ita man arid
a country boy at heart, but when it came'tb flying he
was steady and no-nonsense. Of all the astronauts, Gus
would have been my first choice to fly my wing.

Deke Slayton, the other air force "blue suit" in the
mix, was an experienced engineering test pilot who
knew the technical details of his job thoroughly. He
pitched in to study the Atlas rocket, which we would
use for the first o6ital missions. I had flown with Deke
at Edwards and knew him to be a capable pilot. When
it came to the space program, his ability to analyze a

complex problem and articulate his ideas about it made
him an invaluable member of the team.

As for me, I considered myself a pretty good stick-
and-rudder man. Controlling an aircraft was what I did
best in life. Flying came as naturally as breathing and
eating to me, and if I sometimes acted as if I didn't
think anyone could outdo me in the ar, well, that's
how I felt Modesty is not the best trait for a fighter pi-
lot. The meek do not inherit the sky.

Since I had a lot of propulsion work in my back-
grou4I headed out to theArmy RedstoneArsenal in
Huntsville, Alabama, to learn more about the rocket
boosters we would use for the two subo$ital flights.
My work there ran the gamut configuration, trajectory,
aerodynamics, countdown and flight procedures. The
Redstone was really an improved V-2, the rocket the
Crermans had used for blitzing l,ondon during the war.
The designer of the V-2, Dr. Wernher von Braun, who
came to the United States after the war, was now a key
player in our space progmm. Making the boosters
compatible with our spacecraft would talce coordina-
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tion and communication between several civilian con-
tractors, the military, and NASA. As an engineer, I
could talk the language of other engineers. And since I
was hoping to ride tha tuirtod p*at, I rcally got im-
rnerscd in the problm ud hd r,lnca intcrest in see-
ing that everything went smoofiy

So we all had our jobs to do, and fu wort was
parceled out evenly among thc ccrcn of us. For the
next twenty-one months, we each wont our own way,
trying to learn everything abort m spccialty, then re-
porting back to the others at firytilar int€rrals.

We also spent a lot of tirc tnhiAg in the flig[t sim-
ulator and centifugc. Tq me took re rry to 18 Gs
in the centrifuge-meaning th I wcighcd eightoen
times my normal 150 pounds, c approximatcly 2,700
pounds. It felt as if a lvlack trr;kh.d boen parkd on
my ches! making it extmly had to breathe. The
biomedical people were testing the limits of human
tolerance, trying to figrre om at wh* point an astrG
naut would go into unconscioumees, causedby gravity
preventing blood getting to the brain. ThiB happencd
much more quickly, we form( vhcn the pilot was sit-
ting upright" when thcre was mpr \rcdical distance
berween the heart aod trc brrieinformatidn tht
went into the design of our fligh oqtete, u&ich al-
lowed the astronaut to be lying dffin ering times of
heavy G loads, such as launch and reentry. At 18 e$ I
had still been able to answer a li$t signal and push

buttons, but just barely. I lost my vision almost com-
pletely, and I stepped away wet wift blood from bro-
ken capillaries up and down my arms, legs, and back
The only thing that could be dooe for rrc was to douse
the cuts with alcohol to ward off infection. I was sore
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and black and blue for a couple of weeks. After that
they decided not to exceed f5 Gs in training: That was
plenty, given that 8 to 10 Gs were thought to be the
maximum load under normal flight conditions. Even-
tually it was decided that 1l to 14 Gs was the mud-
mum load at which a rmn could handle an intricate
control problem.

One part of our training that was being overlooked
was flying, and none of us were happy about it. We
were doing a lot of commercial flying, going from city
to city on our various NASA assignments, waiting at
air terminals al1f, slaiming our luggage like any other
passengerc. We were fighter pilots and we longed to
get back to flying. We saw a dual pupose: we'd get
where we needed to be quicker while keeping up our
proficiency. But NASA had no jets of its own, and al-
though we had repeatedly asked that something be
done about this oversight our request hadn't made it to
the top of any administrator's priority list.

One day, New York Congressman Jim Fulton,
knovm for ferreting things out, showed up at Langley. I
went to lunch with him. He wanted to know all about
how our training was going, then asked, "And what
about flying?'

I told him the tnrth. 'Te're not flying. We don't
have any planes."

It was so bad, I sai4 that in order for us to keep our
flight pay-an extra $145 a month, which required at
least four hours of in-command flight time per
monttr-we had been going out to Langley and getting
in line behind deskboud colonels and generals who
were trying to keep thoir flight pay too.
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The congressman seemed shocked. "But I thought
flymg was a big part of an astronaut's training."

"ft is," I said. "A slwuldbe!'
The next day, the House Committee on Science and

Asftonautics began an investigation into why the as@
nauts weren't flying. The higher-ups at NASA were
none too happy, but my fellow astronauts were de-
lighted. Wi*rin weeks we had our own F-102s-<n
loan to NASA from the air force. We had some single-
seaters and a two-seater. The F-l02 was great for us
because, while it was a hot plane, it could get in and
out of the shorter civilian airfields that we needed to go
to and required only light maintenance.

In any research and dcvelopmcntprogram wtrcre the
state-of-the-art is being prccccd forwar{ there are al-
ways unknowns-the what-if facttr Project Mercury,
with its pupose to investigate man's capabilities in
space, was such a program.

Extreme efforts were made to ensure operating reli-
ability in the interest of mission success and pilot
safety. But we were dealing with mechanical, trran-
made pieces of equipment, cfii& erren. in the most
ideal siruations were subjcct to malfumisn. For this
reason, many redundant u badry sysEms were built
into the Mercury spacecraft and related equipnent
From prelaunch until safe t@vcry, hndreds of dif-
ferent possible contingerciec wcrc aaticipted. A few
examples:

IF an impending catasEophic failure was idicated
between liftoff and ascrye tower separation (which
pulled the spacecraft arvay from the booster about 14O

seconds after launch), the automatic abort-sensing and
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imFlementation system (ASIS) could automatically
initiate an escape sequence to remove the spacecraft
from the booster, or the escalre system could be fired
by ground command from the bloclfiouse, or by
gound command from the Mercury Control Center, or
by the astronaut in the cockpit.

/F the spacecraft did not automatically separate
from the launch vehicle at booster burnout, separation
could be initiated by ground command or by the astro-
naut" who could initiate separation manually from the
cockpit.

/F the spacecraft pressure vessel developed a leak
during flight, the astronaut's full pressure suit would
automatically inflate to five pounds per square inch to
provide a second closed environment.

/F the system that provided oxygen to the astro-
naut's suit failed, an emergency supply would auto-
matically cut into the circuit, or the astronaut could
start the alternate system.

/F the astronaut's primary ultrahigh-frequency voice
link with the ground tracking network failed, he could
switch to a second UIIF or a high-frequency channel.

/Fthe astronaut's microphone failed, a second mike
in parallel with the first would automatically begin to
operate.

/F all voice link systems failed, the astronaut could
resort to a Morse code key in the cockpit and use the
telemetry transmitiers and frequencies to send mes-
sages back to the tracking nerwork.

After designing and installing these backup systems
andhundrcds more like theq we believe( finally, that
we werc ready to go.

On January 19,1961, the day before the inaugura-
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tion of hesident John F. IGnnedy, who would have so
much to do with getting Americans into space and to
the Moon, NASA director Robert Gilruth met with the
seven of us in the astnonart &0. U/hst he was about
to tell us, he cautione4 hd"to be kopt in the strictest
confidence.

Previously we had bccn told that all seven of us
would undergo the same €xact training, and that on the
eve of the first manned flignq the name of the astronaut
who would take the flight would be announc€d to us
and the world. Gilruttr now said he hd thought better
of that-it stood to rcas(m that thepdm pilot should
have preference on the flig[t simulators and in other
aspects of training. At the samc time, he didn't want to
put unnecessary public prcssurc on tfu prime pilot. So
it had been decided to go ahcad and select the prime
pilot for the first mission, sche&rbdtobe flown in four
months, and also nro bactup prloB. Ihe press and
public would be given the three narrcs and told only
that the prime pilot would be one of the.se ttree men.

'"fhis has been a difficub decision," Gilruttr said.
"All seven of you have worked long andhard-Any one
of you would make a capable pilot for the first flight."

We all wanted him to just spit it ont. All of us would
have liked to be the firstAmerican in space. VrIe knew
that selecting the pilot for the first mission was going
to be largely a committoe dccision. Althotrgh we
weren't sure who was on the committee, we knew that
Gilruttr was one of the influential voices that would be
heard. We also weren't sure of the criteria for the deci-
sion. What would itbrc based oo?

In the past twenty-one months, we had done so little
flyrng that we had cerAinly notbeen able to show any-
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body what we could really do in the air. So how would
they make their choice? Based on how we did on the
centrifuge, or how we might be expected to handle the
press and public afterward?

"But it's become necessary to make this decision,"
Gilruth went on. "And it's been decided that the prime
pilot for the first flight will b+Alan. His baclups are
John and Gus."

Al looked up, fighting the obvious urge to break out
into a big grin.

One by one, we went over to him and shook his hand.

Al Shepard would be the firstAmerican in space.
For nearly two years we had worked together like

brothers-fiercely competitive, yes, but at the same
time very supportive and wanting to see the other guy
succeed in every way. That would a61cfuange now. Be-
sides, I reminded myself, there would be plenty of
other good missions down the road-longer and even

better missions.

The frst U.S. manned suborbital mission was delayed
for two months after the January 31, 1961, flight of a
thirty-seven-pound chimpanzee, Ham, went badly.

Although Ham sunived and was to live to a ripe old
age, he endupd 18 Gs during reentry an4 due to a
faulty elecrical relay, landed more than a hundred
miles offtarget. By the time the recovery crew reached
him, the capsule was on its side filling with water. The
nearly drowned chimp emerged in a nasty mood, and I
couldn't blame him.

Al Shepard was convinced that he could have made
any necessary conections and had a better flight than
Ham. But to Al's dismay, it was d€cided that another
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test of Redstone with an unmanned Mercury spacecraft
was needed before proceeding with the first manned
shot. TWo weets later, that final test flight went well.

Had AI flown his mission m the origindly sched-
uled date of March 12" l%1, he would have beaten
Yuri Gargarin into space by m oonth. Instea( we
found ourselves furttrer behind fte Soviets before we
even got started, and Al became the second man in
spac+-twenty days after Gargarin aboard hrs Vostok I
spacecraft. It was something that still initatedAl years

later. '"We lw.d'emby the short hairs," I heard him say
a number of times, "and we gave it away."

The first attempt to launch Al was scrubbed two
hours before launch due to cloud cover. Three days
later, on May 5, 1961,I was serving as CapCom in the
bloclfiouse near the launch pad for the third at0empt-
following still another weatber scrub the previous day.
After four hours of frustrating countdown holds, Al
was still strap'ped into his spacecraft on the pad. Every-
body was antsy to get going, htrone small glirch after
another kept popping up.

There hadbeen a failedaffieqlt, elcven days earlier,
to launch with an Atlas boostcr a Mercury spacecraft
carrying a "mechanical astonaut"-a hroch of black
boxes in place of a piloL Tbe Atlas, which failed to
pitch over into the propcr traj€ctory, was destroyed by
the range safety officer forty ccconds after lffioff.
However, the Mercury capsule's escape rockets
worked flawlessly, separating it from the errant rocket,
and the spacecraft landed undemeath a billowing para-
chute in the Atlantic just two thousand yards north of
the pad.

We all knew the stakes were mrrch higherthis day.
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The delay took its toll not only emotionally but in
another way.

"Gordo!" Al said urgently during still another count-
down hold.

*Go, Al.'
'Maq I gotta pee."
*YouwhatT'

Al had been sitting atop the slim black-and-white
Redstone rocket for so long that the need to urinat+
after his morning coffee and juice at brealdast-was
becoming overwhelming. As the suborbital flight was
scheduled to last only fifteen minutes, no one had
thought it necessary to equipAl or the Mercury space-
craft with a urine collection system.

*You heard me," he said. "I've got to pee! I've been
in here forever. The gantry is still right here, so why
don't you guys let rne out of here for a quick stretch?'

I tumed around and told the experts the latest glitch.
'No way, Al," I reported back. "They say we don't

have the time to get you out of there and start all over.
You're in there to stay."

"Gordo, I've got to go!" Al shouted back. "I could
be in here a couple more hours. By then, my bladder's
gonna burst!"

'They say no."
Al's famous temper was soaring. "Well shit, Gordo,

we'ye got to do somcthing! Dammit, tell 'em I'm go-
iqg to let it go in my suit!"

Nobody thought that was a real good idea.
'No good" you can't do thad'I toldAl. '"fhe medics

say you'll short-circuit their medical leads.'
'"Tell 'em to swirch off the damn power," Al

snapped.
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I turned to the experts. There was more discussion-
the only wires that urine was likely to come in contact
with were low-voltage leads to the medical monitors
attached to Al's body. There was even a sponge mech-
anism inside the suit designed to sop up any extra
moisture, such as perspiration. The experts finally gave
the go-ahead.

"OK," I said. "Go to it, Al."
Given Al's position in the space,craft, the urine

pooled in the back of his space suit without soaking
any of the sensors on and around his chest area. Later,
in his best Jos6 Jimenez accent, Al would proclaim
himself "de first wetback in space."

After that unscheduled pee, the fixst U.S. manned
launch was textbook all the way. Al's Freedom 7-the
number stood for factory model number 7, the space-
craft delivered by the manufacturer forAl's flight, not
for the seven original astronauts, as most people
thought-reached a maximum speed of 5,180 miles
per hour, soared to an altitu& of 116 miles, and landed
302 miles downrange. The flig[t lasted fifteen minutes
and twenty-two seconds; Al experienced a five-minute
period of weightlessness and rceorted no ill effects.

Tlvo weeks later our youthful president, John F.

Kennedy, told the nation that we would'trut a llran on
the Moon and return him to Erth safely before this
decade is out." It is still the best mission statement of
all time, but back then there were a lot of gasps behind
closed doors at NASA. Here we were wittr a total of
only fifteen minutes of U.S. manned space flight expe-
rience, and we'd never put a man in orbit. hesident
Kennedy's deadline was two years ahead of the most
realistic timetable. We didn't have the huge rockets
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that would be needed to get to the Moon or the space-
craft in which to fly there. We didn't elen know how to
navigate our way there and back. Don't get me wrong,
I knew it could be done if we put our minds to it-the
question was whether all the hardware we needed
could be built and tested in time. In spite of the gasps

at NASA, everyone was elatedto get this kind of pub-
lic backing from the president on such a big program.
Nonetheless, a London bookmaker promptly placed
thousand+o-one odds against the Moon landing on
JFK's schedule. (We should all have taken the bet.)

Gus Grissom was selected to fly the second subor-
bital mission-a renm of Al's fifteen-minute flight-
and went up aboard Liberty Bell T on July 21,1961.
(Gus kept the number 7 to 'honor ttle tearn," and there-
after every Mercury capsule had that symbolio number
in its name.) Although he flew a flawless mission, Gus
ended up being slaughtered by the media when his
capsule, loaded with valuable scientific data sank in
the ocean during recovery efforts. It was the first time
in his flying career that Gus had ever lost an aircraft-
and it was the only unrecovered U.S. spacecraft-
although he and I had nearly bought the farm together
earlier in the program.

After the first test of anAtlas rocket carrying an un-
manned Mercury capsule went up in flames forty-five
seconds into the launctu it was decided to watch the
next launch closely fum aloft to see if we could spot
any obvious problems. Gus and I volunteered to trail
the launch in two delta-wing F-106s, keeping the big
Atlas company as it gathered s@ after liftofr. We
wouldhave r€al gnndstand seats. Gus was to approach
at five thousand feet, ignite his afterburner, and climb
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up in a spiral alongside to observe this early phase of
its flight. I would take over from the fifteen-thousand-
foot level and continue observing the big bird. We bottr
had cameras around our necks with which to take pic-
tures of the rocket at different stages in the flight. I was
doing 1.3 Mach and coming rmtnd on the Atlas, ex-
pecting it to pitch over and bqin its aching flight out
over the Atlantic. But instea( it kep going straight up.
At that instant, the range safety officcr in Mercury
Control pushed the abort button, which was a proper
call on his part. The only problem: no one remembered
to warn us. The next thing I knew, the escape tower
fired, pulling the capsule right past rrrFat least tlwt
part workeL The tower and capsule missed my aircraft
by no more than fifteen feet" and a freball was heading
up after me. Reacting automatically, I pulled up and
over and pointed the nose down, leaving the after-
burner on, and ran like a son-of-a-gun to get out ofthe
debris that was falling in chunks. Gus came through
the flames and debris below me. Somehow, neither of
our planes picked up so much as a single metal frag-
ment. It was the last time any of us tried to follow a
rocket in a plane.

From my experience flying with him, I knew Gus
was a great pilot. When he returned from his space
mission and insisted that he hadn't blown the hatch
early-before navy frogmen had a chance to right
the spacecraft and put a flotation collar around it-I

believed him. I knew that 1f he lwd screwed up, Gus
would have been the first to admit it. Instead, he as-

sured us, "I was just lying there minding my own busi-
ness when-pow!-I saw blue sky and water coming
in. It was the biggest shock seeing that harch go off."
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He was lucky to get out at all with thrce thousand
pounds of sea warcr pouring through the open hatch.
Once he di4 he found himcelf flailing around in the
ocean under the roar of helicopter blades as the recov-
ery tearn concentrated on trying to snag the sinking
spacecraft before turning their attention to him. "I'm
drowning, you bastards!" he yelled up at the helicopter
crew, while they waved back and smiled.

That Gus nearly drowned (his helmet was recovered
floating in the ocean next to a ten-foot shark) didn't
seem to matter as much as the rampant speculation
among the news media over whether he had blown the
hatch early. He wasn't tneated to a parade after his
flight, or official celebration from the White House on
down, as Al Shepard had been. Although this would
undoubtedly have been the case for anyone flying the
somewhat anticlimactic second suborbital flight-the
media were already getting excited about the upcom-
ing first o6ital mission--Cus and his wife, Betty,
couldn't help but feel snubbed by the press, public, and
politicians.

TV*o weeks after Gus's mission, NASA learned con-
clusively that Gus had not screwed up when they dis-
covered the real culprie a design problem with the
ignition pin for the hatch, an explanation that was
buried on a back page of the New YorkTitnes.

Although Gus was subsequently cleared by an offi-
cial accident review panel, he would continue to be
haunted by the incident, thanks to the media The 1983
movie Tlw Right Srfportrayed him as a panicky oaf
who "screwed the pooch" by losing his spacecraft.
Most importantly, though, NASA never held the inci-
dent against him. In fact, they later gave him t1s ft81
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two-man Gemini flight and scheduled him for the first
three-man Apollo mission. They would have done
neither if they believed that Gus had panicked in any
way. [n July 1999, Libefi Bell T was recovered from
the ocean floor-three miles down, deeper than the
Titanic-in a salvage project underwritten by a tele-
vision network. I don't know what they will eventu-
ally find in the way of physical evidence aboard the
spacecraft, but I know that when John Glenn and
Wally Schirra blew their hatches on their Mercury
missions-signaled to do so by navy frogmen after
they'd placed the flotation collar*they ended up
with cuts on the palms of their hands from the handle
of the hatch-release mechanism snapping back and
getting them good. Gus had no such wounds.

The third Mercury flight and frst U.S. orbital mis-
sion, flown by John Glenn on Febnrary 20, 1962,
aboard Friendship 7, put us in the space race for keeps.

As with the first suborbital Aight" this mission was
preceded by the launch ofa chimpanzee, Enos. Sched-
uled for three orbits, the spacecraft was brought back
after only two orbits due to the failure of an attitude-
control thnrsterjet and the overteating of an inverter
in the electrical system; IV{aking matters worse for
Enos, each time he responded to a light during the
flight and pushed a button as he'd been nained to do,

he received not a banana pellet as he should have, but
an electric shock. He was a very pissed-off chimp by
the time the hatch was opened. Engineers decided that
both of the major problems could have been corrected
had an astronaut been aboard, and John was confident
that, with or without banana pellets, he could have
flown the mission.
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Some sixty million people viewed John's launch on
live television. His spacecraft made its three-orbit
flight in four hours and fifty-five minutes. Prior to the
flight there was concern about the physiological effecs
of prolonged weightlessness. John reported no debili-
tating or harmful effects, and in fact found the zero
gravity conditions very handy in performing his tasks.

A faulty swirch in the heat shield circuit indicated
that the clamp holding the shiel4 designed to keep the
spacecraft from burning up during reentry, had been
premanrely released-information larcr found to be
false. During reentry, the retropack (containing the
spent retro rockets used to maneuver in space) was not
jettisone4 as the flight plan called for, but retained as an
added nreasure to help hold tte heat shield in place in
case it had somehow been loosened. That caused some
fireworks as the spacecraft reentered tk ahosphere
and the retropack disintegrated in the intense heat

John's spacecraft landed in the Atlantic eight hun-
dred miles southeast of Bermuda and was recovered by
a navy ship after being in the water about twenty min-
utes. With the success of the flight, we were beginning
to achieve the basic objectives of ProjectMercury: put-
ting a man into Earth orbit, observing his reactions to
the space environmenf and returning him safely to
Earttr in a place where he could be readily found.

After his fligt t, John, perfectly at ease as always
when it came to dlerling with the crtrsh of media atten-
tion, became a wonderfrrl spokesman not only for
NASA but forAmerica. He did a temendors amount
of good for the p,rogram.

The next flight was to have becn Deke Slayton's, btrt
he was abruptly grounded forhaving a detectable heart
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munnur at high Gs in the centrifuge. We thought this
was extremely unfair, because anyone could be made
to have a heart munntn at high enough Gs. Deke was
ready to quit, and the rest of us were so upset that we
carne close to resigning en masse, which would have
left America's space progam with no astronauts. We
finally talked Deke into staying on a head of the astro-
naut office, a new post in which he would represent our
mutual interests. It wasn't a charity appointment. At
the time, there was serious talk of bringing in a general
or admiral to fill the new post, but we all agreed that
we didn't need some outside weenie coming in and
telling us what to do.

Deke's backup, navy pilot Scott Carpenter, was
given the next orbital mission, although he didn't have
much time to practice for it in the simulator as prime
pilot. Scon was launchd on May 2/l,l962,aboard his
Autora 7 spacecraft and rcplicated John Glenn's three-
orbit mission. Things didn't go well almost from the
tleginnilg. Scott used more fuel for the attitude-control
thrusters than planned due to a faulty automatic stabi-
lization system, and had to drift for most of his final or-
bit. Scott got caught up in some scientific experiments
and wasn't ready for his retro-fire. He fircd late, and
overshot the recovery area by tno hundred and fifty
miles. After spending mse ttm an hour inside the hot
cabin, he wiggled out of the nrrow top of the tower
rather than blow ofi the hatch and risk the capsule's
sinking. He spent more hours on his raft before being
picked up by a helicopter. Nor Courusro: CenprNrrn
blasted one headline. Scott, who knew he had screwed
up, took some heat. He rever flew in space again, and
when the opportunity arose to become involved in the
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navy's Sea Lab reseech project, he quietly resigned
from NASA and ended up doing a fantastic job in the
undersea exploration program.

Next up was Wally Schirr+ aMtrer top navy pilot.
Wally believed in raining himseH hard, and was very
precise. After his launch on October 3, 1962, aboard
Sigrto 7, Wally eryrcrienced problems with his pres-
sure suit that almost brought him brck to Earth after
only one oftit, but he was able to solve the difficulties
in flight and sailed on for six orbits. His mission was
considered a textbook engineering flight and went so
well that NASA decided to advance the flight sehedule.

The original Mercury launch schedule had provided
for two six-orbit missions before trying for the first
oneday mission, but after Wdly's flight, NASA de-
cided to jump !o the oneday mission-and it was to be
mine. Eightren orbits were the goal, but if the flight
met all expectations, Mercury Control would extend
the mission to twenty-two orbits-leaving me in space
for approximately a day and a half.

New state-of-the-art desigu modifications had been
made to my spacecraft to accommodate life-support
and functional demands for more than a day in space.
Since weight was extremely critical, attention was first
given to removal of any unnecessary hardware and sys-
tems. The periscope (nothing more than a sightseeing
device) had alrcady been removed from the spacecraft
forWally's flight. For my flight they undertook a com-
plete weight reduction progranHeasuring the pay-
lod not in pounds but in tenths of pounds. The manual
rate stabilization and control systeelike an autopilot
that kept constantly adjusting the spacecraft's attitude
with thruster rockets-turned out to be unnecessary
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and a glutton for fuel, so it was removed. A lighrcr-
weight pilot's couch was installed. Nine extra pounds
of water, about a gallon and a half, were added to the
cooling system, and four pounds of additional liquid
oxygen augmented the breathing stores. I was sched-
uled to drink voluminous amounts of water for urine
analysis, which NASA physiologists thought would be
the best way to monitor chemical reactions that might
occur within the body during a period of prolonged
weightlessness, so five additional pounds of drinking
water were added. Electrical battery power was dou-
bled. A television camerFthe frst to go into space-
was installed to prove th fcacibility of TV in space
and to record ground soenes as rdl as onboard life.

I had been given three mein prioritics fo the flight:
prove that apilotcould gO offmom*icmntol andfly
the spacecraft efficiently; ca@y manage the use of
all onboard consumables, snch as fipl for the attinrde-
control thrusters, electricity, oxyg€n, and water; and
conduct scientific experircnts to aid &velopment of
rendezvous techniqueq which would be yitat in the up
coming lunar missions.

NASA had another top Fiority fc ttc mission: "de-
termining the effects of extendcd spre flight on man."
Many doctors and sciedig wrm convinced that the
pooling of blood in a perro'c erftmitics during zero
gravity would preclude sp flights of more tlun a
few hours. The sickness that the Russian cosmonauts
were reported to have cxperienced on their longdura-
tion flights increased the concern.

When it came to naming my spacecraft, I felt a re-
sponsibility to find the right nailn€. I knew that an aw-
ful lot of thought and symbolism hd gone into the
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earlier narnes, and I finally selected Faith 7, which was
painted on the side of the spacecraft. The name would
symbolize my faith in the launch team, my faith in all
thehardware thathadbeen so carefully tested, my faittt
in myself, and my faith in God.

Four years and five months after volunteering for
the manned space progftlm in that crowded NASA
briefing room, I was about to get my chance. But not
before a close call-nearly getting bumped from the

mission at the last minute by an angry \ryalt Williams,
Project Mercury operations director and NASAs num-
ber three guy.

I had been the one to get angry first. When I anived
at Hangar S the day before launch, I saw to my disbe-
lief that a last-minute modification had been made to
my custom-made pressure suit. The medical people
had cut a hole in it and inserted a metal fitting in the
chest for an additional monitor, which they could auto-
matically inflate any time they wanted to during the
flight to check my blood prcsswe. This violated a firm
rule we had against dorng anything to an astronaut's
pressrue suit just before a flight. What if the new fitting
leaked? I might not discover that my suit wasn't hold-
ing pressure until I was in space and needed it.

I hit the roof, and was still venting when I took an

F-102 aloft for what had become a day-before-launch
ritual to allow an astronaut-feeling overworked and
overprepared about now-to have a little fun. I pushed
the supersonic fighter hard through loops and dives.
Then I dove for the deck. As I zoomed past Hangar S
only a few feet off the ground, Williams happened to
step from a doonray, only to see himself eyeball-to-
eyeball with a streaking jet f,ghter. At ttrat instant, I lit
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the afterburner. I heaxd later that Williams drcpped the
stack of papers he was,holding and gratrbed at his
throat as if to keep his heart from leaping out of his
chest. He went from quivering to an uncontnolled rage.
The condemnations, which came to me secondhand
because Williams was uowilling to oonfront me di-
rectly, went on until well into ttre eve,ning. A stem man
by nature, Williams insisted in no uncertain terms that
I was of the mission and ordered Al Sheparr( my
backup, to take the flight. Al had been aggressively
seeking a chance to get into space since his fifteen-
minute suborbital flight, which now paled in compari-
son with the longer missions being flown, and was
very happy to do so. This carne as no surprise to me be-
cause I knew this side of Al, who was not to be tust€d
when it came to anything that he considered in his best
interests.

Williams had long belicvod I was not taking things
seriously enough. He'd corne from being chief of oper-
ations at Edwards for NASAs rocket plane prognuns-
X-l,X-2, and X-3-and was rccustod to dealing
with serious and strdiou rcscurh tylrcs, not fighter
jocks. I guess I just nrbbod him ttc wrong way, bcause
much earlier he'd raised with D& SlEytm the zubject
of grving Shepard the nod ovrr re.'Waft thinks you're
ahot dog and maverickandfuymbcndtherules too
much," Deke had. told mc. I'd given Deke my best
"!Vho, me?" look. Had it been all those speeding tick-
ets in Cocoa Beach? Or my racing at Daytona Interna-
tional Speedway? Or mayb running the world-class
speedboats? Sometime later Deke told rne ttnt hesi-
dent Kennedy, whom I'd ret morp than s doze, times,
had gotten wind that I might be passed over and had
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made it clear to NASA that he would have none of it.
It's good to have friends in high placOs.

Now I'd gone and given Williams the opening he

was looking for.
The other five asfionauts backed me, saying that the

medical people had caused the problem in the first
place by tampering with my suit at the last moment.
But after four years of nonstop training and prepara-
tions, I found myself facing the possibility that I might
lose my shot. The wait was agonizing.

Then, about ten o'clock the night before the launch,
I got the word that Walt Williams had relented.

The mission was still mine.



tlftoff!

Bv rrluNcH TIME TI{E THIN-sIoNNeoArt,ls tvAs LIT-
tle more than a venting bag of combustible gases. Its
thin stainless steel wall rcquircd tbree pounds per
square inch of pressur€ jrrst to keep its shErc, even
during transfer on a flatbed tnrck Wihout it the Atlas
would literally fold up.

The booster I was sitting atop was designed to ex-
plode under control, lift its payload offthe groun4 and
kick it into orbit one hundred and fifty miles up.

It promised to be one hell of aride.
The sun had come up, and tbc muning was cloud-

less. The countdown progrcssed wiGoil incident until
T:-minus eleven minutes md thifty se@nds, when a
technician inside Mercury Conuol spomed a possible
problem with the guidance equipmenr

A hold was calle4 and I waitcd.
I was lying on my back on the contour couch, with

my feet jackknifed above rnHs if I had sat in a chair
and then someone had placed the chair on its back
Mercury was so cramped you didn't climb in so much

47
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as you put it on. Built by McDonnell Aircraft in St.
Louis with the help of four thousand suppliers, includ-
ing 596 direct subcontracts from trrenty-five states, the

spacecmft contained 750,000 parts and seven miles of
wiring.

Tlventy-four inches away from my face was the in-
stnrment panel, with more than a hundred gauges, di-
als, meters, and switches. The left-hand side of the
cockpit held instnrmentation for flight events, naviga-
tion, and spacecraft control, while the right side con-

tained insffuments for the environmental and

communications systems.
I was wearing a full pressure suit, complete with

hetnet and gloves. Although in later manned flights we
would have more confidence in the cabin pressuriza-
tion system and remove our suits during space flight, in
Mercury we left the cumbersome suits on all the time
in case there was an emergency depressurization, at
which point the suit would automatically pressurize,
providing a livable environment.

The suits were not real comfortable, in spite of mul-
tiple fittings by experienced tailors who laboriously
custom-made them for each astronaut. They fit like a
glove, and that was part of the problem. They had to'fit
tighfly or during pressurization there would be a lot of
excess air inside the suit, making movement more dif-
ficult" but the tight fit, especially when you had the suit
on for a lengthy time, tended to cause chafing and sore
spots on the arms, legs, and torso.

The potential glirch never materialized, and the
countdown rqsumed.

At T:minus ninetcen seconds, a momentary hold
was called by Mercury Contol to deterrrine whether
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all systems had gone into automatic sequencing, as

planned. When everyone was convinced that we were a
"go," the hold was lifted-

-and 
the candle was lit.

Over my headset came Wally's excited announce-
ment: *We have liftoff!"

As I had done hundredsdtirec onthe centrifuge-
outfitted with a complete Merctrry control panel-and
in the flight simulator, I reached up and started the on-
board clock, which would keep me on schedule with
all my experiments, chores, and flight operations dur-
ing the mission. As a backup, I also started the stop
warch function of my Omega Chronograph
wristwatch.

"Roger, liftoff" I said. '"The clock is started."
My immediate sensation was that someone had

pressed the pedal to the metal of a hot car, only it was
unlike any powerfrrl machinc I'd ever ridden in-
including dragsters, Indy cars, snd high-perfonnance
racing boats. This onejust kept on going.

Accelerating.. .

An4 unbelievably, accehruting norc.
It had no equal in my frame of refcreirce, and I had

flown the hottest fightcrs in ec LI.S. arsenal. fire
weight of the rocket on ttc hmn @ was 260,000
pounds-fully 200,000 pounds of that in rocket fuel
alone. Now, with its fuse lit, the Atlas was consuming
fuel at a rate of 2,000 pounds per second.

"Feels good, buddy," I toldWally. "All systems go."
As I kept a close watch on the instnrments and re-

cited readings to Mercury Control, I felt the steady
buildup of G-forces.

It took about twenty socondc fm the rocket to sur-
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pass the speed of sound (seven hundred miles per
hour), known as Mach 1. The vibrations, which had
started at liftoff and increased as the rocket continued
upward" smoothed out once I reached ftansonic speed.

Now that I was out in front of the noise wave, things
quieted down considerably inside the cabin. The ride
was much smoother than the centrifuge at high Gs-I
didn't feel nearly as beat up.

T\vo minutes after liftotr, the two outboard engines
cut off as planned and dropped away from the rocket.
The escape tower at the top of the capsule was jetti-
soned with the first stage, since the spacecraft was high
enough by then to go through normal parachute de-
ployment in the event of an emergency reentry.

At the sudden reduction itr thrust, I was slammed
forward against my chest harness, but in less time than
it took to take a breath, I was snapped back and pressed

into my seat by acceleration from the sustainer engine,
the third of the rocket's three main engines. We
weren't at the finish line yet!

The Gs kept building, and at their peak I was strain-
ing to keep my vision.

When the spacecraft reached orbital velocity, on a
path that had leveled off and was now running parallel
to the Earth's surface, the sustainer engine cut off, and
a series of small rockets fired to separate the spacecraft
from the booster.

My spacecraft was inserted into orbit at almost the
exact speed !€quired to achieve a circular orbit of the
Earttr. The centrifugal force of the spacecraft's fonrard
motion would keep it literally free-falling around the
Earth on a coume no closer than 100 miles (perigee)
and no farther away than 165 miles (apogee).
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I figured I must have set a new speed record for all
mankind: 0 to 1 7, 546 rniles per lnur in fw e minute s flat.

When the Gs hit around 8 or 9 they stopped, the
pressure against my chest and body disappeared, and I
was left hanging there. I had gone "through the gate,"
as we called it: I was in orbit and weightless.

I recognized some sensations ftom all the hours of
practice in the centrifuge, when they ran the G-forces
up and then abruptly cut the speed. But the release
frombeing many times my normalbody weightto hav-
ing no weight at all when in orbit was brand-new, and
something we had been unable to practice in the cen-
trifuge. It caused a sudden full feeling in the head, due
to the cardiovascular system having to work harder to
pump blood under high Gs and then suddenly being
caught pumping too much blood. While this didn't af-
fect my mental or physical fimctions, I did feel flushed
in the face for about trrenty minutes until my body
shifted into a lower gear and my cardiovascular system
settled down and adjusted to weightlessness.

During planning of the missioq I had fought to keep
my first orbit uncluttered" not waoting to become over-
whelmed with work right away. I'd be in a new envi-
ronment, and I wanrcd to be able to take a few minutes
to adjust to the situation and look around before start-
ing on what would prove to be a busy flight plan.

At separation, the spacecraft had begm its auto-
matic turnaround. When I looked out, I could see the
shell of the Atlas rocket following me, tumbling end
over end as it grew smaller. It had been transformed
from the world's biggest Roman candle into a burned-
out hulk that would eventually plop into the Pacific a
few hundred miles downrange.
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I turned off the autopilot and switched to fly-by-
wire, which ajforded me electronic control of the
spacecraft. As called for by the flight plan, I gently
swung the nose around to put the heat shield in front
and established a negative 34-angulardegree heat
shield-upward attinude. This attiode was necessary in
case I needed to fire the retro rockets-which were in-
side an external package mounted to the heat shield-
to slorv my forward speed in the event of an emergency
r€ontry should Mercury Control find something wrong
with the orbit or my spacecraft during the next few
minutes.

I was heading east, towardAfrica" but because I was

riding backwadl was looking west{ackfrom where
I had come.

A small window-about twelve by eight inches-
was a late addition to the Mercury spacecraft at the in-
sistence of the astronauts. The only way astronauts on
the first nuo suborbital flights had been able to see out
was through the periscope, since remove( which had
provided only a limited field of vision.

The window--tiple-thick quartz to withstand
heat-4adbeen placed inthe shell of the spacecraftjust
above the pilot's head.Itwaseasy enough to lookout-

Oh Lod, wlut a lwavenly vi*v.
It was a perfect moment" wben time seemed to stop.

I was seeing our planet from afar for the first time, and
I wanted to live within the moment for as long as pos-
sible. I had finally made it-I was in space, and al-
ready having a ball.

I could see most of the Caribbean and many identifi-
able islands, including the Bahamas, a spectacular
sight of bright colors and pure whitc coral reefs. I saw
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the entire state of Florida, and up the eastern seaboard
as far as Virginia. It all looked just the way it did on the
maps, except that there was a bluish tint to everything.

In a few minutes, wittr all systems checking out, I
was cleared to continue with the mission. I was free to
change attitude now, wli* I di{ coming back
around-with the spacecq$b noro frcing fqwarf
so that I could see in front of me. Before me lay the
continent of Africq filled with rich browns and golden
light.

About then I realized how warm I was gening. Air
friction during launch had heated the spacecraft's exte-
rior surface to around 1,300 degrees Fatrenheit, and
some of that intense heat had.radiated inside the space-
craft, putting a load on the cooling system. This had
also been a problem for the other Merctry flights. A
water boiler gave us cabin cooling. If you set it too
high it would freez.e up and give you nothing; too low
and you'd get no relief. I fiddled with the settings until
my suit dropped about 10 degrees and the cabin tem-
perature about 20 degrees, to a more tolerable 92 de-
grees and 109 degrees, respectively.

Looking out the window again,I saw lohn Glenn's
"flreflies." Since his flight we had learned that these
were carbon and ice particles that formed from the fir-
ing of the attinrde-confrol thrusters. They tended to
ctng to the outside surface of the spacecraft. John had
been astounded when he hit the wall of his spacecraft
and saw all these objects ("I have no idea what these
little critters are"), glowing from the light of the Sun or
Moon, encircling him. Every astonaut since had en-
j oyed repeat performances.

Near the end of my second ubit-some three hours
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into Orc missioel activated the flashing light experi-
ment" launching a sphere with a bafiery-powered
strob€ designed to flash once every second. The metal
ball left its cylindrical housing and settled into its own
orbit, near my qpacecrafr I engaged manual flight con-
trol and maneuvered around trying to locate the light
out my windoq but with no luck.

I went on to other things, then finally, on the night
side of the fourth orbit" after yawing the spacecraft
around 180 degrees, I spotted the sphere-shiny from
sunlight glinting off it. It was coming up slowly from
beloq not more than nrenty feet away, pulsating
brightly every second just as advertised. Able finally to
confirm the success of the experiment to Mercury Con-
trol, I became the first person to launch a satellite while
in orbit. What we were to learn from this and other
such experiments would pr,ove useful in developing
docking procedures for larcr flights.

I was less successful, trro orbits later, when I at-
tempted to release aballoon as part of an experiment to
evaluate atmosphoric drag on the spacecraft. Ground
control indicated that their instnrments showed the bal-
loon failing to deploy from its external housing. I tried
a couple more times before we all a$eed it was a
waste of time.

On that same orbit I reported that I could clearly
spot a town in South Africa where flashing lights were
being pointed at me, part of an experiment to evaluate
man's ability to observe from space a light of known
intensity. It was believed that this would have applica-
tion to 1fos Gemini and Apollo prografiN, especially in
the landing phases.

One of the most astounding and unexpectd features
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of the flight was my ability to distinguish objects on
Earth. Among my many clear sights: several Australian
cities, including the large oil refineries at Perth; wisps
of smoke from rural houses on the continent of Asia;
Miami Beach, Florida; and the Clear Lake area near
Houston. While passing over the heart of America, I
was able to see the entire west coast, then swing
around to the east and view the whole eastern
seaboard. My elapsed time traveling from one coast to
the other was just fifteen minutes. Such experiences
brought home how small our planet is in the context of
space exploration.

Beginning the eighth orbiq I shut down the
nonessential control and electrical systems and settled
into drifting flight. At this altiad*a hun&ed and

fifty miles u5the surface of the qpacecraft was still
hitting molecules of air, which had a slowing-down ef-
fect. Mthout propulsion to boost its speed and make
up for the drag, the spacecraft, left on its own, would
eventually-in a few weeks-slow down and drop
from orbit. Longer orbiting missions-like the space
station of the 1990s-would recdto be in oftit higher
up, around three hundred milca,, whe,re tbe mosphere
was thinner and there warloss drag.

In zero gravity there is no rigtt-side up, s it wasn't
necessary to use up vital fuel constantly adjusting the
attitude of the spacecraft with rcryoct to the Earth. I
found drifting to be a very pleasant and relaxing mode
of flight, and came to look forward to the Earth slowly
spinning by time and again to fill my cabin window
with colors and patterns like a glorious living mosaic.

The flight schedule called for me to go to sleep at
the beginning of my ninth orbit, brut when the time ar-
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rived I was busy taki.g pictures of the High Steppes of
India" approaching the Himalayas. It was the first time
we'd ever had a spacecraft fly in daylight over the Hi-
malayas. I had always been fascinated with that area,
so I stayed awake photographing it.

NASAs position, expressed in a memo, was that "If
an astronaut desires, he may catry a carlera." That re-
vealed the prevailing lack of importance placed on
photography in space. John and Scott had carried In-
stamatics, which I guess are better than no camera at
all. But as an erylerienced amateur photographer-go-
ing back to my childhood days, when I was always the
one with the camera at family gatherings-I had been
disappointed by the lack of good pictures from space.
So I had brought aboard a strippeddown lightweight
Hasselbla( which I'd had modified for me by the air
force carnera lab at Patrick Air Force Base. I also car-
ried a light meter to test light values.

As I kept shooting pictures, I didn't say anything
and stayed quiet in the cabin, hoping the guys at Mer-
cury Control would think I was asleep. I maneuvered
the spacecraft in order to take my picturas, keeping a
light touch on the pulse jets so that no noticeable
arrounts of fuel would be expended. Othenrise Mer-
cury Conhol would detect it and askme whatl was do-
ing and why I wasn't asleep.

After another orbit of photo-taking, I decided to nrn
in. I had managed to get the temperature of my suit
down further and was feeling very comfortable. As I
passed over Asia and started back across the Pacific, I
fell into adeep slumber.

I had a prctty low pulse rate naturally, and with the
heart not having to work as hard rn zero gravity as it
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does on Earth, my pulse had gone down to the forty-
beats-per-minute range. Then, when I finally did go to
sleep, it dropped lower.

Since no U.S. astronaut before me had been in space

long enough to require a sleep perid, there had never
been an occasion to monitor someone asleep in space.
In fact, some of the medical people weren't even sure if
a prolonged sleep would be possible in space. They
also weren't sure a man could sleep in space, then wake
up and get his senses back in order to pick up where he

left off. The first time I came whistling over the Cape,
sound asleep, Mercury Control became so alarrred at
my low heart rate that the worried doctors decided to
have CapCom awaken me to make srrre I was all right.

My biggest shock, upon bcing so rudely awakened,
was the sight of my hands flooting freely in front of
me{angerously close to the control panel.

I assured the ground that I was feeling just dandy.
Before going back to sleep, I improvised by hooking
my thumbs under my helmet straps to prevent my anns
and hands from floating and accidentally ripping a
switch. I went back to sleep for a resfrrl six hours,
proving to any and all doubtcrs that it was possible to
sleep in space. It was one of my farroritecxperiments.

Getting back to wort on the ffieenth orbit, I
checked my consumables.ad rcportod that I had used
only 4 percent of my manual coahol fuel sup,ply and

22 percent of the automatic control supply. Also, 75
percent of the primary supply of oxygen remained, and
the reserve supply was untouched-

Mercury Control congp$lated me. Al Shepar(
serving as CapCom, added a personal aside: "You're
sttre a miser, Gordo. Stop holding yourbreath."
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There's a reason I used less oxygen than any of my
predecessors: I was the first lifetime nonsmoker in
space. Some, like John Glenn, quit during the pro-
gram; others, like Wally Schirra and Al Shepard,
smoked right up to the launch pad. In that controlled
environment it was documented that my lungs were
much more efficient. My oxygen consumption was
only one-third of what they had calculated it would be
based on previous flights, a powerful argument for not
smoking.

About then it was dinnertime: bite-sized cubes of
peanut burer and chocolate, along with squeeze tubes
filled with a high-calorie meat. Life-sustaining was
about the best that could be said of the menu-and in
some thirty-five years of commercial airline travel
since, notmuch has changed when it comes to in-flight
meals.

After the engineers on the gound decided that my
spacecraft was operating "in almost unbelievable fash-
ion," I was given the go-ahead for the full twenty-two
orbits.

'Copy thati'I said.
I may have sounded calm, but I felt like letting out a

big '"[Vtroopee!"
On the sixteenth orbit, I swung the spacecraft

around and, holding up my 35-mm still canrera to the
windoq took pictures of the zodiacal tghg a colorfrrl
glow seen on the horizon at sunset when the ions inthe
air are illuminated by the Stm's rays for only a minute
or two. The multicolored lights were spectacular from
my vantage point. The firstbandclose to the Earth was
r€4 the next was yellow, the next blue, then green, and
finally a kind of magenta. It was a b,rilliant rainbow
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that didn't last long. After the Sun went down, the
Eartlr nrned inky dark. This series of horizon pictures
was for the Massachusetts Insti&te of Technology.
MIT planned to study thc phooc tod?Ermine whether
the horizon could be urcd r*gtlhoc reference for
returning Moonships. (It ru'fuid to be one method
for alignment and navigmion, ht tatcr it was decided
that celestial navigation-using fixed stars-was more
precise.)

My textbook flight continued until the nineteenth
orbit.

On that orbit" I was adjusting fuc8bin-lightdimmer
switch when a green light th-masured the pull of
gravity came on. It wam"t supp@cd to go on until
reentry. I knew I wasn't reentering the Eartr's atmos-
phere because I hadn't done an1flhing to slow down,
which I would need to do to drop from orbit.

In those days, controllers on the ground didn't
have continuous communication with an orbiting

spacecraft-there were only five or six places around
the world where they could talk to CIre another. As a re-
sult, there would be blaclout pcd'od8 of fiftoen to
twenty minutes when we'd be out of turch. There were
times when the radio silcoe was a plcasant respite
from being asked ten questiou a mintrte by ground
control, but it never failcd &d rfrcocvEr prroblems de-
veloped, we were uable to ommicate. I was in a
blackout perioq of cours e, when the light came on.

Panel lights coming on for no treason were a pet
peeve of mine. ['d complained so mrrch about them,
warning the technicians that one day I was going to
take a hammer and knock out tb offcnding lights, that
when I climbed into the srcraft for launch there
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was a little toy hammer ftenging off a relay handle on
the control panel.

When I was back in range, I reported the bogus light
to Mercury Conffol.

They had already seen it on their own screens and
were alarmed that I had started an- unplanned departure
from orbit and was already in reentry.

'Like hell," I sai( a bit irritated at the suggestion.
I was instnrcted to power up my attitude-control

system and to relay information on attitude indications
present on my gyroscopes, which are spin-stabilized
and provide reliable attitude references on all tbree
axes. I did, and all telemetry implied that there had
been no orbital decay and that my speed was correct.

"Stand by," I was told. "We'll nrn it down and see

what it is."
When Mercury Contol came back on the line, I was

given a number of try-this-and-that directions. It was
obvious, by what they were having me do, that the as-
sembled experts in the control room were grasping at
straws.

By then my electrical system was shorting out across
the board, and a lot of things were going on the blink.
Even my telemetry-vital information from my space-
craft that lscffisians at Mercury Control read on their
computer screens-was dropping off their screens.
They would soon not have the foggiest idea what was
working or Dot working aboard my spacecraft.

I had no idea what was happening, and no one on the
ground could come up with a cause or a solution either.

On the twentieth orbit they delivered the bad news:

"The systems people have analyzed the problem.
We've determined you're having a total power failure."
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Tbtal powerfailure.
My cooling system went next. This meant that I

wouldbe unable to regulate the temperahue inside my
suit or the cabin and would be unable to puriry the
oxygen, thereby getting rfl of fu crrbo dioxide that
would be building up. Incrcp;f.@adur€s inside
my suit would make things,Safi&fiy rmmfortable,
and eventually dangerous, but the gravest threat would
come from the buildup of poisonous carbon dioxide
gases. Impaired judgment would come first, then
blackouts-the beginnings of brain asphyxia.

There was only one thing to do: get down as soon as
possible; preferably in a planned r€covery area.

My gyroscopes went out.
Then my clock stop,ped-the finely tuned instru-

ment that was supposed to keep ure on schedule every
second of the flight.

Bit by bit, I was losing ell on-boad olmtronics.
The only reason I could *i[ cmmmicate with the

Cape was that the radio, dc.sigd to be i@,ndent of
all other systems, was hoobd dirwtly to ba$eries.

We all knew, without sayitrg, tt* wc wCre experi-
encing the worst systems frilrrc in tho mc than tu,o
years thatAmerica had been scmding mcn into space.

I was on a dying ship.
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Brlnging Her Home

TITxcs wERE BEGTNMNG TO STACK UP.

I reported to Mercury Control that I had lost all elec-
rical power, carbon dioxide levels were above maxi-
mum limits, and cabin and suit temperatures were
climbing. "Other than thati' I deadpanned, "things are
fine."

We were always honest about assessing what could
go wrong and trying to anticipate all the possible dan-
gers. I had long thought the worst-case scenario would
be an in-flight fire that destroyed all onboard electron-
ics and environmental systsns. To prepare for such a

situation, I had spent many hours in the simulator oper-

ating in the most degnded mode I could by turning off
everything, then working on bringing her home.

Although I hadn't experienced a file, the total-fail-
ure scenario I had worked on in the simulator was ex-
actly what I now faced.

I could tell from the tone of their voices that thc
guys on the ground were highly concerned.

I reminded them that I had spent a lot of time on the
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simulator pracricing this very thing. Quickly they re-
rieved the simulator records and saw all the work I
had done. I ttrink that gave them a little more confi-
dence that it could be dorc.

We didn't have much choicc. If we did an emer-
gency reentry and I came donm cly, I'd lose my pri-
mary landing spot in the Fadilc xhcre the recovery
fleet was waiting for me. I could end up landing in
some godforsaken place where I would be stranded for
a week or more while recovery tcenrs searched for me.

With the automatic contnd system not functioning, I
would have to reenter in the manual mode. While prov-
ing that I could go off autopilot and fly the spacecraft
had been a priority of the miscion, m one had ever
thought it wouldbecome amdGroflift ordeath. With
my gyros out, I would havc to establi$ my spaoe-
craft's angle of attack using only the horizon as my ref-
erence point. Then, maoipulating the hand-grip
controller located next to my scat, I'd have to fire the
retro rockets at precisely the right mmrcnt and hold
the spacecraft steady on all thee axes"nitch (verti-
cal), roll (lateral), and yaw (Bftle to sido). When the
electronic damping syst€m *E rrorthg, thcsc corec-
tions were automatic, ofrscningfu{pthrutcrs so that
the spacecraft didn't start odhibg rrildy. Now, I'd
have to damp out any oscillation as su)n as it happened
or the spacecraft would quickly spin out of contol and
rapidly disintegrate in the atmosphere. Although there
was no time to think about the historical implications, I
was attempting to become tho first astronaut to fly the
complete reentry trajectory unfu manual control.

Assuming more confiol olrer Fentry was exactly
what we astronauts had wanted from day one. We were
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pilots, after all. There was a conflicting school of
thoug[t, which held that automated and redundant sys-
tems would be more accurate and tnrstworttry in the
long run. The issue had a history.

In the late 1950s, when America's space program
was still on the drawing boar( adebate hadbroken out
about what type of people should be sent into space.
High on the list werc gymnasts, due to their condition-
ing and flexibility. Prresident Eisenhower broke the
deadlock by declaring that only military test pilots
should be recruited. Even so, because of all the elec-
tronics and automation subsequenfly built into the
Mercury spacecraft, we had sometimes been crudely
compared to the chimps who had ridden atop the first
U.S. rockets (the Russians used dogs). Some fellow pi-
lots, especially those who hadn't been selected for the
program-like ChuckYeager, who hadn't met the cri-
teria for selection, partly because he wasn't a college
graduate and was too olFwere left with sow gapes.
They joked about us treing nothing more than "Spam
in the can."

This flight would put an end to all that nonserxe.
My electronics were shot" and apilot had the stick.
As I passed over Africa starting my nexttG.last or-

bit, Mercury Contol advised that on reentry I would
be fring the retro rockets on my o\iln count, using the
second hand on my wristwatch, backed up by a count-
down from John Glenn aboard the communications
ship in the western Pacific.

One problem we went over was that the tluee reto
rockets-whose nozdes were located onthe outside of
the spacecraft-poinrcd off in different directions.
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When fired, their thrust would place a heavy yaw on
my required angle of flight if I didn't make the correc-
tions that the elecfronic damping system was designed
to make automatically.

Among my increased responsibilities wils maneu-
vering my spacecraft into prcper position for firing the
retro rockets. I would do so by aligning myself with
the horizon by means of a fne etched on my cabin
window, aligning roll on the horizon, and yaw on a
zerFyaw star-{ star on my oatitel path whose posi-
tion didn't change. (I rcally had to know my stars, and
considering that the only mc I could point out when I
came into the program was ttc noilh str,Ihad done a
lot of astronomy homework)

After flipping the switch on ttc confiol panel for
firing the reto rockets, I'd hsrrc to be on the stick
quickly to keep the spacecraft on th proper attitude to
establish the correct trajectoEy for rriving at the tar-
geted landing spot.

There was another conoern $out maintaining
proper attitude: if I dido't hld fte right position so

that the multilayered fiberglass heat shield-sveral
hundred pounds in weight--<dd tab tb bnmt of the
3,000degree heat that buift rp &ring Fentry, my
spacecraft and I wouldhnnryfuingourdescent into
the Earth's afinosphere.

Even if we rnaoc- a safe ruentry, if the spacecraft
kicked off horizontally to one side or the other and I
was nnable to correct its errant course, I could miss the
recovery area by up to a hundred miles in latitude. If
we were offvertically it could be worse: offby several
hundrcd miles in longitude. In either case I'd land in
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the Pacific, the world's biggest ocean, but I sure didn't
want to spend a lot of time siaing in a bobbing life raft
waiting to be found.

When I passed over John Glenn's station on my sec-
ond-telast orbit, we reviewed the manual reentry pro-
cedures. There were a few things that John and I had
disagreed on in the past, but when it came to flying and
doing a job, John was cool and precise. In my situa-
tion, I appreciated both those attributes.

*We'll be ready the next time around, Gordo."
"Next time I see you," I responded, "I'll be firing."
The last orbit went by quickly, taken up with final

reentry preparations.
At one point, Flight Director Chris Kraft came on

the line to make sure I understood everything I needed
to do and was ready. A former bigwrg with NASAs
predecessor-the National Advisory Commission for
Aeronautics{hris was a cool customer under the
most adverse conditions. Customarily, Flight tended
not to corrc on the radio himself but left the talking to
CapCom. Hearing directly from the senior man in
Mercury Control reinforced the level of their concern.

"I'm go here," I told Flight.
'Copy that" came his reply.
I wanted to get this done. For one thing, it was get-

ting real walrn. With no cooling system and without
fresh air circulation, there was nothing to dissipate the
heatfrommy body, and I was really sweating now. The
temperature in my suit had risen to 110 degrees, and it
was very stufr. The cabin temperature was going up
too, from the heat generated by the equipment that was
still operating; it was nearly offthe thermometer at 130
degrees.
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More importantly, the carbon dioxide levels were
continuing to climb inside the cabin and my suit. With
the oxygen scrubbing system out, there was nothing I
could do but ignore it and keep flying.

In training, we had run orientation tests to see if any
of us were overly sensitive to carbon dioxide, but the
levels we had worked with were not as high as what I
was now experiencing. I was panting shallowly, a clas-
sic sign of carbon dioxide poisoning. At high enough
levels, I would cease to function and eventually lose
consciousness. Exactly when this would happen, the
medical people could not calculate.

The ground updated me with the latesttime sequence
for retro-firing, and as soon as I was again within range
of John's position, he began the final countdown for the

reto sequence. It came through my headset loud and
clear, reminding me of a starter's steady cadence in the
moments before a track race, of which I had run many in
my high school days inOklahoma.

In addition to my Omega wristwatch, which had lost
time during the heavy G loads I hd experienced during
liftoff, I was wearing an Accuton wdch, which was
still keeping accurat€ tinp. I followed the count on it,
prepared to fire on my own if I lost contact with John.

"Five-four-three-two-one," John recited. "Fire !"
At 6:03 p.M., east of Shangbai, I prll€d the toggle that

activated the firing sequerce fs all three reto rockets.
These rockets fired bachparr4 or opposite the direction
I was traveling in, to slow down my speeding space-
craft. Each firpd for twenty seconds but overla@
ten seconds after the first one ignited the second one
went off, and ten seconds larcr the third one.

With the retros fuing, the sprcecraft was very unsta-
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ble, and it started oscillating. With each oscillation, I
had to be on the controls right away-<orrecting the
roll, pitch, and yaw by manually operating push-pull
rods connected to the attitude jets.

"How's your attitude, old boy?'John asked from far
below.

"Looks like it's right on the old gazoo!'
I had a good retro bum and was able to hold attitude

throughout it pretty well, and afterward as the oscilla-
tions continued during reentry. As the heat increase4
the Gs built up to 7 or 8 before slowly dropping offas
my spacecraft decelerated.

Four minutes after retro-fire, I jettisoned the spent
retropack---the rockets had done their job, slowing the
spacecraft to about twelve thousand miles per hour,
causing it to begin dropping out of orbit. The Effth's
atmosphere would slow us down the rest of the way.

With the retropack gone, the heat shield was now
fully exposed to provide is critical protection. I held
the spacecraft at the zero-yaw 34-degre,downward
neutral angle with the heat shield leading the way. I
had to be quick on the thruster jes to correct for the
slightest oscillation, damping it out right away lest the
divergence increase rapidly and throw the spacecraft
into an out-of-conhol tumble. If that happend I
would lose my heat-shield-first auitude and the protec-
tion that it afforded against the 3,O0Gdegree heaL

At 6:14 p.M. my spacecraft reentered the Earth's at-
mosphere and went into a communications blackout as

intense heat forces and a sheath of ions built up on its
surface and blocked out ary electical signals coming
in or out. For several minutes I wasn't able to talk to
anyone, and they weren't able to contact me.
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During that time I continued to fight against oscilla-
tions to hold the right attitude.

I admit a devilish thought occuned to me during
reffo countdown: if I was four seconds late with the
burn, I knew I'd land not offMidway, in ttre vicinity of
the recovery fleet headed by the aircraft carrier USS
Kearsarge, as planned, but right off Diamond Head in
Hawaii, where I'd gone to college and lived for a num-
ber of fun-filled years, flying and surfing my way
through the islands. I had visions of being greeted by a
horde of ceremonial long boats filled with Aloha
dancers and musicians stnrmming ukuleles. A colorful
lei would be draped around my neck, followed by the
traditional welcome kiss from a beautiful native girl in
a shimmering grass skirt. Like a conquering hero I'd be
led off to the nearest bar for a well{eserved Mai
Tai....

But any temptation passed because I knew I'd lose
to Wally Schirra.

A career navy officer who took great pride in his
service, Wally had explained to me that the correct way
to come aboard an airuaft csrier, according to eti-
quette, was by the numberthpe elevator just aft of the
ship's island superstnrcturc. Ar chdlenge to each
other was to see who corld ctre closest to the re-
covery vessel. Wally had landcd six miles from the
carrier-the most accurate Mercury splashdown to
date-and was quite pleased with himseH. Now it was
my turn. I took delight in knowing thatWally would be
real bumed if an air force flyboy landed closer to the
recovery ship than he had.

Over lots of static, I finally heard something in my
headset.
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It was Scott Carpenter from a communications sta-
tion in Hawaii.

tt11opr-]ou doing?'
*Doing fine," I replied.
The drogue and main parachutes were on an auto-

matic system designed to deploy at prescribed alti-
tudes. But with no electrical power they werc
inoperable, so I went to manual override. At fifty thou-
sand feet, I reached out to the upper left-hand corner of
the instnrment panel and pulled the toggle ring that
controlled the drogue's release. I heard a loud pop and
felt the jolt of the chute opening. The drogue was a
funnel-shaped chute that looked almost like a wind-
sock It would not only help slow down the spacecraft
but more importantly stabilize it and keep the right
nose-up attitude prior to deployment of the main para-
chute. Without a drogue, the spacecraft could go into a
spin, wrapping itself around the shroud lines of the
main chute, which could collapse the chute and lead to
a landing disaster.

At eleven thousand feet I pulled the toggle for the
main chute and was gratified to feel it open with a big
jolt that forced me into my seat. The spacecraft swung
slowly under the huge canopy, ducking in and out of
clouds as it floated gently toward the blue-green sea

below and the carier direcfly underneath.
Even with the huge chute, I was dropping at thirty-

two feet per second, or approximately twenty-two
miles per hour. Upon impact with the ocean, the force
ofthe spacecraft drove it a good ten or twelve feet un-
denrater before it popped back to the surface.

If it hadn't been for the wind causing drift, I believe
I would have landed right square on the carier deck. In
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fact, someone sent me a picture taken from the island
of the carrier looking directly up at my spacecraft

swingilg under the chute.
When the spacecraft landed, a helicopter was imme-

diately overhead, dropping navy frogmen to attach the
flotation collar. Because I was so close to the recovery
vessel, I elected to stay in the spacecraft rather than
climb out and be hoisted to the copter like a sack of
flour. A whaleboat came alongside and towed me the
short distance to the carrier. Soon I was able to look
out my window up at the big ship. It was a great sight.
A boom came out from the deck and plucked the
spacecraft from the water.

After splashdown, I had initially radioed the
Kearsarge that I was in fine shape and apologized to
the captain for not caming aboad by the number three
elevator. The ship soon maneuvered into position so

that the number three elevator could be used for my
arrival.

Right after splashdown I hd removed my helmet,
and found the cabin stifling h" When the hatch came
off and I emerged from my scorched spacecraft, the
first thing I did was take a big gulp of fresh sea air-
then another. Man, it felt greet"

Cheers arose from more than a thousand sailors on
deck. A piece of red canvas had been rolled up to the
hatch of my spacecraft; on either side were U.S.
Marines in crisp dress blues standing at attention.

I found myself somewhat shdry on my feet after my
six-hundred-thousand-mile journey and being weighr
less for thirty+wo hours twenty minutes and thirty sec-
onds (in spite of the difficulties, only a minute and a
half longer than the flight plan called for).
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I was greeted at the number three elevator by the

captain, who saluted me crisply.
I saluted back, my arm feeling as heavy as a sidc of

beef.
"Permission to come aboar4 sir."
"Permission granted."
I was relieved, after the close call, to be back in one

piece.
But mostly I was elated not only to have come

aboard by way of the number three elevator but to have
splashed dorvn a mile closer to the USS Kearsarge
thanWally.

My immediate future was filled with medical exams
and debriefings.

They began on the Kearsarge, where a group of
NASA people were awaiting my anival-{octors, suit
handlers, operations and planning personnel, and tech-
nicians who would accompany the spacecraft on its
journey back to the Cape.

I spent the night on the carrier after enjoying some
navy chow that tasted like the offerings of a five-star
restaurant compared with the dried, concentrated stuff
I'd been eating. The captain graciously moved out of
his cabin, hrning it over to me. As usual I had no prob-
lem sleeping as the ship steamed hard through the
night for Hawaii.

The next morning I boarded a helicopter and headed
for Honolulu. Tlwt rtde I almost didn't survive. On the
inbound flight I was asked to throw out a ceremonial
wreath over the ureckage of the USS A rizona as a spe-
cial Armed Forces Day tibute to ttre World War tr
dead. As we hovered above, I released the wreath, and
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in my still somewhat weakened state, nearly toppled
out the door with it. Only a crewman's strong gliutp

saved me. I've often wondered how the navy would
have explained the unceremonious loss of a returning
astronaut over the Pearl Harbor memorial.

Much to my surlrrise, my nemesis, Walt Williams,
was waiting for me in Hawaii on the tamac with a firm
handshake and congratulations. It was the first time the
operations director had done that. "Gordo, yo\ were
the right guy for this mission," he said.

Who would ever have guessed that the only Project
Mercury flight to return to Earth with manually con-
trolled retro-fire and reentry would be mine? In
Williams's own indomitable way,I thinkhe was letting
me know that he'd been glad, after all, to have a self-
professed hotshot fighterjock at the controls.

Also waiting for me in Hawaii were Trudy and the
girls, excited and anxious to hear all about the flight.
After a parade in Honolulu, we returned to the Cape-
the locals turned out to greet me as I stepped off the
plane-and there was another parade in Cocoa Beach.

It was about then I leuned &at I'd been invited to
give a speech before a joint session of Congress. But
first came a big news confercnm. AB I walked into the
auditorium filled with rcportcr,s ard camera crews,
NASAs new deputy director for public affairc, Julian
Scheer, came ov€,r and hmdod re a sheaf of papers.

"Here's the speech you're gving to Congress,"
Scheer said.

I eyeballed him. He was in his thirties, medium-
sized, a $wzzy dresser. In words and demeanor, he
struck me as an aggtessive PR type who always had an
angle or two.
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I ffipped through the pages-there were about ten in
all, typewritten.

I gave him back his speech.
't',[o, I'm not grving this speech," I said.
'Yhat do you mean, you're not?' Scheer askeq

honified.
"I'm not glving a prepared speech."
"Ohyes you arE."
"No, I'm not."
We wentback and forth afewmore times before I fi-

nally turned to some NASA officials nearby and said
with clenched teeth: "If you don't get this son of a
birch out of here, I'm going to deck him right here in
frontof all the news media."

The PR guy went away, and avoided me for aweek.
The press conference was nationally televised and

lasted about an hour. I had gotten more comfortable
with these gatherings since that first press confercnce
when the Mercury asfronauts were intoduced to the
world. I was the guy with all the answens that everyone
came to hear. It was part debriefing and part perform-
ance, and no one could contradict me: I had been the
only guy along for the ride.

I went over my experiences aboud Faith 7, procd-
ing step by step through the mission from countdown
to recovery. I told about seeing lohn Glenn's "fireflies"
and also a haze layer formerly mentioned by Wally
Schirraduring his Sigrra 7flight-

Asked how the sleep portion of the mission went, I
ginned. "I can safely say I've answered with finality
the question of whether sleep is possible in space
flight."

Everyone laughed.
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I said that one of the most surprising and astonishing

features of the flight was my ability to distinguish ob-
jects on Earth from a hundrcd and fifty miles up. I told
of seeing theAfrican town s,h fu fleshing light ex-
periment was conductcd ed d idcntifying several
Australian cities, includiry ttc lrgc oil refineries at
Perth, also a train on a trrc,t in India, a big-rig truck
rolling down a Texas highuray, md a monastery high in
the Himalayas.

Did I ever feel my life was in dmger? I was asked.
I hesitated for a moment
"I felt my options werc rryidly dccreasing," I said.
I didn't know how to erpilahit@licly, but I could

not remember ever feeling Or* my life was in danger
while flying. I had been in a tougfu siuntion whe,re
things went from bd to wome--but no, I had never
thought I was close to buying tbe farm, even when, in
rctrospect, I probably was. Ore, instead of ejecting, I
rode down a jet fighta that was having electical prob-
lems. It was in the dead of witrtc( and I hadn't liked what
I saw below: too much snow md ice. As I touched down
on the runway, the plane loctall pmrerdmy controls
went dead. The jet rolled out to a safe stop on the long
runway, but had it happened aminrtr sooner. . .

Acouple of days aftertheprcssconfercre,Iwas on
a Gulf Stream jet flying rp b Washington, D.C., with
Deke Slayton, ufoo wa$ still not on active flight status
but was working his tail offas head of the astronautof-
fice, and NASA director Robert Gilruth, who was the
biggest name in 1fu6 manned space flight btrsiness as far
as we astronauts were conccrnedbecause he had the fi-
nal say on who went into space and when. We had our
farnilies along for the ceremonies.
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Duing ttrc fliglrt, Deke came over and leaned down
next to me. "Gordo, Bob is a little concerned," he said
softly. "He's never heard you give a speech before."

It was tnre. Unlike some of the astronauts, I had al-
ways shumed the public spotlight and speech-meking
whenever possible. When it came to public relations,
the navy did a much better job of training and prepar-
ing its officers. The navy guys-Al, Wally, Scott, and
John (the marines are part of the navy)-with their spit
and polish and dress blues had a distinct advantage
over us air force guys. Gus, Deke, and I canre into the
progam looking like we were staight off the flight
line, krocking the desert sand off our old leather jack-
ets and boots. The fact that I had been the last to fly had
aided me somewhat in my effort to keep as much of
my privacy and anonymity intact as possible, although
all those Life prctorial spreads dido't help. fl would
end up on the cover of.Iife four times-twice in Mer-
cury Seven group shots and twice alone, once before
my Mercury mission and once afterward.) By the time
the manned flights t*gar, we were geuing fourteen
thousand pieces of mail a day from fans all over the
world. An entire staffhad been hired to handle the as-

tronauts' mail operation.
"Bobts right" I ageed. "I've avoided glving

speeches as much as possible."
"'Well, Bob is just wondering: can you give a

speech?"
Bob was shy and soft-spoken; I guess he wasn't

comfortable lslling me of his concerns. Instead he'd
sent Deke over to lower the boom on me.

"Oh, I think I can probably manage."
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I didn't rnention that I had taken speech classes in
college and felt fairly comfortable speaking to groups.
Of course, this was a special Soup.

Deke wasn't satisfied. "Can you tell him what
you're gonna say?"

I thought that was a ream$lc lquest, considering
who the audience would bc. I took fr,om my jacket
pocket two 3 x 5 lined cards that I had scrawled notes
on. Referring to them, I gave Deke a preview of what I
had in mind to say.

"Irt me go back and tell him.It'll make him feel a
little better."

A few minutes later, Deke was at my side again.
"Bob said the speech sounds fine. It's going to be
great." He handed me a sheet of paper with some writ-
ing on it. "We've gone through your onboard tapes and
found this prayer you said in space. Bob asks that you
finish your speech ud0r it."

I looked down at the page and shrugged.'OIC fll
do that for him."

It had been a simple prayer and a spontaneous one,
not meant for publication. I had said it not over the ra-
dio for the world to hear but into a small tape recorder
as I flew over the Indian Ocean in the middle of the
night on my seventeenth orbit. (Since it was difficult to
take notes in space, I used the recorder to make run-
ning comments about various aspects of the flight.) It
was subsequently labeled the'trst payer ftrom space,"
although I'm sure that some travelers before me must
have offered their blessings.

At least mine was the firstprayer from space recited
before Congress:
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Father, thank you, especially for letting me fly this
flight. Thank you for the privilege of being able to be
in this position; to be up in this wondrous place, see-

ing all these many startling, wonderful things that you
have created.

Help guide and direct all of us that we may shape our
lives to be much better, trying to help one another and
to work with one another. Help us to complete this
mission successfully. Help us in our future space en-
deavors that we may shorr the world that a democracy
really can compete, and that its people are able to do
research, development, and can conduct many scien-
tific and technical progmms.

Be with our families. Give them guidance and encour-
agement, and let them know that everything will be
oK.

We ask in Thy name.

Amen.

"We admit we cringed when U.S. Astronaut Gordon
Cooper began reading his flight prayer to the joint ses-

sion of Congrcss," wrcte The New Republic, a clip of
which my mother pasted into my scrapbook. '"The

slow-spoken young man entered briskly, in a kind of
lope, and the immense chamber turned pink with ap
plauding hands. We looked down over his shoulder
from the gallery; the self-possessed Oklahoman, with
his hillbilly accent, was speaking from notes, without
text."

It wasn't the first time I'd been told I talked like a
hillbilly.
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"In sophisticated society the polite thing is, if one

pmls, to keep such embarrassingly intimate matters to
oneself. To dictate a prayer to a tape recorder over tle
Indian Ocean on the 17th orbit lends itself to carica-
ture, but it was a simple and natural act for Major
Cooper. Perhaps it revealpd fu eutpc of composure
that enabled him to take ovq tho manual controls when
automatic devices failed. His flight fell on the anniver-
sary of Lindbergh's lonely trip to Paris, who caried
with him, you remember, a lcmer of intoduction to the
Ambassador. Major Cooper, it occurred to us, carried
with him a letter of intnoduction to God."

I was sorry my grandfather, wb had died in 1954,
hadn't lived to hear my praycr.

When I was ten years old, I had joined St. Paul's
Methodist Church in my hometoumof Shawnee, Okla-
homa. At the time this had been no weighty decision
for me to make or the result of any sudden revelation-
it was just something I wanted to do. My grandfather
on my mother's side, Creorge WasUington Herd, was a
minister for the Church of Ctrist who traveled through
the Indian territory-Artansas, Tbxas, and Okla-
homa-preaching the Crospel. He'inryfued me edy on
to read the Bible. Later, when I became an acronautical
engineer and astronaut, I saw no rift betrveen science
and religion. The more one lems about scientific en-
deavors, the more one must bc open to thc wonders of
God's creation. The more I contcrnplated the complex
workings of millions of planetary bodies and the un-
known immensity of space, the more I rcalized what a
fantastic miracle it all is.

I was later asked about the comments of a Soviet
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cosmonaut, MajorAndrian G. Nikolayev, who said af-
ter his flight in Vostok III that he "didn't see God up
there." My response was that if the cosmonaut had not
known God here on Earth, he wasn't going to find Him
a hundred and fifty miles up.

The day on Capitol Hill was exciting, with a parade
down Pennsylvania Avenue, after which President
Kennedy (who had called the USS l(earsarge so
quickly to congntulate me after my return that I hadn't
even had a chance to remove my space suit) pinned a
medal on me in a ceremony in the White House Rose
Garden.

hesident Kennedy had come to the Cape a few
weeks before my flight to give me and the others at the
Cape a little pat on the back. I'd given him a personal
tour of my spacecraft and the launch facilities, then
took a helicopter ride with him for an aerial inspection
of the complete complex. He was the space progmm's
biggest champion, and without him none of this would
have been possible. President IGnnedy was tnrly fasci-
nated by the space program, enthralled with every-
thing we were doing. I often thought that if he could
trade places with anyone in the world, it would have
been a Mercury astronaut.

"How do you feel?" he had asked me at one point
from behind dark glasses in the brilliant Florida sun-
shine. "You up and ready?"

"I'm ready, sir," I said without hesitation.
He nodded thoughtfrrlly. "You think you got all the

training you need, Gordo?"
"Yes, sir!'
On a personal side, I found Jack IGnnedy to be a

tenific guy with a marvelous sense of humor. One
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time, sitting in the Oval Office with some NASA ad-
ministrators, I was taking a pointed ribbing because

some astonauts (myself included) had been seen by
reporters in beach bars near the Cape with members of
the opposite sex. It flew in the face of the NASA public
relations machine, not to mention life nagazine's ef-
forts to portray us as happily married family men.
Therc had always been a conflict betrreen trying to be

the poster boys that NASA wanted us to be in public
and being ourselves: red-blooded young men who had
been indoctrinated in the rather carefree attitude to-
ward life that most fighter pilots embrace. In light of
the bad publicity that could result, I promised we'd be
more careful. Observing this banter from his rocking
chair nearby was President lGnnedy. A few minutes
later he got up, came over, and whispered in my ear,

"You and I have the sane problem."
"Major Cooper went further than any American in

space," President lGnnedy now told the gathering,

making note of the Lindbelgh anniversary. (Interest-
ingly, our total elapsed flight times were only about
five minutes apart.)

Of greater note, at least in my own family: I had re-
turned on my mother's sixty-third birthday, presenting
her, she told everyone, '\*rith the best pr€sent ever."
And here she was in the Rose Garden listening to the
president of the United Stat$.

Also very excited were both my grandmothers, who
were well into their nineties. Grandma Cooper had ar-
rived in Indiantenitory on horseback in the 1E80s after
her first husband had been killed by Indians, carrying
her baby on her back papoose-style. She'd stopped at a
remote trading post and asked for wort, and the store's
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proprietor, Phillip Henry C*p"r, hired her and later
married her. Now she'd lived to see a descendant of
hers go into space. What wondrous things mankind
had accomplished in the course of one lifetime.

"Before the end of the decade," said President
Kennedy, who had but six months to live, '\ye will see
a man on the Moon; anAmerican."

Before the celebration ended, there was a ticker-tape
parade in NewYork<ne of the biggest ever, I was in-
formed, with the crowd estimated at four and a half
million. My wife and I shared an open limousine with
Vice President Lyndon Johnson for the whole route.
We passed signs saying things like GORDO-
YOU'RE SLTPERDLTPER! in block letters three feet
high. Along the way, we set another record. It's a goofy
stat, I know, but one I've never forgotten: 2,900 tons of
ticker tape and confetti left on the street, the most trash
after a NewYork City parade, according to the Sanita-
tion Deparhent. Eat your heart out, John Glenn.

There was a final 'tometown" parade in Houston.
By then I was exhausted from the arduous schedule of
postflight parades, celebrations, and social activities. I
had lost count of how many mayors and governors I
had shaken hands with and how many awards I'd re-
ceived. I told a lunch gathering the tnrth: "I believe the
journeys we've had in the last few days have been
longer than the flight I had in spac+maybe not in
mileage but in time and stress." I was ready to get back
to work.

Irss than a month after my mission, NASA admin-
istrator James E. Webb, testifying before the Senate
Space Committ€p, said he felt that the energies and
personnel of the countr5/'s manned space flight effort
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should now focus on the two-man Gemini and three-
man Apollo programs{emini being a research and
development progftm forApollo, with Apollo achiev-
ing this county's goal of landing on the Moon.

Since we had accomplished most everything we set
out to achieve several years earlier-specffically, de-
termining that man and machinery were capable of
making extended space flights and returning safely to
Earth-NASA decided against another Mercury flight.
This put us slightly ahead of schedule, perhaps, but
with still an awful lot of work in front of us.

After four years, eight months, one weeh and six
successful space missions, Project Mercury, America's
first manned flight program, came to a close.

"What a precision ending to Project Mercury,
Gordo," Deke Slayton crowed, telling me that the tech-
nicians in Mercury Control swore I had pulled off the
manual stick-and-rudder job with more precision than
the autopilot had ever delivered.

'Aw, shucks," I said in my best hillbilly drawl. "We
aim to please."

I would be the lastAmerican to fly alone in space.
But had I really bennalone?



'Gordon Cooper's UFOs'

Lposxo HAs IT THAT As I cncrso Elnrx IN My
Mercury spacecraft I became the first astronaut to see a
IJFO from space.

This tale has followed me around for years, repeated
in numerous articles, books, and television documen-
taries. It is still a topic of discussion for serious LIFOI-
ogists, as well as active chat groups on the Internet. I
was recenfly sent a sheaf of essays and discussions
headlind "In Search of Gordon Cooper's UFOs" that
had been printed off a popular Intemet site and that in-
cluded this story at length.

Here is how it is rcporteda have happened:

'"The object which approached Major Cooper was
also seen by the two hundred people at the Muchea
Tracking Station near Perth, Australia,' according to
one published accounl "It was reported twice on the
NBC radio networt before Cooper had been picked up
by the rccovery vessels. He was not permitted to com-
ment on it."

Another account:
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"Major C*p"r, on his final orbit over Australi4
contacted the tracking station in Muchea and reported
that a greenish object, moving east to west, was ap-
proaching his capsule. Ihc obicct was tacked by
Earth-based equipment in Pcdlt."

The story spread and grcr morc colorftrl as the
years passed. A 1973 bo*,, EdCc of Reality, claimed:
"Gordon Cooper reported a grccnish IJFIO with a red
tail during his last orbit He also rcputed other myste-
rious sightings over SouthAmerica andAustralia. The
object he sighted over Pertb, Austnalia, was caught on
screens by ground tracking stations."

The only problem with these stuies: tuver lnppened.
I saw zo LIFOs from space.
I made no radio transmissions about any object ap-

proaching my spacecraft, and have'the onboard tapes
of the flight to prove it.

No eyewitnesses from Perth have ever stepped for-
ward, and NBC radio has reported finding'ho tape or
transcripts concenring any such incident."

I have publicly denied this sffiy again and again, but
it won't go away.

Similar purported UFO sightings by other astro-
nauts, including Wally Schirra (Mercury 8), Iim Lovell
and Frank Borman (Genirn n, ifr Neil Armstrong
and Buzz Aldrin (Aryllo ll), nsver happened either,
nor were there sightings mpicAres ta&en by astronauts
of UFOs or alien strucfires on the Moon, as has been
claimed in some quarters.

It got so bad that there were deliberately falsified
tapes of communications with astronauts, where UFO
material was simply edited in. Falsifiedreports and gen-
eral misinformation on the subjrxt do a great disservice
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to us all. I know qedible people, including military and
airline pilots, who have had legitimate sightings but
haven't filed rcports for fear of being grou@ with all
the nuts who don't care about the truth.

One friend is a veteran capAin for U.S. Air. He has

had four real good sightings during his career, one
right offhis wing, but was warned by management not
to discuss orrcport UFO sightings because they would
be "bad for business."

The military isn't any more forthcoming. T\*,o air
force test pilots, close friends of mine, were returning
from a conference at Wright-Patterson in 1958, flyrng
aT-33 jet trainer at thfuty thousand feet. Along about
Amarillo, they were contacted by Albuquerque Re-
gronal Flight Control, which monitors air traffic for a
large southwestern section of the United States, and
asked if they could see an aimaft in front of them.
They reported something glinting in the sun-too far
atrcad to identi$. Flight Control said they hadn't been
able to establish communications with the craft, which
radar showed was "going right along our airway," and
asked ifthe T-33 could get closer for a look-see. They
bent the throttle to the stop, and closed on the object.
The first thing they noticed was that it wasn't leaving a
contrail-no evidence of exhaust<ven though they
looked back and saw that they were putting out a big
contrail at the same altitude. They saw that the craft
didn't have wings. Then they pulled right next to it
and saw it was a big metallic sauoer.

The jet and saucer stayed together for about ten min-
utes, flying in close formation. Then the saucer tipped
up, and streaked up and out of sight. When they
landed, the air force pilots went into an office and filled
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out a report about the UFO encounter, which in this in-
stance was documented by radar reports. There was no
investigation, and my friends never heard anything
more about the incident.

I know of only one possible UFO s€en in space by
an astronaut, which was duly Eeorted at the time. It
occuned in 1965, when Jam McDiviu and Ed White
were passing over Hawaii rn Gemini 4 aad spotted
what McDivitt described as a'\reird-looking metallic
object" with an "arm sticking orf'The object was
moving away from the spacecraft. It wasn't on their list
of space junk, so he took some pictures. It was so

bright with the sun shining offit that it was difficult to
see much detail, and the astronauts frankly didn't
know what they were observing. Later there was some
speculation that it could have been the second stage of
their Titan II booster, but McDivitt had seen the rocket
section trailing them earlier and identified it as such.

To my knowledge, that was the only unidentified
sighting by astronauts on any Mercury, Qsmini, or
Apollo missions, despite all tbe stories that have circu-
lated.

During the decade that I was in the astronaut corps,
NASA did not brief us on [JFOs-nothing about what
to do or not do if we had a sigbting in space. Even
without official guidance, I think any of us, being ex-
perienced pilots, would haw done what Jim McDivitt
did: observe, try to document, and report.

NASA and the space progam were naturally drawn
into the UFO phenomenon. It made sense too. As hu-
mans explored space, it was reasonable to imagine that
other beings in the universe were doing the same. And
if other civilizations were visiting us, it stood to reason
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that the astronauts would see something in space. Or
peftaps the visitors wouldwant to check out our space
travelers. Then again, if a civilization was advanced
enough to reach Earth from even the nearest large
galaxy, Andromeda some two million light-years
away, it probably could have kept an eye on our first
baby steps into space without our even knowing it In
the great scheurc of things, our manned space travel
has been pretty insignificant thus far.

In 19M NASA founded the radio astronomy project
called Search for Extratenestial Intelligence (SETI) to
scan the skies for signals from deep space. NASA con-
tinued to fund SETI until 1993, when Congress ended
funding. Since then, financial support has come from a
number of computer pioneers, including Mlliam
Hewlett" the late David Packar4 and Microsoft co-
founder Paul Allen. SET[, Which was the basis for the
popular movie Contacl, continues to monitor a wide
range of microwave radio frequencies on sixty huge
dishes around the world, with professional and ama-
teur radio astnonomers listening for any possiblc sig-
nals from an extraterr€srial civilization. Everyone
who works in fre progrm has a twenty-four-hour
beeper and will be notified if and when an alien signal
is picked up. "Most of us are believers," says Dr. Peter
Backus, a Ph.D. radio astronomer and associate project
nanager of SEfl, who has worked in the field for sev-
enteen years, "6afl think it will happen in our careen."
SETI's cun€nt annual budget is four million dollars,
and it employs eighteen people full-time.

Although NASA won't officially confimr the exis-
tence of UFOs or even suggest the possibility of ex-
traterrestrial inrclligence, therc must have been a
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consensus among its top administrators that somc-
thing was out there. If not, why would they have
spent some sixty million dollars on SETI over a
decade?

The history of life on Earth suggests that life could
develop elsewhere given a suitable environment and
sufficient time. We know from what we can see and
measure that there are at least four hundred thousand
other planets that could have identical or reasonably
similar atmosphere, temperature, and gravity to what
we have on Earth. If you start plotting three-dimen-
sional galaxies, ours sits out on the fringe of this big
accrual of galaxies. And we havcn't yet seen beyond
those galaxies, so who bws ufrat may be beyond
thern? I can't believe that God would populate only
one planet way out here in the hinscrlad"

Ever since I looked up at thc sta$ as a boy, I've felt
that there had to be some interesting forms of life out in
space for us to discover and get acquainted with. And I
had the same feelings when I was in spac+looking
out there, toward deep dark space. Any explorer or re-
searcher must have a certain amount of cnriosity in his
makeup that drives him to discover things not yet
found. I have always had that curiosity, and it was a big
reiason why I wanted to become an astronaut.

I don't believe in fairy tales, but when I got into fly-
ing and military aviation, I heard other pilots describe
too many unexplained examples of LJFOs sighted
around Earttr to nrle out the possibility that some
forms of life exist beyond our own world.I had no ev-
idence at the time that these examples,conclusively
proved anything, but the fact that so rnany experi-
enced pilots reported strange sights that could not eas-
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ily be explained only heightened my curiosity about
space.

And theel [ad my own WO sightings.

Air Forces Europe was my fint assignment.
I was assigned to the 525th Fighter Bomber

Squadron, one of the air force's first operational jet
squadrons, stationed at Neubiberg Air Force Base in
West Crennany. The year was 1950; I was a twenty-
three-year-old second lieutenant.

We flew patrol along the borders of Communist East

Germany, Czechoslovaki4 and Poland and found our-
selves up against superior MIG-15s in slower and less
maneuverable F-84 Thunderjets.

The F-{4s had serious problems-we wore blowing
about fifty-five engines a month in our group of seventy-
five aircraft. We all got a lot of dead-stick landing ex-
perience. For some, the experience proved fatal: we
lost twenty-one pilots in two years.

The MIG-15 had a higher top speed (six hundred
and fifty miles per hour), a higher rate of climb, and a
higherceiling (fifty ttrousandfeet) than ourfighter, and
with experienced pilos at the controls, ttrey strayed
across thr border looking to mix it up. One morning a
flight of MIGs blz,zd the center of Munich, well in-
side the U.S. sector of West Germany.

Things got prctty t€nse at times. While the U.S.
Stare Department told the world that our fighters were
flying .tmamred" border patrols, both sides went up
with charged guns and live ammunition. Planes on
both side.s often came back with holes in the fuselage.
One U.S. jet was even shot down, although the pilot
parachuted to safety.
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It was only after we received new F-86 Sabrejets
that the MIGs met their match and stayed on their side
ofthe fence.

While in Germany I became an experienced pilot
accustomed to flying in all weather conditions and at
night. For more than two years I was going to school
three nights a week at the University of Munich, earn-
ing credits toward my bachelor's degree. I would hop
in a fighter and fly five hundred miles to class, then re-
tum to the base around midnight.

It was in Europe, in 1951, that I saw my first LJFO.
When the alert soundcd, my squadron mates and I

dashed from the ready room and scrmbled skyward in
our F-86s to intercept the bogics.

We reached our maximum @iling of around forty-
five thousand feet, and they wcrc etiil uay Sove us,
and traveling much faster. I could see that they wel€n't
balloons or MIGs or fike ary aircraft I had scm before.
They were metallic silver and raroer-shaped. We
couldn't get close enough to fcm any i&a of their
size; they were just too high.

For the next two or three drys the sauocn passed
over the base daily. Somirc thcy ap@r€d in
groups of four, other times as m.mtr as rixteen- They
could outmaneuver and oudstrk u mingly at will.
They moved at varying speeds-sometimes very fast
sometimes slow-and other times they would come to
a dead stop as we zoomed past underneath them. We
had no idea whether they werc looking at us or what
they were doing. They came right over the air base at
regular intervals all day long, generally heading east to
west over central Europe.

I suppose there werc r€ports filed by officers a lot
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more senior than I-still a lowly second lieutenant.
But as far as I know there was no official investigation.

Since the UFOs were too high and too fast for us to
intercept" we eventually stopped going up after them.
Through binoculars we looked to the sky in awe at
these speedy saucers. Our worst fears were that the
Soviet Union had developed something for which we
had no match. And if they weren't from anywhere
here on Earth, we wondered aloud-Wherc did thq
come ftorn?

After Gerrrany, I attended the Air Force Institute of
Technology at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in
Ohio for two years, determined to finally earn my de-
gree. I had trouble at first getting my study habis
down, but midway through the course work I became
interested in rocket propulsion and aircraft design. An
interested student makes for a good student, and in
1956I graduated on the honors fist wit]r a Bachelor of
Science degree in aeronautical engineering.

Following my graduation I was selected for theAir
Force Experimental Flight Test School at Edwards Air
Force Base in the California desert. Test pilot school
was for the best of the best among air force pilots, and
after graduation I was assigned to the Fighter Section
of the Experimental Flight Test Engineering Division
at Edwards as test pilot and projoct manager.

On May 3,1957,I was a caprain and had a crew out
filming an Askania-camera precision landing system
we had installed on the dry lake bed. The Askania au-
tomatic system tookpictures.<ne frame per second-
as a plane landed to measure its landing characteristics.
The two cameramen, James Binick and Jack Gettys,
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arrived at Askania number four site a little before 8
A.M., anned with still and motion picture cameras.

Later that morning they came running in to tell me
that a "strange-looking s@ccr' had'cme right over
them.

"It didn't make any noise d a[ sir," one of them said.
"Not a sound," the othermc ryocd"
I knew these enlisted men to bc old pros, but they

were really worl<cd up<xcrrtcd ad frightened in the
same breath. They were accustomed to seeing Amer-
ica's top-perfonnanoe e:qerimtal aircraft taking off,
screaming low overhead, md landing in ftont of them
on a daily basis. Obvionsly wtat thcy had seen out on
the dry lake bed was sometting Erite different and it
had unnerved them both.

They told me they had just about finished their work
when the saucer flew orcr thiem, hovered above the
ground, extended three landing gear, then set down
about fifty yards away. They described the saucer as
metallic silver in color and sh@ somewhat like an
inverted plate.

I had heard insider r€ports ftrom people I tnrsted
about a mysterious crash ncr Roewell Air Force Base
in New Mexico n 19117. (Roswe[ was thc home of the
air fore,e's 509th Bomb Grorp, which at tlp tire was
the nation's only nucler stdte forcF€ fact that was a
closely held secret. Tfu, Ma @, tfu plane that
dropped the atom bomb on Hiroshima, was based at
Roswell.) On July 7, crash debris was found in a
rancher's field. The following day the Roswell base
commander, Colonel William Blanchar4 released a
story to the news media that the air foroe had recovered
a 'tying sa!cer." It ran as front-page news in the
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Roswell Daily Record with an eye-popping front-page
headline: An Fonce Carrunrs Fl-vmc Seucen oN
Rercs url RoswEr. Wittrin days, the official story
changefit wasn't a flying saucer after all, explained
Brigadier General Roger Ramey, commander of the 8th
AirForce, headquartercd in FortWorttr, Texas, but only
a "crashed weatherballoon."A pilot and air force major
who was a goodfriend of mine hadbeen atRoswell. He
had seen some of the debris recovered at the crash site,
and he told me it sure wasn't a weather balloon. Al-
though he had to be careful about what he said due to
stingent security around the entire incident, he made it
clear that what crashed that day was an aircraft of some
type, and that bodies of the crew were recovered.

As late as 1994, when the congressional General
Accounting Office requested information about what
has since become known as the "Roswell incident"
peftaps the most famous of all UFO cases in the
world, the air force stuck to its weather balloon story.
"An exhaustive search for records found absolutely no
indication what happened near Roswell n 1947 n-
volved any type of extraterrestrial spacecrafr" an air
force report concluded. As for persistent reports--
from military as well as civilian eyewitnesses-that
alien bodies were observed at the crash site and later at
the base, the air force suggested they were "anthropo-
morphic test dummies that were carried aloft by high-
altitude balloons for scientific research."

I knew an air force master sergeant assigned to a
t€am that received an emergency call-out from Wash-
in$on, D.C., to the Pacific southwest (not Roswell).
He told me they reached a canyon and found a wreck-
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age site. According to this friend-and I had been
around him enough to consider him a reliable guy-a
metallic disk-shaped vehicle had crashe( and sitting
atop the wreckage werc ffi ruy lqflBnJooking fel-
lows in flight suits, waviry a 6ca. Itcy were hustled
away, and the sergeant nevrr fqmd ffi rvho they were
or what happened to them.

After my own UFO expcricnm in Europe, I was not
about to discount azy of these sfimies, especially com-
ing frompeople I had served with ad trustd.

These two cameramen were nained photographers
and had cameras and film with ttmL I quickly asked
the obvious question: "Did you gct any pictures?'

"Oh yes, sir. We were shooting thc entire time."
They said they had shot imagcs yi6 fJ-mm and

4-by-5 still cameras, as well as motion picture film.
When they had fried to amrcach the sauc€r to get a
closer shot they said it lifted up, retracted is gear, and
climbed straight out of sight at a rapid rate of speed-
again with no sound. They estimatcd thc craft to be
about thirty feet across. It had a silver color to it and
seemed to glow with its om luminoeity.

I told them to get the film to ttr lab right away.
I had to look up ttre reguldmrto scc how I should

report the incident. There was a special Pent4gon num-
ber to call in the event of unu$al cightings. I called it
and started with a captaia alling him wc'd just had a
sighting and landing of a "stange vehicle that didn't
have wings on it." The captain quickly passed me to a
colonel. Eventually I was talking to a general, repeat-
rng for the third time what had happened that morning.
He ordered me to have the film developed right away
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but "don't run any prints" and to place the negatives in
alocked courierpouch to be sent toWashington imme-
diately on the base commanding general's plane.

I wasn't about to defy the Pentagon general's order
about no prints-a surefire way to end my career or, at
the very least, lose my top-secret clearance and my test
pilot job. But since nothing was said about not looking
at the negatives before sending them east, that's what I
did when they came back from the lab.

I was amazed at what I saw. The quality was excel-
lent, everything in focus as one would expect from
trained photographers. The object, shown close up,
was a classic saucer, shiny silver and smooth--just as
the cameramen had reported.

I never saw the motion picture film. Before the day
ende4 all the negatives and movie film had left on the
priority flight for Washington.

Considering what the men had seen, and particularly
' the photographic evidence they had brought back with

them of a LJFO touching down on Earttl, I expected to
get an urgent follow-up call from Washington, or the
imminent arrival of high-level investigators. After all, a
craft of unknown origin had just overflown and landed
at a highly classified military installation.

Strangely, there was no word from Washington,
and no inquiry was launched. Everything was kept
under wraps, as if the incident never happened.
Through the years, it would have been easy for me to
forget the entire mattet-if I hadn't seen thase photo-
graphs.

The incident report was supposed to wind up at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, home of the air
force's official UFO investigation, Project Blue Book.
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I don't know who saw the photographic evidence or
what happened to the photos once they were printed.
All I know for sure is ttmt the evidence I'd seen with
my own eyes vanished. After putting the negatives and
film on the plane to Washington, that was the last I
heard or saw of them.

Except that two years ago f was contacted by an in-
dependent researcher who said he'd tried to uncover
information about the pictures of the Edwards sight-
ings through ilre Freedom of Information Act. He said
he'd found a reference in an old Blue Book report of
pictures having been taken of "somefhing unusual" at
Edwards, but that was it.

Between 1918 and 1969, Proirt Blue Book investi-
gated 12,618 reported t FO sightings. Of these, ll,9l7
were dismissed as balloons, satellit€s, aircraft, light-
ning, reflections, astronomical objects such as stars or
planets, or outright hoaxes. The remaining 701 were
classified x uncxplained sightings, not UFOS.

Among Project Blue Book's 701 'tnexplained
sightings":

. On March 13, l95l; d McCbllEo Air Force Base,
U.S. Air Force First Licuteomt B. J. Ilastie saw a
cylinder with twin tails, two hrmdred feet long and

ninety feet wide, hrn nodt ud [y away at incredi-
ble speeds. I-cngth of sigtting: two minutcs.

. On March 24,1952, at Point Concepcion, Califor-
nia, a B-29 navigator and radar operator tracked a
target for twenty to thirty seconds traveling at an es-
timated three thousaod miles per hour, about four
times faster 0ran the epecd of sound. Cnre X-2 had
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exceeded the speed ofsound only three years earlier,
and there was nothing faster in our aviation arsenal.)

. On January 10, 1953, in Sonoma, California, retired
Colonel Robert McNab and an employee of the Fed-
eral Security Agency saw a flat object make three
36Gdegree right tums in nine seconds, make abrupt

9Gdegree turns to the right and left, stop, and accel-

erate to high speeds before flying out of sight. Length

of sighting: seventy-five seconds. (Such movernents

were not-and arc not-possible with conventional

aircraft. They are beyond the tolerance of our air-
frames and far exceed the G-load tolerance of a hu-
man pilot. I've thought about how these maneuvers- 
might be possible, and all I can come up with is that
these vehicles have somehow created an artificial

Cravrty within the craft itself that frees them from the
gravitational forces that pin the rest of us to Earttr.)

. On February 2,1955, at Miramfi Naval Air Station,
California, U.S. Navy Commander J. L. Ingersoll
said that a highly polished sphere, reddish-brown in
color, seemed to fall from the sky, then instantly ac-
celerate to fifteen hundred miles per hour.

One famous sighting that was also dismissed by the
air force became known as the "Washington merry-go-
round." On July 15, 1951, a number of objects ap-
peared over D.C., seen by a vast number of witnesses.
They were tracked by radar-seven blips in one corner
of the screen" heading for the \Vhite House. Jets scram-
ble4 and the blips dkappeared. The jets returned to
base, and the LJFOs reappeared.

LrFOs with impunity over the heaxt of the
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U.S. government and military establishment represented
a grave embarrassment to the Pentagon. At a military
press confercnce about the event-the biggest air force
press conference sinoe Wqtd Slh tr{eneral John
Sanford said that they were not sccru aircraft in the
U.S. arsenal. 'A certain nrmbcr of credible witnesses
are seeing incredible things," he said. But soon the lid
slarnmed shut and the official explanation was put forth
for the Washington sightings: "temperature inversion."
The temperature aloft normally &ops 1 degree for
every two thousand feet. An iwersion is when the tem-
perature remains constant or goes up with higher alti-
tude. The problem with using temp€ratup inversions as

an official explanation for UFO sightings, as has been
done much too frequently when there is no other expla-
nation, is that inversions are not known to causp "hard"
radar returns. ,/

One of the most puzzhng and unusual/cases in the
"radar-visual" category took place on the night of Au-
gust 13, 1956, when radar operators at two military
bases in the east of Enghd rcpearca$ fracked single
and multiple objects that displryed high speed as well
as rapid changes of speed and direction. Tbo jet inter-
ceptors were sent up and were able to see and track the
UFOs. At one point the spG€d of the UFOs was esti-
mated at over twelve thorrsmd miles per hour. One
UFO then slowed and got oa the tail of a jet fighter that
could not shake it. The LIFO had the capability to stop
suddenly and malre sudden course changes without
slowing down. In a 1969 air force---funded LIFO study
at the University of Colorado under Dr. Edward Con-
don, this sighting was singled out due to the "rational,
intelligent behavior of the uFOs . . . [suggesting] a
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mechanical device of unknown orign as the most
probable explanation."

When Project Blue Book was terminated by the air
force in 1969, it left the world with three conclusions:

. No UFO reported, investigated, and evaluated by the

air force has ever given an indication ofthreat to our
national security.

. There has been no evidence submitted to or discov-
ered by the air force that sightings categorized as

'hnidentified" represent technological develop
ments or principles beyond the range of present-day

scientific knowledge.

. There has been no evidence indicating that sight-
ings categorized as 'lrnidentified" ar€ extaterres-
trial vehicles.

ln other words, an official whitewash of the entire
UFf) matter.

Around the time I was chasing UFOs in a jet over
Europe, hundreds of other pilos and military person-
nel were having similar experiences. From 1947
througb 1951, according to ttoject Blue Book records,
the air force logged seven hundrcd LJFO rcports, an av-
erage ofjust over a hundred and fifty per year. fire first
serious wave of UFO sightings began in 1952, within
months of my own UFO experience. By the first half of
that year, there were more than/ozr fundred reports,
many of them coming from military jet pilots sent aloft
in response to radar or visual sightings from the
ground. And according to the air force there was no ev-
idcrrce of UFOs?
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The firstAmerican president to answer a question at
an official press conference about UFOs, following a
rash of public sightings, President Hany Truman said
on April 4, 1950: "I cm asnre you that flying saucers,
given that they eiist arc not cmilewEd by any power
on Earth."

It's clear that our govenurnnt staxted out in the
1940s oying to keep UFO information quiet because
of concern about public panic at the thought of vehi-
cles from space being dc to otgerform our best air-
craft by multitudes, which meant that we would have
little defense in the case of interstellar warfare. That
concern was expressed by none other than U.S. Army
General Douglas MacArthur, who wamed, in his last
major address to Congrass in 1955, that the people on
Earth must unite to "make a ooflmon front against at-
tack by people from other planets."

I give the public more credit than our government
has at times. Most people want to know what's going
on in the world around the,m md would rather hear the
truth, whatever it is, than a pack of lies. After the gov-
ernment told the first untnrth aQgut IJFOs, it had to tell
another to cover that one, thcn mother, and another. It
just snowballed. And right now I'm convinced that a
lot of very embarrassed goveNnm€nt officids ale sitting
in Washington trying to figtrrc a way to bring the truth
out. They know it's got to como out one day, and I'm
sure it will. America has a right to know.

But as I see it, our govemment is now trapped in a
big box of old lies. It's going to take a lot of courage on
the part of some futue administration to say, "Folks,
our govenunent has been lying to you all these yeam.
Now we're going to come clean and tell you the real
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trutlr." As I sai{ that's going to take courage, some-
thing there doesn't seem to be a surplus of in Washing-
ton these days.

A recent Naysweek poll found trat 48 percent of
Americans believe thatLJFOs exist, with ttrc same num-
ber thinking there's a government plot to cover up the
whole thing; 29 percent believe we've made contact
with aliens; and l0 percent+orne twenty-six million
Americans--say they have seen a UFO in their lifetime.

Does that sound like a public not ready to hear the
truth?

There are nonbelievers, of course. Considering all
the untnrths and disinformation that has surfaced on
the subject, I can hardly blaure most of them. As for
those individuals who are afoaid of the unknourn, it has
always been my belief that the more we know about
anything, the less feaffiil we are of it.

The shong photographic-evidence case from Ed-
wards was not included on the list of Project Blue
Book's 'trnexplained sightings." As far as the military
was concemd the Edwards incident was stamped
Case Closed.

I would later hear that the two catrreramen were ad-
vised by higher-ups that the object they saw and pho-
tographed was a "weather balloon distorted by the
desert atmospheric effects." @romfifiy yads?)

There was nothing more the camerarnen could do-
they no longereven had their fiIm-and nothing I could
do either. I was a junior officer holding a high-level se-
curity clearance to fly some of this countr5l's top aircraft.

Although I didn't know it at the time, news of the
sighting ran in numerun newspapem and even made
national wire services. A month after the incident, Ma-
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jor Robert Spence, of the Office of Information Ser-
vices at Edwards, wrote to an inquiring news reporter:

the alle8ed IIFO wes c@ei$dy flmttaed aa.B bel-

loon fiom a weatbsp unlu a fer mlles tBt of tJre ob-

selrrers' locatlotr. lbrg ras oomobora,ted by a,n

indepeDdont report wblch dsclos€s tDat, thrr ballooD
waa belng traclred at that tlme wltJl pr€cl8e recordlng
devlces. . .. Ihese are typical of e Dumbor of slmflar
r€ports recelved b5r tJre Alr trbrce, whlch upon lnvestl-

Elatlon werc found to b6 balloons, tJre odd appearaoceg

bolng caused by rrflecttou of eunli6[t. It le tJre opln-
lotr of the Alr FoDc6 tbat a,DJr &tt€mpt to ettribute an3r-

'hrn{t unusual or DJrsttrlous to tbo lDcfld€nt ts

unwarra.nted.

Nobody tried that weather balloon line on me. If
they had, I would have told them what I thought: /'ve
never seen a saucer-shapcd balbon with three landing
gear on it.
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I roor My FrRsr FLTcHT wHEN I wls rrvr yBARs oLD.
Flying has been in my blood ever since. I have my

fattrer, Irroy Gordon C*p"r, Sr., after whom I was
named, to thank for my love of flying.

Dtring World War I, Dad ran away at fifteen to join
the navy. When they discovered his age a few months
larcr, they gave him an honorable discharge. A year
larcr he enlisted again. This time his real age wasn't
found out until he was seventeen. He served as a bugler
aboard the presidential yachg Mayflower which cruised
up and down the Potomac with President Wilson and
his guests. After the war, Dad becanre a member of the
Army National Guand" flying tlrc JN-4 DeHavilland bi-
plane, known as the "Jenny," which had been used for
training pilots during the war. He neverhad any formal
military flight training but became an excellent pilot.

Both my dad and my mother-Hattie Irc Herd-
hailedfromMau( an oil-boom townof three thousand
residents some twenty miles from Shawnee (popula-
tion eighteen thousand). They had known each other

M
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all their lives. When he returned home after the war to
finish high school, she was his teacher, although she

was only two years his senior. Mother was a very
pretty, fair-complected redhead with long hair andblue
eyes. They soon fell in love and married. Their only
child, I came along about five yccs later.

After graduating from high schml, Dad went on to
college, completing his four-year degree in two years.
Then he went right to law school. After earning his de-
gree in an accelerated progam for returning vets, he
practiced law before becoming a disfrict judge. Soon
after World War tr was declared, he went on active
duty wittr the Army Air Corps-which predated the air
force-as legal staff and flight crew in the South Pa-
cific. When the Judge Adrrmtc Gc,neral's office was
fomted, his legal background wras in demand and he
went with JAG, which gave him the oppornrnity to ar-
gue c:uies before the Supreme Court. He made a career
of the service, retiring as an air force colonel.

My first flight was in a single-engine Curtis Robin
high-wing monoplane, sitting on my father's lap. I
loved it from the moment Dad cranked the engine and
I heard the low-throated nrmble of the engine as it
shook the light fuselage. We took off on one of the
grass fields at Regan Airport, just outside of Shawnee,
and flew around. No sooner had we landed than I was
asking Dad when wedgoup again.

Ours was a comfortable life. In addition to all the
necessities of [fe, we always owned our own home
and our own plane. When I was nine years old, my fa-
ther presented me with a lawn mower. "Here's how
you eam your luxuries," he said. By the time I was
twelve, I had my own checling and savings accounts.
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We kept a family plane at Regan field for nearly as

long as I canrerrember. Dadbought aComnandairebi-
plane, which hadbeen designed as aWorldWarl fighter,
although only about a hundred were built A three-seater
with trro open cockpis, it was a powerfrrl little bird that
could almost do a loop on takeoff. Dad flew from the
rca seat, where the main instnrments and contnols were
located. Mom and I sat in the forward cockpig which
had its own stick and rudder @als. (Mom flew with me
well into her eighties. Whenever I showed up in a plane
to visit hq she'd corc out and hop in for a ride.)

By the time I was eight, with the help of blocks Dad
built for the rudder pedals and lots of cushions so I
could see out the cockpit window, I was allowed to
take over the controls from the front seat with Dad
right behind me in the main coc$it. We always flew
whenever we visited my uncle in Los Angeles or went
to our cabin on government-owned forest land high in
the Colorado mountains.

Our plane had a range of a hundred and fifty to two
hundred miles. We'd take off and follow the highways,
most of them gravel in those days. When we needcd
gas, we did what was corrmon practice among pilots
then: kept an eye open for a gas station. When one
came along, we'd land on the road, taxi up to the
pump, and say, 'Fill 'er up." Then we'd zoom off.

There weren't as many regulations governing civil-
ian aviation back then, and those on the books wer€ not
always enforced. I was familiar with various flying
maneuvers and knew how to handle an aircraft long
before I was in my teens.

The head of the FederalAviationAgency (FAA) in
that region of Oklatpma was a close friend of my fa-
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ther's (my mother and fattrer seemed to know just
about everybody in the area). He knew I was flying
without a license-I was a long way fum sixteen, tlrc
mandatory age to get a license-and never said a thing.
By the time I was twelve I was flying solo, even though
I had not yet had any formal lessons.

I did get in trouble oncc with the FAA guy when I
was about fifteen. I was at the contnols of a J-3 Cub,
dropping down over a row of big trees, rolling my
wheels down my aunt Jewel's laurn" and prlling up be-
fore I hit a row of big t€es on the otrer sidc. I did this
several times, while waving to my aunt and cousins,
who were enthusiastically waving back The FAA in-
spector happened to be &ivi4g down tbe highway and
saw this airplane doing crazy s0mts. [Ic went like
gangbusters out to the airport and was waiting there
when I came in.

"I'm gonna take you out by gfis hangar and give you
a good thrashing!"

I crossed my heart not to do it again. After much
pleading on my part, hecam arormdto lesing me off,
warning that if he caughtmedoing anotherdtrmb sfirnt
like that, 'There'll be hell b1n1l young man."

He never caught me doinganyfring like that again,
let me tell you. Of course, by then I knew ufiat kind of
car he drove, and I kept avery close lookout for that
big black Fackard.

I spent a lot of time at the local airport, washing and
polishing aircraft and helping out with odd jobs just to
be around the men and machinasthat took to the air. I
jumped a[ every opporarnity for a flight The latter half
of my junior year in high school, I managed to get into
a formal flight-training program. AIso, my high school
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offered several courses in aeronautics, and I took every
one of them. Dad told me that flying lessons were the
one luxury he would help me finance, although I
eamed some of the money by my work at the airport.
After school l'd ride my bike over to the airport for les-
sons and solo practice. Occasionally I'd cut classes to
fly. Luckily, school came pretty easy for me, and I
never had to work real hard at my studies.

Periodically my parents would take me on long tips
during the school year, sometimes as far away as Mex-
ico. We always took along my schoolbools and a

schedule of classroom assignments so I would not fdl
behind and my mother was my tutor. She enjoyed the
outdoors, cooking on an open fire and curling up in a
sleeping bag under the stars, as much as my father and
I did. As a result" we did lots of samping as a family.
We occasionally took paclftorses up into the moun-
tains of Colorado.

Mottrer was an avid reader and a born teacher, al-
ttrough she didn't return to work after I was bonr. She
focused her attention on raising me and managing the
household, both of which she did with great skill.
While Dad taught me how to fly, hunt" and fish, my
mother taught me the importance of learning-and,
much to my delight, how to drive when I was eleven
(afier a colple of years of sitting on her lap behind the
wheel). She liked to fish too, and caught her share.
Other times she'd leave the fishing to us guys and
would head up a steep rock slide to pick wild raspber-
ries at the top for her jam.

Basic to my parents'philosophy was the idea that
there was a great deal to education other than books.
This does not imply any neglect of my classroom
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education-after a tornado blew offthe top floor of my
elementary school, my parents werc most insistent that
I complete my assigned homework ttrat night. They
simply appreciated the other things to be learned from
travel and meeting peoplc.

Early aviation, in the lyfud l930s, was a small
community, and there wcre rel*ively few private pi-
lots. From his own flyrng, Dad m and became friends
with lots of the famous flyers of the day. Often, on their
way cross-counEry, they would buzz the house and put
down at Regan field a half-mile from our house. We'd
drive over and pick themup, and onguests would stay
for dinner and usually spend the night.

In this way, I metAmelia Eutart
She was abeautiful wonmn mdverynice to me, and

I was smitten with hea although I couldn't have been
more than nine or ten at the time. She was quite aurbi-
tious, but the pilots I h€ard talking around the house
didn't consider Amelia a pcrticnluty skilled flyer. In
their view, mostly what shc had was ahrming desire to
make a narne for hersclf, and alweys coough money to
buy the newest and best aircraft"

Amelia was rathcr shy od was bsm for having an
aversion to speaking over the rdio. fve ofteir wondered
if her dislike for radio communications helped to scal
her fate. At her last stop in New Guinea on her globe-
trotting night in 1937, shc mdc a citical decision not
to wait around a few days to replace the long-line an-
tenna for her automatic direction finder (ADD and
high-frequency radio, which world have given her
eight to ten times the range she had with her shorter ra-
dio antenna That rneant that sh and her navigator,
Fred Noonaealso a friend of Dad's and occasional
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grrcst at onr horrFwer€ severely penalized on the
longest over-waler leg of the trip when it came to trying
to get anADF fix from tfuy Howland Island. Noonan was

an experienoed navigator and used a procedure common

in those days called tlrc "offset technique."You flew the

prcper disance to your destination, bearing slighfly left
of course, then did a 9Odegree right nm and continued
on until you hit your destination. This method didn't re-
quire as much precision about latitude. Had you aifited
directly for yotr destination and not found it, you
couldn't be sure whether to nrn left or rigbt to locate it
and could end up circling aimlessty. With the offset
method you anticipated tlrc right-tum correction by
purposely flying to the left of your destination. The con-
jecture among pilots was that Noonan probably went
too far to the left, and without being able to pick up a
navigational fix from Howlan( they ran out of gas be-
fore they could find the island- If Amelia had placed
more rralue on the radio andhad waitedforthelong-line
antenna, they might have had enough range to get a fix
and contact a ship or shore-based radio operator.

Another of Dad's flying friends who stopped in
Shawnee whenever he was passing over and often
showed up for dinner was Roscoe Thtner, one of the
most flambyant and successful pilots of the scarf-and-
goggles era. His flair for self-promotion combined
with rcy nerves and flying skills made him one of the
most successful competitors in the air races of the
1930s; seven timbs he broke transcontinental speed
records. A real showman, Roscoe was partial to leather
pants, knee-high riding boots, and long silk scarfs.

Once, whenhe stop@ overonhis way to an air show,
he had a real live lion cub named Gilmore flying with
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him. Many years later, shortly after my Mercury mis-
sion, I attended the Indy 500 race, and on race night
Roscoe hosted a lavish party at his estate in Indianapo-.
lis. I walked into the tiyiqg'rooo ud 6e first thing I
saw wirs Gilrnore-full -ritzd d @cd.

lt was a real tragedy mndmhouse when famed
aviator Wiley Post and hmbt\ilill Rogers died in a
plane crash in Alaska in 1935, an eyent that riveted na-
tional attention every bit rs much as the John F.

Kennedy, Jr., airplane crash. Wiley had been a guest at
our house on seve,ral occasions, d we all liked him
for his unpretentious olc<omrtry-boy humor and end-
less flying stories. I even had tro opportunity to go up
for a spin with him; Dad consilercd Wiley one of the
best pilots he'd ever met.

Wiley, who had once been told he would never fly
because he had only one eye (from m oil-field acci-
dent), was the first pilot o circte fhe world solo. He
also ended up setting a slew of altitude asd distance
records in his Ibckhcd Vry, nmcd Wnilie Mac. kr
fact he devebped alr€ssurc suit for his pioneering
high-altitude flighb, becoming tb first pilot to wear
one, and blazing the way for my gwration of pilots
and asffonauts.

After retiring Whnie Mae,Wiley asscmbled a new
aircraft from the fuselage of a socondhand l-ocllteed
Orion and the wings of an cxpcrinrcntal Lockheed
Explorer. Both planes had prwiously been involved
in accidents. Wiley added a three-bladed propeller
and six tanks, which carried 270 gallons of fuel. For
the Alaska tri5Will Rogers wanted to interview an
old trader in the bush country for his popular syndi-
cated newspaper column-Wiley replaced the plane's
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wheels with a set of ffoats from a Crerman-built Folter
timotor for water landings. Wiley hadn't had much
time to get accustomed to his customized aircraft's
flight characteristics, and he found that at low air
speeds and low power settings his nbw plane devel-
oped an uncontrollable, nose-down pitching auitude
that concerned him, but he was committed to making
the rip. As for Will Rogers, who hailed from Clare-
more, about sixty miles north of Shawnee, he felt se-
cure with his fellow Oklahoman at the controls.

In Alaska, they found themselves in zero-visibility
weather, and Wiley flew for a couple of hotrs on in-
struments. They dropped down through a two-hun-
dred-foot ceiling over a river in driving snow and ice
and landed on the river to ask some Eskimos which
way it was to Point Barrow. The Eskimos pointed the
way, and Wiley took off. As he was pulling into the
cloud cover, the plane stalled, rolled over, and came
d6ya fi 6 high rate of speed, crashing into ttre river and
fltpping over. Wiley, pinned underneath the engine,
was killed instantly. Will Rogers, pulled from the
wreckage by the Eskimos, was dead too.

Pancho Barnes, proprietor of the famed Happy Bot-
tom Riding Club at Edwards Air Force Base, was an-
other old friend of Dad's. Her club, frequented by all
the top test pilots, who were breaking sound-barier
records on a regular basis, had become one of Dad's
favorite hangouts whenever he stopped off at Edwards,
and Pancho had visited our home, where my mother
accepted her with open anns. In fact, Pancho was prac-
tically lilre an aunt.to me, and I always looked up to her
as a pilot because she'd done so many great things. (In
1930 she brokeAmelia Earhart's world speed record.)
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The daughter of a minister, Pancho had married into
wealth btrt was married in name only. Each went their
own way, and for Pancho thatmeantAying and raising
hell with other pilots. In &c sfi*ion community Pan-
cho was considered a top pilot, yithlots of experience
in various aircroft. SpoftilGms, advcffimrs, and ded-
icated to flying aad friEods, Faocho also had a big
heart. Many down-and-out Etidtrs stopping off at her
club, where she had cotag€s out back for overnight
guests, got their planes filhd up with gas and a hot
meal from her, gratis, when thcy needcdit.

In 1953 the air forpe com&mned Pancho's land to
build a new nrnway. Paocho $rggested in no uncertain
terms that they build the rmway somewherc else. The
air force dug in its heels, and Mo filed suit against
the commanding general in fd€ral court in an effort to
stay in business. Then worting as the JAG officer for
the Air Research and Development Command in Balti-
more, Maryland, Dad saw the futitty of Pancho's legal
situation and flew out to California to have a heut-to-
heart talk with her. He told hcr fro nmway was going
to be built and she might as wcll drop her suit and save
herself the grief. He also lct hcr tnow that the air force
had film of scantily clad yormg wmen nrnning around
the place, partying with pilots. Pancho, a stout wonran
given to wearing flennol ffiB aDd jcans, had never run
a house of prostinrtiq b&itrgp coutd get dirty in
court. She refused to give quarter, and a lengthy legal
battle ensued. Although she ended up collecting pay-
ment for the value of her land, she lost her place of
business, as Dad knew she would. By tte time I arrived
at Edwards in 1956, the club had funnzrd, the new
runway built, aodPancho was long gone.
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Tbvo decades later, at the 1975 rollout of the newly
built B-1 bomber, Pancho was expected to attend and I
was looking forward to seeing her. She never showed
up. We didn't know until later that she'd suffered a fa-
tal heart attack a day earlier and her body was still
undiscovered at home. At the time of her death at the
age of seventy-four, she had been living on and off
with her fourth or flfttr husband, who was in his mid-
twenties. Friends obtained permission from the air
force to fly over the site of the I{appy Bottom Riding
Club and scatter her ashes.

By the time I was old enough to join the mittary
(seventeen with parental permission) during WorldWar
II, the,re was a surplus of pilots, and no service would
guarantee flight training to any new recruits, even those
who already knew how to fly. So I enlisted in the Ma-
rine Corps, which I'd heard was the best fighting in-
fantry in the worl( hoping to do my part as a rifleman.
In so doing, I tumed my back on the possibility of a
football scholarship to OklatromaA&M. I had played a
lot of sports in high school and was graced with natural
speed-I was a sprinter (ten-flat in the hundred-yard
dash) and quarter-miler (low fifties) on the track rcam,
and my high school football team played for the state

championship my senior year with me at halfback.
Since I was still i1 high school when I enlisted, I

was not called to active duty until I graduarcd in June
1945, and the war ended before I saw combat. I passed

some tests and was assigned to the Naval Academy
hep School as an alternate for an Annapolis appoint-
ment. The guy who was the primary appointee made
the grade, however, so I was reassigned and wound up
in Washington, D.C., serving with the Presidential
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Honor Guard and occasionally having coffee with
hesident Truman, who at night would sneak away
from the White House without his Secret Service
guards to take a stroll, and often ended up at the marine
baracks five miles away. "No formalities, son," he'd
say. "Just a cup of coffee." A real down-to-earth guy,
he'd tell us stories about his days as a combat artillery
officer during World War I, and we chatted back and
forth just like a bull session at the American lrgion.
Then he'd thank us, put on his hat and go out the back
door for his solitary walk hore.

After my discharge in 1!)46,I w€nt to visit my parcnts
in Hawaii, where Dad was thce *ationed. I ended up
staymg and enrolling u tc Uanterls$ of llawaii, whe,re I
joined the Amry ROrc. I majorcd incivil engineedng-
the only engineering major offered" Som I had my own
practically new J-3 Cub, sigued over to me by a couple
who were moving to the mainland and found the cost of
shipping the plane prohibitive. (In turn, when I left
Hawaii I signed over the plane to another young pilot.)
The islands were a grcat plaee to fly, and I spent about as

much time in the air as Idid m&eground.
There were many other distractioos, too-the daily

temptation to goof off from serious s@ bockoned
from every accessible beach. Every glak of san4
every wave, and every sun ray we,!e sir€n calls I did
well in humanities but began to srffer in eeginecring,
where the competition was fierce, particulrly from
Asian students. I knew that just being able to fly wasn't
enough, though, and if I ever doubted that, my par-
ents-big believers in education-would set me
straight. Whether I stayed in themilitary or went back
into civilian life, they told me,I would need my degree
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to get a good job. I tried to stick it out, but these were
not my most stellar times academically.

It was in Hawaii that I met Trudy, a beautiful blue-
eyed blond of Norwegian descent. A licensed pilot, she
was quite active in flying and was planning to complete
the requirements for an insfiuctor's license so she could
teach flying. She also loved the beach and surfing, my
other passions, and I became very inrigued with her.
After a six-month courtship, we married. We soon had
the first of our trro daughters, Camalao with Janita to
follow ayear later. Trudy and I were manied so young
(both twenty) that the odds were stacked against us. As
we grcw up together, we sadly grew apart.

Meanwhile, the ROTC led to an anny commission,
which, n 1949,I was able to transfer to the air force
when they put out the first call for flyrng school candi-
dates sinceWorldWartr.

When I got into flight uaining, all my flying paid
off. The first military airsraft I flew was aT4, a high-
performance single-engine trainerthat was areal hand-
ful if you hadn't flown before. The T{ was
unforgiving. It wouldn't just float along and let you be
lazy; you had to fly it all the time. It was a snap for me
because of my experience in so many different aircraft,
and I loved flying itYou hadto get past theT{ before
moving on to other types of aircraft, and a lot of cadets
washed out during this phase.

I had not mentioned my flying experience to any-
on+I preferred to show what I could do rather than
talk about it. My insfiuctor, a tough veteran of the
famed Eagle Squadrol il Fngland, where he flew Spit-
fire.s in dogfights against the best of the Luftwaffe,
took me up and went through a few routine maneuvers,
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then told me to "try a few things." I took the stick, and
he didn't get it back that day.

"How much flying time you have?" he finally asked,
*Quite 

a bit."
"It shows. Let's do all the required procedures. Then

I'm gonna turn you loose."
We went through a few takeoffs, landings, and stall

recoveries. A stall has nothing to do with the engine:
You take the plane straight up until it slows to a stop
and starts falling from the sky. Recovery involves put-
ting the plane's nose down and building speed up be-
fore regaining control and being able to rcturn to level
flight. I also demonstated basic acrobatics such as

spins, loops, and rolls.
My instructor soloed nrc oa my third fligtt. I had to

meet all the requirements at various stages of the train-
ing, but otherwise I'd go out and practice whatever I
wanted.

For the frst time in my life I was getting paid to fly.
I knew I'd found my life's salling.

We are all shaped to some degree by our parents. In my
case, I wonder how my life would have been different
without my father's love of flying. Without him, I
might never have discovered my truest element.

Flying has a calming influence on me. People who
know me say that I'm a totally different person when I
get in the afu. I ttrink they mean that I'm clearly happier
and easier to be aror:nd when I'm flying than I am
sometimes on the ground. I do tend to get cranky when
I go too long without flyrng.Luckily,I've been able to
spend a sizable portion of my waking hours airbome.

I live for that exhilarating moment when I'm in an
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airplane nrshing down the nrnway ad pull back on the
stick and feel lift under its wings. It's a magical feeling
to climb toward the heavens, seeing objects and pcople
on the ground grow smaller and more insignificant.
You have left that world beneath you. You are inside
the sky.

Flying is not just a fair-weather exercise. Some of
my most thrilling moments have.been flying at night or
in heavy overcast, when you might find yourself yaw-
ing uncontrollably without realizing it or even flying
upside down. What is needed is a steady hand and a
clear head-and also, from time to time, some old-
fashioned luck.

Not long after my return to space aboard Gernini, I
had a close call in a twin Bonanza. It was owned by
Jim Ra&man& who operated a General Motors auto-
mobile dealership near Cape Canaveral and had won
the Indy 500 in 1960 with an average speed of 138
miles per hour. Jim had taken the astronaut corps under
his wing and hetped us get the deals on our Corveftes.
(One Mercury astronaut hadn't been interested: John
Glenn, who stubbornly kept his Prinz, a kind of mini-
YW bug made in Germany, which would have had a
hard time beating the meter maid's scooter.)

I was pilot of the Bonanz4 and Charles "Dete" Con-
ra4 one of the nine test pilots who had been named as-
tronauts lra1962, was co-pilot. We were something like
number eighty-six in line for takeoff at the local airport
after the conclusion of the Daytona 500, and while we
waited the weather kept getting worse until the visibil-
ity and ceiling dropped below minimums for visual
flight rules (VFR). Since the aircraft had all the neces-
sary equipment for instnrment flight, Pete got busy
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scribbling out an IFR plan, and filed it by radio with
Flight Service by the time the tower notified us we
were number one to depart.

After takeoff, the towcf ld4 "TUm right 210 de-
grees. Climb to thirty-fivc hrd.&td and intersect Mel-
bourneVOR." 't 

..

I acknowledged, aod nrd rigtt.
All of a sudden, we surged upward at a tremendous

rate of climb. I felt it in the pit of my stomach before
checking the altimeter and seeing the hand spinning.

Up up up we were being blown by the roaring and
howling wind. It was somcthing I'd never experienced
before. Then, just as rryidly, we were being pushed
downward into a de€p ffi pit. I couldn't see a thing
out the cockpit window. Daytime had suddenly turned
to midnight.

Realizing we didn't have much altitude as yet,I did
everything I could to slow the descent rate. I had my
hands fuIl. Next to me, Pete was hanging on for dear
life, and in the backseat, Rathmann, the speed demon,
was sure we were about to die.

It turned out Flight Service had vectored us into a
tornado.

What saved us was that Beechcraft builds twin Bo-
nanzas like tanks. Any other typc of plane could easily
have shed its wings in such ferocious winds. Somehory
we got through it, although in spos the paint was
p€eled offthe fuselage.

Such adventures are what pilots live to talk about
with their flying buddies.

My father knew about that,
A reader of Buck Rogers and Flash Gordon, Dad

also knew that one day man would be raveling in
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space. He didn't how when, mind you, but he btew.
And he shared his vision with rne as we flew side by
side. I used to wonder if all this was going to happen in
my lifetime or if the world was going to have to wait
until something like the twenty-fifth century before
people might actually get out into space-not just for
the thrill of it but to explore and discover new things
and find out what the planets were really like.

A year and a half before I was selected for the space
progrlm, Dad was diagnosed with terminal lung can-
cer. Given six months to live, he said the hell with the
doctors and headed for the high country, where he
climbed on a horse and went fishing.

Dad was a great fly fisherman. I was his app,rentice-
he bought me my first fly rod when I was four years
old-and became a good fisherman myself, but I never
meastued up to Dad. He could put a hundred feet of
line out upstream and land the fly exacfly where he
wante4 softly, surely, deliciously. It looked so much
like the real thing that in some of those crystal-clear
mountain streams of Colorado, a big tnout would hit
his dry fly before it struck the water.

Thrce years afterDad's diagnosis, he was still doing
OK. He and Mom came out and spent Chrisunas 1959
with Ttudy and the girls and me. I showed him around
NASA and introducd him to the guys: Gus, Al, John,
Scotg Wally, and Deke. I told him all about the weight-
less flying uaining we had begun that very month: go-
ing up in a two-seater F100, and as the pilot put it into
zero.grajvity meneuvelB, sitting in the back, eating,
drinking, and testing various motor skills.

Dad was mighty proud of me, and in general, ex-
cited about the space prcgram. I think there was also
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a tad of envy-wishing he was twenty-five years

younger, getting ready to go into space.

On ttreir way home from that tip, Dad had some

kind of seizure and lapsed into unconsciousness while
Mom was driving. She racsd him 16 a hospital, where
she was told that the carcer had ryead to his brain.

I took emergency l€atr, ad once we got Dad home,
he went to bed for good. Hc could move only one hand
and one fooL and his face was contorted by paralysis.
He lingered for about a month and was never able to
talk again. Sometimes his eyes were open and would
follow me around the room. He was in and out of a
coma. At times I thorght he understood what we were
saying, but I couldn't be sur€.

I was withhim whenhedicdmMarch 29,L9ffi.He
was flfty-eight years old. He was given a full military
funeral and buried in a small cemetery in Colorado that
looked like Boot Hill. It was a beautiful sefting on the
brow of a hill overlooking the valley where our cabin
was sinrated, surormded by snow-covered mountain
peaks.

The air force sent a color guar{ and. a bugler
sounded taps.

Dad never got to see me go into space. As a matter
of fact, he didn't live to see ary mn go into space. He
passed away a full year before our first mission.

But somehgw I was surc he was watching.
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My ntrunx ro spAcE BEGAN IN THE ,rrNGLBs oF
Panama.

I was scheduled to be command pilotof Gemini 5, a
two-man spacecraft that was heavier, larger, and more
advanced than Mercury. What we had accomplished in
having a test-flown two-man spacecraft by 1965, hav-
ing started from scratch seven years earlier, showed
how hard a bunch of dedicated and talented people
were worting.

I would be going into space with U.S. Navy Com-
manderPete Conrad, one of ttre second wave of NASA
astonauts, dubbed the "Cremini Nine." A go-getter-
t,lpe guy, Pete was thirty-five (three years youngerthan
me), the shortest of the astronauts, at five feet six
inches, and also one of the funniest and most fur€ercss-
ible with his lively sense of humor and gaptoothed
grin. Years later, when Pete made it to ttre Moon-one
mission after Neil Armstnong's historic frst stepJris
comrcnt to the world as he climbed down the lunar
module's ladder and pushed away from the bocom

E2
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rung for the considerable drop to the lunar surface:
"Thatmay have been one surall step forNeil, but it was

a long onefor me l'
We were to be propelled into orbit by the powerful

Titan tr rocket, modified for manned space work from
a second-generation intercontinental ballistic missile
built to deliver hydrogen bombs into the heartland of
the Soviet Union in the event of all-out war.

But first came the jungle.
Pete and I were dropped by helicopter into Panama

for several days of survival practice-in case we
missed our ocean landing spot and ended up in some
place like Borneo. The chopper set down in a small
clearing atop a mountain ridge and let us out with only
what we'd have in our spacecraft.They also dropped
the wooden-and-cloth frame of aGemini spacecraft, as

well as a deployed main chutc so we'd have the nylon
canopy and shroud lines to use in our survival efforts.
We were wearing the outer shell of our space suit, al-
though we took it otr mighty quickly in the heat and
humidity, cutting down our long underwear into more
suitable jungle attire.

We were to be picked up at this same spot in five
days. If something went wrong, such as an illness or
injury, we had our emergency survival radio and could
call out for an immediate pickup.

For several days previously, Pete and I had attended
classes at the U.S. Air Foroe'sfngle sunival training
center in Panama, learning from experts about what to
expect in the jungle. We were shown what flora and
game to eat and what to avoid" One afternoon, as we
listened to our instnrctor, a huge boa constrictor was
released into ttre room and slitbred quietty under the
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desks. We knew it was there only when it lifted its big
head three feet offthe floor and looked at us. I had al-
ways liked snakes, and I got along so well with our
classroom visitor that, before leaving Panam4 I was
presented with one of her babies (she'd recently had a
litter), which I carried home in my briefcase.

We took into the jungle with us the regular Gemini
survival gear, which included several quaxts of water,
food rations (dehydrated meals), a machete, a fire-start-
ing kit with magnesium spart ignrtor, and cotton balls
for getting a fire going. We each carried a surr,rival knife,
dasigned especially for the space program by Bo Ran-
dall, a leading knife expert. These steel-forged knives
were very strong and could be used for many chores.

We found it easy to survive in the jungle as long as
you don't mind eating anything you can catch. We
were able to lure flesh-eating piranha into sorne little
streams (OK I used Pete as bait) and carch &em be-
fore they got us. We used safety pins for hooks, line
from our survival kit, and insects as bait. The piranha
gilled up real nice on an open fire. We also developed
a taste for lizards and snakes, boiled or grilled. Basi-
cally, we ate whatever was slower than we were.

It rained practically nonstop, gtving true meaning to
the term rainforest. At night it got miserably cold. To
build a shelter, we cut down small palm trees and used
the tnrnks for the framework" then wove together giant
palm fronds for the roof, under which we slung ourny-
lon hamrnocks. That first cold and wet night, I pulled
out of my gear an airplane-size bottle of Grand
Marnier. We sat in our hammocks passing the minia-
ture bottle back and forth, taking tiny sips so it would
last as long as possible.
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One moming Pete and I were strolling along the top
of a narrow ridge when suddenly, from the
jungle canopy like apparitions, cilme five bare-chested
Choko Indians wearing only loincloths, armed with
blowguns. They were pygmy in stature-about up to
our chests{ut well proportioned and clearly no one
to mess with.

We stood face-to-face.
Pete and I showed the biggest smiles we could come

up with.
The Indians spoke Spanish-as did l-and tumed

out to be very friendly. When I explained why we were
there, and what it was in preparation for, they looked
up at the sky and back at us with grave concern. I be-
lieve they were concerned about what we'd been eating
or perhaps smoking out there in the jungle.

Each of them had a leather thong around his waist
from which hung a machete so long that it practically
dragged on the ground. On the other side they had a
couple of small leather pouches in which, we learned,
they carried darts tip,ped with curale, an herbal nerve
porson that could kill large game within seconds, and
smokedried meats to sustain them on their hunting
expeditions.

Our new friends made a point of hanging around for
a few days to show us the ways of the jungle. ltanazrA
me how they could down a game bird in midflight wittr
one strong exhalation into a blowgun. I asked cau-
tiously if they ever used the poison-tipped darts in bat-
tle. They said it w:ls very rare for them to fight ottrer
tribes, which, considering their accuracy with the
blowguns, was a good thing.

They also showed us how to set snares for small
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garne, such as the pac4 an overeized rat with a beaver-
shaped head that weighed about thirty pounds. We'd
been avoiding these rodents, thinking they were not
something we wished to tangle with. But the meat
turned out to be tasty, a61unlike venison. Otr menu
improved with the help of ow jungle tutors, expanding
into a bountiful feast of wild game, fruits, and salads.
Pete and I must have been the first asffonauts to gain
weight in jungle survival.

It turned out that the leader of our small pack of
hunters was the chief of his tribe. We were given a
royal reception in their village, where they lived in huts
made of grass and palm fronds, built much better than
our own but still tempomry. A nomadic people, they
lived in one place for a month or t\tro, then moved on,
like countless generations of their ancestors before
them. Before we left, we received a nice send-off from
the village, which included gifts, singing, and ceremo-
nial dancing.

For years afterward, and as a result of Our encounter
with them, this tribe continued to help survival tearm
from the air force survival training center in Panama.
In recognition for the helping hand they showed so
many of our pilots and air crews, the chief of the
tib+the same chief we had come across on the ridge
top that day-was summoned to Washington, D.C., in
the early 1980s and given a medal by President Bush.

Beginning with Gemini, NASA administrator Jim
Webb decided he didn't want U.S. spacecraft to have
names. Now we all likedWebb and admired his abili-
ties, but we did find ourselves arguing with him a

lot. His decision to "depersotalize" the space pro-
gram was our biggest argument ever. He wanted the
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flights referred to by numbers-"f want the flights
all very machine oriented," Webb explained. It was a

serious miscalculation on his part because the person-

ahzfd stuff-not the science or electronic advances-
was what the public identified with and enjoyed the
most.

We kept trying to getWebb to change his mind. Pete
came up with the notion of naming ow spae*saft. Lady
Bird n honor of President Johnson's wife. We figued
there was a good chance it would be approved, given
that we wanted to narre it after the First Lady. But
NASA turned us down.

Several months before the mission, I mentioned to
Pete that I'd never been in a military organization that
didn't have its own patch" Fcb badn't either. We de-
cidedright then andthere thatwe were atleastgoing to
have a patch for our flighf

Pete's father-in-law had urhidd a dl of a Con-
estoga wagon, the preferrd mode of transportation for
pioneers of en earlier era. We thought a covered wagon
might be a good way to symbolize the pioneering na-
ture of our flight. Since our mission was designed to
last eight days, the longest ever attempted by the United
States or the Soviet Union, we came up with the slogan
"8 Days or Bust," which we overlaid on a Conestoga
wagon. We gave the design to a local patch company,
and they produced hundreds of them. Pete and I had
ours sewn on the right brcast of our space suits.

T\ro days before launch, Jim Webb, in from Wash-
ington, beckoned us to Houston for what was to be-
come a prelaunch radition: dinner and a social evening
for the prime crew at the home of Bob Gilruth,who had
been appointed head of tb nery Manned Space Center.
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Pete and I climbed into a T-38 and flew to Houston.
The Mission Control Center had moved from the

Cape to Houston, and ours would be the second
manned flight to be controlled from the new location.
The move had been pure pork barrel, offered up by the
powerfirl Lyndon Johnson to his home state while he
was still Senate Majority kader. Several billion dollars
were spent putting the Manned Space Center in Hous-
ton. Hundreds of millions more in added costs were as-
sociated with having Launch Control in Florida (early
in the U.S. space program it was decided the rockets
had to be launched over water to avoid populated areas)
and Mission Control, which took over control of flights
immediately after launch, located a thousand miles
away in Texas. Simulators and other expensive systems
had to be duplicated, not to mention astronauts and
technicians constanfly buming up the airways as they
ran back and forth between the Cape and Houston. In
faimess, other locations for the new space center had
been considere( and Houston had met dl the criteria.
Such requirements included being on the coast and so
able to receive equipment and other heavy materials by
ship, and being near a major university able to provide
apool of qualified scientific consultants.

That night during dinner, I decided we had to tell
Webb about our "8 Days or Bust" patch because it
wasn't fair for him to find out by surprise or through
the media.

"Jim, you've taken our spacecraft names away from
us, and as you knoq none of us particularly like it," I
said. "Pete and I want to personalize our flight, and
we've designed a really neat mission patch."

Webb about went into hysterics. The patch was in
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direct violation of his efforts to depersonaliz.e the
space program. The argument got so heated that at one
point Bob Gilruth and I had to pull Webb and Pete

apart-the overall head of NASA and one of his astro-
nauts were stopped just shod of fisticuffs.

WhenWebb cooled down, terplainedhow Pete and
I had never been in any miliEy organization that
didn't have a patch. 'It's not just fc thc guys flying," I
went on, "but for the hundreds of people working on
the launch equipment and operating the worldwide
tracking range and all the other things that go into a
successful mission. Wearing that patch tells the world
that they worked Gemini 5l'

Webb asked me if I had the patch with me.
Unfornrnately, we hadn'tthought to bring one.
He asked that one be flown to Washington the next

day. "I'll look at it and make a decision," he said.
"Fairenough, Jim."
The next day, after reviewing the parch, Webb called

me at the Cape. "All right, I'll approve this patch on
one condition."

"'What's that?"
'"That you cover the '8 Days or Bust' rmtil you make

the eight days. If you don't make eight days, I don't
want the press having a field day about thc mission be-
ing a bust."

So we had little pieces of canvas lightly sewn over
the offending slogan.

In his official memo authorizing the patch, Webb di-
rected that all future space cr€wg could have their own
mission patch, henceforth to be "refened to by 0re
generic name of the Cooper patch"-a tradition that
still lives today.
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Come launch moming, Pete and I found ourselves
sitting in the spacecraft{emizi was about the size of
a YW beetle lacking a backseat<n a late countdown
hold waiting for some last-minute problem to be
solved. This was our most vulnerable time, the last
twenty minutes of the countdown, because the final
firing sequence had begun to take things over automat-
ically; all systems had been activated and were ready
to go.

All of a sudden a big thunderstorm moved in. Al-
though by then we had weather radar at the Cape,

weather forecasting in southern Florida proved to be a
tough job. Weather fronts and thunderstorms develop
very quickly in that latitude and had a way of carching
everlonHven the meteorologists<ff guard.

Before it could be decided whether to continue the
wait or scrub the mission and shut everything down,
lightning hit a main power cable, knocking out power
to our pad and other systems. Without power, Mission
Control was unable to deactivate the rocket, and there
we sat-stuck in the middle of the firing sequence and
on top of a hot booster-with a lightning and thunder
show all around us.

Now there was no choice in the matter: the circum-
stances dickted scrubbing the mission. With a loss of
power so late in the countdown, there were too many
systems that needed to be reset and recycled. We
would not be going into space this day. The only ques-
tion now was when and how we would get out of the
spacecraft. Without power, Launch Control couldn't
bring the BmW, which rolled under power along rail-
road tracks, back up to the rocket to get us out via its
twelve-story elevator.
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So we sat there on the hot booster for an hour, wait-
ing for power to be restored, knowing that if there was a
premature launch or explosion, we could be in a pickle.

ln Mercury, the spacecrafthad a sixteen-foot rocket-
propelled escape tower afrchod to the top of the
spacecraft, which was designed to frc in an emergenry
situation and pull the spaoecrffi ftse of the booster.
But we had no such escape tower for Gemini. The rea-
son: at one point, we had hoped to "fly" Gemini to a
landing with a collapsible fabric wing that would be
deployed once we were back in the Earth's atmos-
phere. Retractable landing gear had even been in-
stalled, and our notion had been to glide home like a
sailplane-as the space shuttle does today.

We tried some test flights, and the wing worked
beautifully. However, it had to be folded up and stored
into such a small canister and at srch high pressure that
we kept having problems with folds andrips in the fab-
ric. The best technicians NASA had on the payroll
ried to solve the problems but couldn't. Finally, we
had to give up, and practically with tears in our eyes we
had the landing gearremoved and shelved the wing.

The spacecraft had been designed with two ejection
seats, meant to provide an airplanc-type escape in the
event of trouble with the lmrling. The seats had re-
mained because it was too late to reconfigure the
spacecraft with an escape tower. Tlworctically, if
everything went just right, the ejection seats would do
the job and pull us away from a launch-pad emergency,
but no one had ever tied it, and we surc didn't want to
be the first.

It was finally decided to roll out the emergency
cherrypicker, a self-powered vehicle that looked like
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one of those utility company tnrcks but had a ladder
that went much farttrer into the sky. It had been de-
signed to evacuate astronauts in an emergenry but as
yet had never been used under real conditions.

Not long before Al Shepard's first flight, the flight
director had approached me and said, a bit chagrined,
that there were no arrangements in place for getting the
astronaut out of the capsule in case of trouble on the
launch pad during the countdown. Up to then all
the focus had been on what happened during flight. I
huniedly went to work setting up emergency proce-
dures-including fire-fighting crews and techniques
for handling the volatile fuels and the various py-
rotechnics like the escape-tower roCkeS and retro
rockets. If the spacecraft toppled to the ground in a
fire, for instance, an armed personnel carrier would roll
out, manned by a special team that included techni-
cians who knew where all the seams and bolts were.
Wearing fireproof suits, they would exEact the asho-
naut. For Al's suborbital flight aboard the Redstone
booster, I had stayed in the blocttouse, standing by to
help put into effect any possible pad rescue operation
as well as handling communications to the spacecraft.

Starting with Atlas and the third Mercury mission,
we had a tower built just twenty-five feet away from
the gantry with a special drawbridge attached, which
could be lowered in thifiy seconds so rhat tfe end of it
sat just outside the spacecraft's hatch. If an emergency
a(Ne, the astronaut could blow off the hatch, scoot
across the gangplank, and take an exprcss elevator on
the tower that would get him to the ground in thirty
seconds. By then we could have the personnel carrier
on the spot to pick him up and get him clear of the
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area. With the tower so close by, we hadn't felt we'd
need the cherrypicker anymore. Still, we decided to
station it behind the blockhouse just in case-and it
was a good ttring we did. Without elecnicity for the
elevator, Plan A for getting out of the spacecraft
wouldn'twork.

When the cherrypicker got close enough to the vent-
ing rocket, two technicians climbed to the top. Using a
speed wrench, they unbolted the hatcffreeing us in
five minutes. We weren't so much relieved as disap-
pointed at not getting offas planned.

That night Pete and I had a couple of beers in
Hangar S, trying to uncort the built-up and unused
adrenaline. As we talked about our prospects for
launching the next morning and tried to relan, techni-
cians worked through the night shutting down the
rocket, topping it offwith fircI, and recycling and reset-
ting all its electrical systems.

Even though we were designated Gemini 5, we were
the third manned G€mini mission. After two un-
mannsd Gemini launches, tbe first manned mission
had gone to my old btrddy, Crus Grissom, who became
the first person to fly ia sprcc twice, and one of the
newer astronauts, JohnYoung, anavy pilot.

Still smarting from the sinking of. Iibefi BeU 7,

Gus had wanted to name his Gemini spacecraft Molly
Btown, after the popular Broadway musical comedy of
the day The Unsh*able Molly Bmwn. His second
choice: Tltanic. Then came Jim Webb's edict, and
NASA mandated that the mission be referrei to simply
as Gemini 3.

I was serving as CapCom on launch day, March 23,
1965.
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At liftoff, Gus reportd'The clockhas start€d."
"Roger," I rcplied. "You're on your way, Molly

Btownl'
From then on, to the press and the rest of the world,

the Gemini 3 spacecraft was known u Molly Brown,
much to the displeasure of the NASA bosses.

Gemini 4 with Ed White and James McDivitt, went
up on June 3,1965, and accomplished another historic
frsC ttre first U.S. walk in space. Ed joked from out-
side the spacecraft as he floated in space on a tetlrcr:
"I'm not coming back in."

In all, there would be twelve Gemini fiights, with
three Mercury astronauts (Wally Schira in addition to
Gus and me) thrown into the mix of newer astronauts
to fill out the flight crews. Of the original Mercury
Seven, Deke Slayton was still grounded; Al Shepard's
flying career was on hold because ofan inner-ear prob-
lem that affected his balance; John Glenn had already
quit the space progam to go into business and politics;
and Scott Carpenter was busy exploring oceans around
the world.

It was no accident that Pete and I were scheduled to
stay in orbit for eight days: that was the longest time it
would take to fly to the Moon, explore its surface (for
several hours), and rettrrn. As part of our research and
development for the ulrcoming Apollo lunar missions,
we would be testing and proving not only the onboard
equipment and flight flmneuvers-such as rendezvous
and docking-necessary for missions to the'Moon but
also man's capability to stay in space for several days
and withstand the effects of extended weightlessness.

We launched the following morning, August 21,
1965, at 8:59 e.u., from pad 19--one of nvo Gemini
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pads at the Cape. Liftoff was smooth, and our trajec-
tory was almost perfect. I found the ride atop the Tltan
tr considerably less bumpy and more solid ftan my
ride on the Atlas two years earlier. In fact, compared
with the thin-skinned Atlas, the Tltan, a solid, thick-
walled booster, was like crtrising down the road in a
Cadillac.

The next thing I noticed was how much quieter
Gemini was than Mercury, which had a high noise
level because the inverters, motors, and all the other
things were running so close by. For Gemini, we had
moved all of these systems out into a separate "adapter
section" of the spacecraft. While there was actually
less space per person than we had in Mercury it was

more strategically arranged in Gemini so that it felt
like more usable room. On Gemini, we also had stor-
age lockers right in back of us; we could squirm
around and maneuver things in and out of the lockers,
which made for a less cluttered cabin.

Ours was the fint spacecraft to go into space with a
fuel cell: an on-site electrochemical generator that pro-
duced its own energy. hevious spacecraft had relied
on batteries, which would be too cumbersome and
heavy given the amount of electronics the more ad-
vanced spacecraft were now carrying. lt Getnini 5, for
example, we were taking into space the first onboard
radar, and first computer, both of which drew substan-
tial electric power.

Proving that we could fly with a fuel cell was pata-
mount. Unlike batteries, which consume themselves,

fuel cells are almost endlassly rechargeable as long as

there is a fuel sotrce to provide hydrogen. A fuel cell is
operated by the chemical reaction of hydrogen and oxy-
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gen and requires that high pressure be maintained in
cryogenic 0ow-temperau[e) storage r?nks ss that suffi-
cient amounts of fuel can be stored to pr,ovi& high elec-
rical ouput. Fuel cells had been around since the
mid-1800s, but thanks to ttre space program the technol-
ogy was finally being seen as a primary sotuce of elec-
rical power. The ramifications were awesome, not only
for space travel btrt for life on Earth, with fossil fuels
rapidly being depleted. (Today they have gained wide-
spread use in both space and indusfiial operations.)

On the third orbit, our fuel cell nearly cost us the
mission.

The oxygen pressue going to the fuel cell dropped
from eight hundred to seventy pounds per square inch,
and we had no idea why. According to our set emer-
gency procedures, if the pressure went that low on the
fuel cell I was required to start shutting everything off
to conserye energy.

At the time we were right in the middle of one of our
sevent@n planned eryterirnents and using a lot of
F)wer. We'd released a rendezvous pod, had it on
radar, and were just getting ready to intercept it-an
experiment designed to provide cnrcial information
about never-before-attempted space rendezvous.

When the trouble occured, we were out of commu-
nication with Mssion Control, of course. Based on
what I was seeing on the panel, I had no choice but to
abandon the rendezvous pod, forget the eryrcriment,
and start powering down.

When we came into communication again, we were
in a drifting mode.

I reported the problem and gave them the numbers.
For some tirne, it was touch and go with Mission
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Control. They were close to ordering an emergency

reentry, thereby ending our ambitious mission after
only three orbits. The loss to the program would have

been incalculable, a cost of millions of dollars but also
a major setback to our goal of reaching the Moon by
the end of the decade.

The pressure that had been put on NASA as a result
of President Kennedy's announced national goal of
landing a mln on the Moon and bringing him safely
back to Earth before the end of the decade had not di-
minished. At the time when President Kennedy had
first captured the nation's imagination-"We don't
choose to go to the Moon because it is easy. . . but be-
cause it is hard"-NASAs most opimistic time frame
for the first manned lunar landing was l972.We had
since made great strides toward JFK's goal-a politi-
cal deadline, not a scientific or aeronautical one-but
testing was still being hurried, flights consolidated, and

corners cut.
We had our share of such pressures during prepara-

tions for Gemini 5. During ilre last few days that our
spacecraft was at McDonnell Aircraft in St. Louis be-

fore being shipped to the Cape, we went to St. Louis
for some final finishing-up altitude chamber tests. Pete

and I had completed the regular tests on Friday but
wanted to stay over on the weekend to do some tests
with the fuel cell at altitude: nrnning it at drastically re-
duced pressure to see how it performed. Since this was
going to be the first fuel cell in space, we believed
these extra few tests were justified.

NASA balked at our plan. The schedule was to ship
the spacecraft to the Cape on Sunday. If we waited and
did the tests on Monday, we would lose two or three
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days. And if we did the tests on Saturday, NASA
would have to pay double and triple timeto the person-
nel who ran the altitude chamber. When I appealed to
Bob Gilruth, he sai4 "lYe don't have the money in ttre
budget."

Late that Friday afternoon, Pete and I had gone to
see Jim McDonnell and told him about the final tests
we wanted to conduct. McDonnell, then in his seven-
ties, was a big suplnrter of the space program and a
dedicated American. He had founded McDonnell Air-
craft nnenty-five years earlier in a small office upstairs
in an old hangar and when World War tr broke out
started building mittary aircraft that were to become
among the best in the world. I had flown several of his
later planes, including the F-101 Voodoo and F4
Phantom, and fourd tbm to be spectacular and well-
built aircraft" We hoped he would find a way for NASA
to let us do the tests.

He immediately agreed that the tests were important
and should be done. "I'll pay for them,' McDonnell
said in his decisive way. "L€t's do it.'

Whenever I bar people criticizing aerospace oon-
tractors for being grcedy, I think of Jim McDonnell,
who came to our assistance innumerable times
throughout the space program. His unselfish, patriotic,
cando attiUde was Saredby the vast majority of out-
side conEactors I worked with-including North
American and Rockrnell. They were as dedicated to the
mission as anyone and acted like partrers in this coun-
try's.space program rather than simply on-hire contrac-
tors looking for the ncxtbuck"

Now our Gemini mission was saved only by having
done those tests and preparing for the worst-case
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scenarira replay of the Mercury mission when I had
practiced for losing all my electrical power and did.l
reminded Houston that we had worked with the fuel
cell at very low pressure in the altitude charrber and
found ways to deal with it.

The guys in Houston quickly located the data on the
tests we'd run that weekend in St Louis and were re-
lieved to see our results yilh lon, frrcIcell prcssure.

Still, the decision whether to b,ring us back early was
almost a flip of the coin.

The fact that the cryogenic tqnL [resstue leveled off
at the seventy-pound figrne for soveml hours while the
spacecraft was in a powereddown state convinced
Flight Director Chris I(raft to let the mission continue
for at least one full day while continuing to closely
monitor the situation. From then on, a "go" decision
was reached each morning.

We soon isolated the problem: thc heater that was
supposed to be coming on automatically to keep the su-
percold liquid oxygen for the fuel cell from freezing
wasn't working properly. The oxygen wasn't heating
up enough to turn into gas, a vibl part of the chemical
reaction necessary fafu H cdl to ptroduce energy.
Once we figured this out, we were able to bring up
power slowly for periods of time and begin to warm the
partially frozen oxygen in thc gareous section. As that
happene4 the usable pressur€ io 1trs t"nk tlegan to rise.

We took it slowly as the flow of oxygen into the fuel
cell gradually increased and the pressrre rose. We
powered the spacecraft back up over several days-
bringlng the various systems back on line one at a time.
Evenurally our contol panel was back to looking like a
fully lit Christmas tnee, and we had power to bum.
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Proving that we could fly the fuel cell, even under some
unusual circumstances, and do so better than anyone
had hoped was probably our most important feat.

We had "engineered" ourselves back into a full mis-
sion, although we weren't able to go back and do the

experiments we had missed on our full flight schedule.

Once we received ttle "go" for at least aday, we lE-
moved our helmets and gloves and stowed them in the
foot well, where they would remain until just before
retro-firc. Vast improvements had been made over the

Mercury spacecraft's cranky temperature confiol sys-

tem; we found it very comfortable inside the Geinini
cabin. We also donned lightweight headsets with a lit-
tle boom microphone attached.

Space has a brilliance to it that doesn't exist on the
clearest days I've seen high in the Rockies. Pho-
tographs can't do it justice. Some of the guys, includ-
ing Pete, hadn't believed me when I described the

details I had seen of Earttr on my Mercury mission, in-
cluding ships'wakes (what I thought was an aircraft
carrier in the Atlantic turned out to be a tugboat and
barge), highways, and railroads. Pete, in awe of the
wondrous sights, quickly became a believer. I was

awed too, even though I'd been here before. To see the
full majesty of Earth and her continents in such breath-
t^king views-knowing that we are only one of count-
less other planets throughout the galaxies-was a
privilege few human beings had experienced.

On our first pass over Communist China, we heard a
pinglng in our ears that turned out to be high-powered
radar tracking us from the ground. Ihen over the radio
came a sweet feminine voice that could have been
Tokyo Rose, only in this case I guess it was Peking
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Peggy: "Good evening, Gemini 5. For your pleasure
we will play some music." They entertained us with
the most beautiful opera music, which gave us an espe-
cially good feeling since China had officially com-
plained about our flyrng over their borders. When it
was announced that we would be using cameras with
telephoto lenses in space, they had publicly accused us
of being "spies in the sky."

To replace the rendezvous-pod experiment Mission
Contol directed us on our third day to rendezvous
with a theoretical target in a different orbit from ours.
Under the rules of the exercise, we were restricted to
making four maneuvers during two revolutions. We
fired the orbital attitude-manetrver thrusters and
changed our orbit-the first U.S. space mission ever to
do so-ty about fifty miles, making it ellipse-shaped
rather than circular, and ended up within one-tenth of a
mile of our phantom target.

In another important test of the onboard radar capa-
bility during the mission, ourradar locked on to a radar
transponder at the Cape, and we made some measure-
ments that proved pretty accurate. Wlren the equip-
ment in the spacecraft rcd 167 miles (to target), the
radar at the Cape was reading 170 miles. There was ju-
bilation in Mission Control that we were able to track a
glound target at all; some technicians hadn't thought
the external radar system would survive the rigors of
launch. We had proved that radar ranging in space was
possibl+a vital element in future space rendezvous
and dockings.

Pete and I grabbed anothcrrecorr( this one more du-
bious: the first defecation in spacc by U.S. astronauts.
There had been "no contingenclrt' for such an went in
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Mercury-they put you on a low-residue diet for two
weeks and hoped for the best. Although I can't remem-
ber which one of us went first (either that or I'm not
telling), it was always an ordeal-lasting about an hour
by the time you got your suit off, long undies down,
did the deed into a plastic bag, washed up, and got
dressed again. Once, Mission Control radioed and
asked for me. Pete properly and very politely re-
sponded that I was "indisposed."

We were told by astronomers to exp€ct front-row
seats for a regular meteorite shower that occurs in the
latter part of every August. It would be the first one to
be observed by man from space. The first night of the
showers was a sight to behold-thousands of mete-
orites passing under our spacecraft as they entered the
Earth's atmosphere and burned up like falling stars.

We knew there was a chance that a meteorite might
stike our spacecraft but there was nothing we could
do to prevent it and only hoped that if it happened it
would be a small one. We canied a patch kit with rub-
ber plugs to repair any tiny puncture holes (rizy was
the operative word) to try to keep from losing our
cabin pressure. But we were not prepared for what it
sounded like when one actually did hit.

A hard mstallig BANG!
Pete and I both jumped.
It sounded like a major-league fastball hurled

against the side of our spacecraft, but we knew that it
was no bigger than a grain of sand. If the meteorite had
been anywhere near the size of a baseball, it would
have gone right through the side of the spacecraft-
ending, in a nanosecond, our mission and our lives.

Over the course of the next couple of days, we were
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struck four or five times. When the spacecraft was dis-
mantled upon its retum to the Cape-every returning
spacecraft was taken apart piece by piece as part of a
total engineering report to assess how it handled the
stresses of flight-impressions were found on the out-
side wall, as if someone had driven home an ice pick
with a hammer. The meteorites had actually reshaped
the outer titanium wall of the spacecraft, pushing in
the toughest metal known to man as much as a quar-
ter-inch. (Titanium takes more heat with less damage
than any metal on Earttr.) It seemed unbelievable that
such a small particle had so much energy and caused
such a sound, but these cosmic fastballs were a bit
faster than any Hall of Fame pitcher's-a speed gun
would have clocked them in the range of thirty thou-
sand miles per hour.

At eighty-five hours into the mission, including the
some thirty-three hours I had spcnt in space in Faith 7,

I passed the individual space endurance record.of one
hundred nineteen hours and six minutes set by the
Russian cosmonaut Valery F. Bykovslry aboard his
Vostok V spacecraft two year eulkr. No one made any
fuss about it, least of all me, but I thinF we all felt a lot
of pride. The tide had turned in tbe space race; we all
knew it. The United States was no longer lagging in
second place.

When it came to our new onboard computer, we
were very careful throughout the flight whenever
Houston sent us an upload Before we would accept it
on the computer, we'd have them send us a test to run
to make sure the information about our orbits and loca-
tion and onboard systen$ was accurate. Only if it
checked out would we letitload into the computer. We
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could then access the information-just as people do
today on their personal computers--on a two-by-six-
inch monitor. Despite our caution, we got in trouble
following the computer on reentry.

Ours was the first reentry to be guided exclusively
by a computerized instnrment landing system.

We received from Houston a late retro-fire sequence
upload. Pete and I hunied to check it out. It looked
good, so we let them upload it to the computer.

In Gemini there was no strict division of labor. One
reason we were now flying with two astronauts was be-
cause there was so much work to do and so many ex-
periments to carry out that one man would have found
the workload overwhelming. Too, we were building to-
ward a three-man crew, which would be needed for
Apollo and the lunar missions. I was the command pi
lot and Pete was the pilot, but we had swapped pilot
chores back and forth during the mission because it
was important to give Pete some erylerience flying in
space. Beyond that, the computer was on Pete's side,
so he had been in charge of keeping the systems going,
interfacing with uploads and downloads, and doing the
rest of the computer work. The navigational needles
and other flight controls were in front of me, so I
served primarily as head pilot and would fly reentry.

As we started ourreentry,Irealized we were coming
in a lot steeper than we should be. Pete recognized it
too, fromall our time spent in the simulator. We knew
this wouldn't place us in any danger, but it would mean
we'd end up way short of our landing spot.

We had made some big improvements in reentry
procedures. Mercury simply dropped like a stone until
it reached parachute deployment altitude. The pilot's
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only control carne from firing his retro rockets at the
precise second to begin reenEy. In Gemini, the center
of gravity was shifted so that the heat shield was just
offcenter as it met the atmosphere. The result was that
the spacecraft had just enough lift to permit the pilot to
lengthen his glide path up to three hundred and fifty
miles beyond the planned landing site or shorten it by
some three hundred miles. Gemini could also be
veered to either side of the reentry path by some fifty
miles. If the spacecraft was heading on target for
splashdown, the pilot just rolled it-about two revolu-
tions per minute--to countcrrt &c natural lift. These
features combined to rccolmt for some accurate
splashdowns during Gemini.

I ignored what the directional nedles were calling
for-they were following &e coryteds r€entry pro-
gram-and took control. We were in a communica-
tions blackout at the time (of corrse), but enen had we
been in touch with Mssion Control ['d have done the
same thing. In any situation requiring instant response,
the pilot flying the machine made the call rather than
someone on the ground.

I went with full dowlrange liftandflaftened out our
path as best I could. I recoverrd mrrch of the lost
grounq but we still landcdahrm&edrdles short. (Had
I not talren over, we'd harc bocn about two hundred
and fifty miles short.) It took the hclicorpter r€covery
oew forty-five minutes to get to us.

The recovery t€am had been trirnmed down from
previous missions, and since my last return from
space, recovery olrcrations had switched to the At-
lantic. Our landing target was only fotr hundred miles
off the Cape, making it more convrcnient to bring the
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astronauts and spacecraft back home. NASA and the
navy had by then gained enough erylerience to know
what was needed and what was unne,cessary. The fleet
that had been assembled fo1 us was still sizable, and
would be the model for future space missions: in all,
twenty-eight ships, 135 afucraft, and ten thousand peo-
ple were involved. The main unit of the recovery fleet
was stationed at our prime landing spot in theAtlantic,
but other elements were stationed at several locations
around the globe in case we needed to end our mission
early.

After swimmers went into the water and attached a
flotation collar to the spacecraft, they opened the
hatch. Pete and I climbed out and were hoisted aboard
the helicopter for the forty-minute ride to the deck of
the carrierUSS Ldfe Champlain.

We then learned what had happened: The genius
mathematicians and astronomers who went through all
these computer gyrations to give us formulas for our
reentry had calculated that the Earth rotates 360 de-
grees per day, when in fact it rotates 359.999 degrees.
When you multiply that times 120 revolutions in eight
days, it gets to be a significant figure. So we had
loaded into the computer the wrong reentry calcula-
tion. It was an early lesson for us all that "computer
problems" often begin as human errors.

We had completed 120 revolutions of Earth-a total
of 3,312,993 space miles in an elapsed time of 190
hours and 56 minutes. We were 104 minutes short of
eight days, but uncovered the "8 Days or Bust" slogan
on ourpatches anyway.

Onboard the ship, I found myself more wobbly than
I had been after my Mercury flight, but other than that
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I felt fine. The eight days of weightlessness had pre-
sented no problems; nothing a hot shower, a good
meal, and some sleep wouldn't cure.

Gemini 5 carried twenty different types of cameras
and several hundred rolls of different types of film,
which we experimented wi& in rmious lighting situa-
tions. Our experiments h surface photography were to
identify the problems associarcd with man's ability to
acquire, frack, and photograph preselected terrestial
objects from space. We returnod with hundreds of
great photographs ofEarth from space.

One special mounted carrcra we caried had a huge
telephoto lens. I had been in tte military long enough
to know whatthe possiblcus of such atelephoto lens
from space might b€. Dudng an initial flight planning
meeting, I raised the issue of whetkr this was going to
be a classifled or unclassifed project.

"I don't want atryone chmging 6eir minds mid-
sfream," I said. "If we're going to classify it, let's clas-
sify it now."

Nobody seemed to want to classify it, so we went
unclassified.

We were asked to shoot tbree specific targets from
our spacecraft's window because the photo experts
wanted to be able to measure the resolution of the pic-
tures.

That's exacfly what we did:
Over Cub4 we took pictures of an affield.
Over the Pacific Ocean, we took pictures of ships at

sea.

Over a big U.S. crty, we took pictures of cars in
parking lots.

Beyond that, we were encouraged to shoot away at
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other airfields, cities, and anything else we wanted
along the way. That big lens was arnaz.ing, and I had a
lot of fun wittr it from our l8G'mile-high perch.

After splashdown and while Pete and I were still
aboard the recovery vessel, the exposed film from that
mounted camera was rushed to a darkroom and devel-
oped. I was shown a few pictures-including some un-
believable closeups of car license plates{efore
someone.walked into the wardroom and informed me
that all the photos and negatives from that camera were
being confiscated and the experiment classified.

I was livi4 but there was nothing I could do.
However, when Pete and I went to Washin$on a

couple of weeks later to receive medals for our mis-
sion,I took the opportmity to tell the president of the
United States how I felt about the whole deal.

The loss of John lGnnedy had been an incalculable
one to the space program. While Lyndon Johnson as-
sured everyone that he was equally su14rcrtive, we
knew he didn't have the total commitment that JFK
had. NASA was concernd in ways it had never been
during the lGnnedy edministration, about having its
budget reduoed.

I explained to hesident Johnson, as we sat across

from each other in the Oval Office, that the big-lens
photographic experiment was supposed to have been
unclassified. Yet my film had been taken and I wasn't
allowed to see the pictures.

"Son," the presidcnt said somberly, "f ordered it
classified."

The commander-in+hief had sp,oken, and therc was
nothing else to say.

Many years later, at a 1997 NASA reunion at Cape
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Canaveral, a gray-haired man cirme up to me and asked
if I remembered him. His face was vaguely familiar as

someone who had something to do with Gemini, but I
admitted I was struggling.

"I confiscated your film q Gcmini 5."
"Now I remember," I said"
"Boy, you were really pissed about that."
I agreed I had been.
"Did anyone ever tell you why the film was confis-

cated?" he asked.
"No, I still have no idea Th preside,nt said it was

classified, and I didn't question that."
The man looked around; we were alone and out of

earshot of anyone. "I'll tell you now because I've heard
talk they may declassify a portion of the film anyway''
He paused, but without losing my rapt attention. "You
had the most magnificent pictures of Area 51."

Area 51 was where topsecret black-budget re-
search, development, and flight testing, perhaps using
reverse technology from captured extraterrestrial vehi-
cles, was rumored to be taking place despite official
denial that it even existed.

When I had worked on th supersecret U-2 program
at the secretive North Base of Edwards in 1957, I had
picked up hints here and there that it was going to be
necessary for the air force to have another oro:l-€von
more secret-that nobody knew about. I heard it was
going to be more remote and easier to safeguard from
someone stumbling into it. Entry would be by name
and recognition only.

That's probably around the time they started build-
ing Area 51 in Nevada's high desert. To this day I have
no idea what they were-{r are{oing out there be-
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cause I never talked to anyone who admitted to worlc-
ing at Area 51. Of course, the same could have been
said about the highly classified U-2 program when I
was with it at Edwards. Nobody talkd about the U-2
either, and it remained one of the United States' most
closely guarded Cold War secrets until one was shot
down on a photo-reconnaissanoe mission over the So-
viet Union.

As forArca Sl,lhope the air force is conducting ex-
perimental flights with highly unusual aircraft+ven
sauoers with revolutionary propulsion systems. I
would hope we are getting that kind of value for our
money and effort, and that kind of help from advanced
civilizations. And the first person to come homc with
pictures of the mysterious Area 5 I ?

An astrunautfrum sprce.



Cosmonouts ond Deepest Afrlco

IN rnr HEAT oF THE spAcE RAcE wrru rnn Sovrnr
Union, we called a truce.

The astronauts had always wanted to meet the
cosmonauts-and vice versa, we were told. We knew
our State Department and the Soviet KGB had quietly
conspired a few times to 0ry to bring us together but
never found a way to do so.

It was amusing, I thought, that the governments of
the world's two most powerful nations, while pointing
nuclear-tipped missiles at each other and ready to
blow one another up, were favorably disposed to get-
ting the astronauts and cosmonauts together. I guess
they figured space travelers were something like kin-
dred spirits.

The oppornrnity presented itself after Gemini 5,

when Pete Conrad and I were sent to Greece and
Africa by President Johnson on a goodwill tip. LBJ
even gave us his plane, Air Force One.We even got to
fly it once in a while.

We left on the day after owWhite House ceremony
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and motorcade through the capital. Pete and I had been
introducedto ajoint session of Congress where we spoke
briefly about our mission. I was told I was the frst active-
duty military man to speaktrrice to joint sessionsnuite
an irony considering that NASA had once been so con-
cerned about my public speaking abilities.

We stopped atAthens, Gre@e, where we had been in-
vitcd to give talks about our space flight to the 16th In-
temational Astronautical Congress, a gathering of space

experts from around the world. Before my presentation,

Iulian Scheer came over. He was &e NASA public af-
faits guy I'd had a scene with when he wanted me to
read his prepared speech to Congress after my Mer,cury
flight. By then we had gotten to be good friends.

'Gordo, therc's two cosmonauts here. They were the
first to go EVA."

"Is that so?'
I knew that the commander of the mission had been

Pavel Belyaev-like me a veteran of trro space flighs.
His crewmate, Aleksey konov, had been the first, and
up to then only, man 1s go EVA' or open the hatch of the
spacecraft and step outside forextra-vehicular activity.

'nVhen you're thr,ough talking, just head down the
center aisle," Scheer said. "They're sitting in the front
row on the right. Walk up and shake hands."

It was a spur-of-the-moment oppormnity not to
Pass up.

When I approached the Russians after my qleech, a
Belyaev stooq along with lronov. The thrce

of us shook hands and smiled at one another.
It brought the house down.
That evening, the GrEek royals, King Constantine tr

and Quecn Mother nederica, were hosting an exclu-
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sive cocktail party for Pete and me. After the historic
handshakes that afternoon, the queen decided at the
last minute to invite the cosmonauts to join us.

As Pete and I stood with our Soviet counterparts, one
news photogmpher was so anxious to get a pictue that
he fell over a balcony partition and landed with a thud
on top of the queen, who was unhurt but not amused.

We didn't speak one another's language, but Belyaev
spoke some Spanish and Gennan, as did I, having
learned the latter when I was stationed in Germany. So
we were able to converse pretty well. At dinner that
night, Belyaev and I traded the wristwatches we had
worn on our space flights. It was the start of a friend-
ship that continued right up until Belyaev died unex-
pectedly several years later of pneumonia.

I invited the cosmonauts to join us the next morning
for brealf,ast in my well-appointed hotel suite. (Nor-
mally when we traveled on govenrment business we
stayed in economical motels and hotels on our "per
diem," but for this trip we were on orders to live it up.)
Right away, continuing the brand-new tradition, Pete
and Ironov Eaded special pens they had used on their
missions. Then we sat down to talk space over eggs, ba-
con, and coffee. In this impromptu setting, the begin-
ning of a working relationship betrreen astronauts and
cosmonauts began-one that is still going on to this day.

At that time the space progmms of both countries
were about equal. (We would begin to pass them later
during the Gemini progrtm, and by the time we got to
Apollo and the lunar missions, we took the lead and
never looked back.) The Soviets had much larger
boosters than we diLtheir rockets were 4O to 50 per-
cent more powerful than ours. As a result, they didn't
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have to do all the microminiaturization that we were
doing-making gauges and systems morc compact
and multifaceted. For examplg we had one gauge that
we swirched over and used for readings on several dif-
ferent systems. The Soviets, on the other han4 were
using big old single-system gauges, some of them
from surplus submarines.

Our new Russian friends appreciated the openness
the United Sates practiced when it came to our space
program and our willingness to admit failure or lack of
total success attimes. Now, one on onForrathe! two
on twethe cosmonauts met our cando,r with sore of
their own.

Wehadheard stories aboutthe Soviets losing mcn in
spil@, and it nrned out to be true. The cosmonauts told
us two men died when they had a circuitry failure and
lost both their cabin and spacesuit prcssure on reentry.
In such a loss ofpressurization, death is by asphyxia-
tion, but also the body cells erupt internally, literally
tearing the body apart from the inside out. The best
thing that can be said about such a fare is that it is over
quickly: twenty to thirty seconds at most.

Belyaev and Leonov toldus all aboutthe space walk.
Leonov's first excited words as he pushed himself
through the harch and into space: 'A matr is floating
free in space!" The thirty-year-old lieutenant colonel in
the Soviet air force, a skilled parachutist, fighter pilot,
and world-class athlete, confessed to being instantly
stunned wittl th€ beauty of the sight below him.

"I didn't experience fear," he said. 'Only a rcnse of
trc infinit€ exparule and depth of the universe."

While tbe USSR had claimed that konov's twenty-
four-minute space walkwentwithout ahirctu Pete andl



Playing at the Shawnee airport, age eight. By then I was fly-
ing with the help of blocks Dad built for the pedals and lots

of cushions. I had taken my first flight at age five in a Curtis

Robin high-wing monoplane, shown in background.



My high school football
team played for the state

championship my senior
year with me at halfback. I
turned down the possibility
of a football scholarship to

Oklahoma A&M to enlist
in the Marine Corps, hop-

ing to do my part in World
War II as a rifleman.
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At age sixteen, with a

camera in my hand. I
always had a camera close
by and would be the first
astronaut to take an assort-
ment of photographs from
space-including some
that the military and even

the president of the United
States were none loo
happy about.



Being sworn in as

the newest lieutenant
in the U.S. Air Force

by my father,
Lieutenant Colonel

L. Gordon Cooper, Sr.,

September 1949.
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My fighter squadron in Germany 1951, about the time that I
chased UFOs over the skies of central Europe. I'm in the

first row, fourth from right. Not many of us in this picture
are left; most died long ago in plane crashes.



Descending the stairs at Hangar S in full flight suit prior to
my Mercury mission.
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The interior of my Mercury spacecraft, Faith 7, which stood

nine and a half feet tall and measured six feet across the
base. By the time the spacecraft was filled with instruments
and controls, it was like going into space while sitting in a
small bathtub.
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The candle was lit. Over rry headset canre the excited
announcement: "We have liftoffl" TIre weight ol my Atlas
rocket on the launcl.r pad was 260,0(X) pounds-fully
200.000 pounds of that in rocket fuel alone.
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Happy and exhausted following my thirty-four-hour Mercury
mission, right after the hatch was blown aboard the carrier
USS Kearsarge southeast of Midway Island in the Pacific.



Ceremonies at the White House. My mother, Hattie, is far left;
my wife, Trudy, next to hert then my two daughters, Camala and

Janita. My buddy Gus Grissom can be seen between me and

JFK. To the right of the president: Al Shepard, Wally Schirra,

and Scott Carpenter.

Speaking before a joint session of Congress after my

Mercury mission. "The self-possessed Oklahoman, with his

hillbilly accent, was speaking from notes, without text,"
reported The New Republic.
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My parade set a record: 2,900 tons of ticker tape and confetti
left on the street, the most trash after a New York City
parade, according to the Department of Sanitation.
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It was a perfect moment, when time seemed to stop. I was seeing
our planet from space for the first time, and I wanted to live
within the moment for as long as possible.



The high plateau area near the Himalayas, taken while I was

supposed to be sleeping. This image was shot with a 70-mm
modified Hasselblad camera equipped with an 80-mm F:28 lens

Ansco color ultraspeed ASA 160 film was used.
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No, this isn't a Middle East peace delegation. It's just us, the

Mercury 7 gang, following a few days of desert survival training
in Nevada-in case we ever missed our ocean landing zone and

had to t-end for ourselves. From left: me, Scott Carpenter, John
Glenn, Al Shepard, Gus Grissom, Wally Schima, and Deke

Slayton.

Notwithstanding
rny smile, our flight

suits were not real

comfortable.
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"Excuse me, fellows. Isn't there a better way to get aboard
ship'?" That's me being hoisted up to a navy helicopter during
recovery operations in the Atlantic following our Gemini 5

mission.
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Atop a Titan rocket, back to space aboard Gentini 5 fbr an

eight-day mission.



My Gemini 5 crewmate Pete Conrad, left, with me at pad 19

shortly before our eighrday mission.
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The Mercury 7 astronauts in flight gear, next to a jet. LeJi to

right: Lt. M. Scott Carpenter, USN; Capt. L. Gordon Cooper, Jr.,

USAF; Lt. Col. John H. Glenn, Jr., USMC; Capt. Virgil L "Gus"
Grissom, USAF; Lt. Comdr. Walter M. Schina, Jr., USN;
Lt. Comdr. Alan B. Shepard, Jr., USN; and Capt. Donald K.
"Deke" Slayton, USAF.
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now heard otherwise. After he went through the airlock
and step@ into space, Leonov's suit became very stiff
from pressuization (the suit may have been too big for
him), and he found it nearly impossible to bend his
arms and legs or otherwise control his movements. In
his struggles, konov overheated due to exertion and on
his way back into the spacecraft became stuck in the
airlock. He only freed himself after releasing some of
the air from his suit-a dangerous and dasperate
movFso that he could betrcr move his arms and legs.
If he'd released too much air, he could have snffocated.

When mankind's first EVA was history Belyaev
sai4 his crewmate returned to the spacecraft "looking
fike a man who had just been reborea man who had
just come back from another world."

It was excitrng stuff to hear about but the cosmo-
nauts were not finished telling of their adventtre. They
nearly didn't make it horne in one piece.

The day after the space walk when it was time for
reentry, their spacecraft's automatic stabilization sys-
tem failed, requiring Belyaev to take over manual con-
trol of the spacecraft--one more experience the senior
cosmonaut and I shared. This took some time to work
through, and as a result their retrofire was delayed one
orbit. When they finally fired their reentry sequenc€,
Belyaev did a good job of guiding the spacecraft
through the harowing reentrt, only to find that the ex-
tra orbit had thrown off their landing site by six hun-
dred miles in snowy Siberia. (Each orbit takes the
spacecraft over different t€rrain, which is why coming
down when scheduled is crucial to a quickrecovery.)

The Soviet spacecraft crashd in the thick forests of
the northern Ural Mountains, wedging itself between
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two large fir trees. Although able to loosen the harch,
Belyaev andlronov remained stuckinside the freezing
craft all night after their heating system failed. Adding
to their misery a hungry black bear menaced them
throughout the night, trying desperately to get atthem.

Theirs was the first spacecraft to return wittr bear
claw marks, Belyaev said, amid great guffaws from all
four ofus.

Not until a r@overy cre$, skied into ttrc snow-covered
forest the following day were the cosmonauts released
from their confines.

'Maybe water landings aren't so bad after all," I
told Pete.

The cosmonauts admitted to us that persistent prob-
lems with reentry and recovery were plaguing the So-
viet space program. Because they launched over land,
their spacecraft had been designed for ground rercover-

ies. Any U.S. astonaut would have preferred landing
on the ground to coming down over water+specially
us air force guys, but the navy guys didn't like drop-
ping into the middle of the ocean either. Waterrecover-
ies had been more or less forced on us because there
were no suitable unpopulated sites in the continental
United States for land-based launches. Since we
launched over water, we had to be prepared for ocean
recoveries in case of an emergency soon after liftoff.
The Soviet Union, with its huge amount of unpopu-
lated land areas, had no such constraint.

The Soviets did have some problems unique to land
recoveries.

Returning spacecraft from both countries swung rm-
der a main parachute and landed at approximately
thirty-two feet per second" At this rate it was not possi-
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ble to land on the ground without sustaining darmge to
the qpacecraft and possible injuries to the crew. In ocean
recove,ries, the water at least cushionod our fall. In Mer-
cury, we had been strrck riding the spacecraft down no
matt€r what. In the event trat a Cremini crew ever went
down unexpectedly on a land surface, we would have
ridden the spacecraft down to parachute altitude and
ejected for a normal parachute landing, then hitchhiked
to the nearest phone booth. We all canied dimes.

Since cosmonauts were forced, by desrgn, to ride
their spacecraft down to the groun( the Soviets had
devised a unique way to slow its descenfi once the
parachute deployed, and when a one-hundred-foot
wire that hung from the spacecrafttouched the ground,
a small rocket went off. Like a retro rocket" it fired op
posite to the spacecraft's hajectory and slowed the
spacecraft down-to a reasonable ten to twelve feet
per second.

The shape of the Soviet spacecraft was circular, and
the cosmonauts told us of problems they were having
with it tumbling after reenty bcfore the marn chute
was deployed. This sometimes caused the shroud of
the main parachute to become entangled around the
spacecraft and they'd had a few gl6sc salls.

I asked if they used a dro$re chutc, and the cosmo-
nauts said no. Drawing on a napkin, I showed thcm ex-
acfly how a drogue chute worted on a spacecraft and
gave them tips on installation" stor"ge, and deploy-
ment. The cosmonauts were enthusiastic.

Not long after our breakfast, a cosmonaut died when
the shrouds of the main chute unapped completely
around his tumbling spamcmft, cansing a terrible im-
pact. Aftq that, all Soviet spacccaaft were equipped
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with drogue chutes, which looked very much like what
I drew that morning on my napkin.

I met two other cosmonauts the following year when
I served as the official host for their red-carpet U.S.
government-paid tour of the Unit€d States. I was given
twenty thousand dollars in cash, a government credit
card, and had an air force turboprop Convair at my dis-
posal. For thirty days we traveled all over the coun-
try-New Yorlq Disneyland, the Crrand Canyon,
Yellowstone. One of the cosmonauts, Major General
Georgry Beregovoy, brought along his wife, Lidiya"
and their seventeen-year-old son, Viktor. The other
cosmonaut, Dr. I(onstantin Feollistov, who had helped
design the Soyuz spacecraft and had made several
space flights, was divorced, although that wasn't why
he was a self-professed outcast in his country. It
seemed he preferred Scotch to vodka.

The cosmonauts were amazd at the quality of life
in America. They were very frank about their lives
back home. Although they lived far better than the av-
erage Soviet citizen, they all lived in small condos on
modest stipends. None had their own home, a cax, or
even a washing machine; they went down to the com-
munity laundry once a week. Ninety percent of their
counEy's gross national product, they confided, went
to the military.They kept telling me how lucky we had
it in this country. While we didn't get into any political
discussions-there wns a stern-faced KGB officer
along on the tripit was clear from their comments
that the cosmonauts were impressed with what they
were seeing of capitalism and democracy inAmerica.

We visited Dehoit and went on a tour of General
Motors. After we saw the assembly line in operation, I
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arranged with a GM official to let the cosmonauts drive
some experimental cars. Out onto the sEeets of Detoit
they screeched, eirch behind the wheel of a souped-up
car, with a GM engineer in the passenger seat giving
directions.

Our visitors later said that the fast rides were the
highlight of the trip, proving without a doubt that cos-
monauts and astronauts were much more alike than not.

FromAthens, we flew bAfrics.
It was the first continent I had flown over in spaoe,

and I well remembered that view from a hundred and
fifty miles up-filled with rich kscms ad golden light

When I stepped out d'Air furce Orc in Addis
Ababa the capital of Ethiopia, my frst thought was
thatAfrica looked just as beautiful from the ground.

My very next instinct was to run like hell. A huge
lion was eyeing me from the top of thc mmp.

Then I saw that it was on a chain being held by a
mifitary guard, and a few paces away: His Majesty, the
Emperor Haile Selassig horn rEspoctfulty around
the world as the "King of Kings" and considered the
leading ruler of Africa.

It seemed the emperor had bnought along one of his
prized pets, just as we might hing the family dog on a
picnic.

Selassie had a big interest in space and would come
to Cape Canaveral for several launches. He was a
diminutive man with high cheekbones and abeard who
showed the world a proud and regal bearing. Once you
got to know him there was a warmth f6 him, and he
asked unending questions about space travel and a
multitude of other subjects he fotmd fascinating. He
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had an €nonnous curiosity, and when you were en-
gaged in conversation with him (he spoke English with
a British irccent) he locked on to you as if what you
were saying was the most important thing he had ever
heard.

His was an early voice for African independence
and unity. He had ber,n Timc's "Man of the Yeat'' in
1936, the year his reign was intemrpted when Ethiopia
was occupied by the Italian army, forcing him into ex-
ile. The Italians surrendered to British forces six years
later, and Selassie returned to lead his country. That
same year he negotiated an agrcement with England
that confirmed Ethiopia's existence as a sovereign
state, although the two countries kept close ties.

My wife, Trudy, and I and our daughters, Camala
and Janita then fourteen and thirteen, respectively,
along with Pete and Jane Conrad and the rest of LBJ's
official "asfronaut party"-we haveled with diplo-
matic credentials and greeted heads of state with per-
sonal letters from President Johnson-were taken to
the emperor's palace, a huge multilevel manor on forty
well-manicured acres.

At its entrance stood two big welldressed guards
holding gold chains. At the other end of each chain was
a live cheetatr with a gold collar. They were gorgeous
animals, and one of my daughters asked if they were
tame. Selassie's son, the chief of staff of the Ethiopian
Air Force, led her over to the cheetahs for her to pet
them. She found them to be as tame as our German
shepherd at home.

After being shown our magnificent rooms, we wer€
given one bit of friendly advice: d rigtq we shouldn't
try to roam the patatial grounds. Ihe emperor had stand-
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ing orders for his beloved lions, tigers, and cheetatrc to
be turned loose every night and allowed the nrn of the
place. What a novel way, I thoughg to make sure guests

didn't stay out too late and the kids got to bed on time.
And Selassie didhave lots of children. When it was

time to meet the family, we wero escofied into a room
filled with thirty or forty woffi. Theso we,re ilre em-
peror's wives, we were told- The oldest was in her
eighties and the youngest was 6ktcen. Selassie had
sired more than a hundred otrryting.

Every Wednesday mming, women from the town
were invited to corne to thepalaceandmeetwiththeem-
peror. They lined up in his cotrrt and Selassie listened
with great intercsg one by mc, to c&at each hd to say-
complaints, suggestions, you name it. When sme rction
was necessary, he tumed to an aide and issued an order.
Ustening to his comtry's wi\rcs, mofters, and grand-
mothers, Selassie explained to me, was thc beS way for
himto find out whatwas really happening inhis country.

One day I went shop,ping with the familyin theAd-
dis Ababa ma*eplm. Btrioeh was fillod with min-
eral deposir, and there werc some beautifirl rocks and
gems to be found. On this excursion, we carrre acnoss a
booth where scantily clad womeo of dl xaoes were
openly being sold to &o highct biddsr. I got thc fm-
ily out of there quickly.

That night at dinner, I said to Selassie, "I thought
you didn't allow slavery your highness."

"'We don't," he said firmly, shaking his,head.
I told him about the booth in the martetplace and he

seerned shocked. The next day, the booth was gone. I
did wonder why someonc elsc hdr't mentioned it to
him before.
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When we took our leave several days later, Selassie
invited us to return to Ethiopia. I never did, but I did
see him in Florida several times when he care for
some Apollo launches. Whenever I did, he gree,tod me
like an old and dear friend.

In 1975, with opposition gowing to Selassie's reign,
ttrere was a coup, leading the way to Ethiopian social-
ism. Haile Selassie was placed rmder arrest and died un-
der questionable circumstances. [Ie was never even
given a state funeral. Afterhis deattr, Ethiopia once con-
sidercd the jewel of Africa, suffered tenibly, with eo-
nomic collapse, regional infighting, and widesp,read
famine.

Our next stop was Nairobi, koyu, to visit another
of Africa's powerful leaders, Jomo Kenyatta, a former
author md actor in England who returned to his native
Kenya afterWorld War tr and became an inspirational
union organizer and political leader. In the 1950s, he

had been imprisoned for seven years for his involve-
ment in the violent Mau Mau uprising against white
colonialists. He emerged from prison a popular hero
and was considered the one man who could unify the
warring factions of his country and provide strong in-
temational leadership for a free Kenya.

IGnya had won its independence from British rule
two years before our arrival, and lomo lGnyatt4
hailed as the'I-ight of IGnya," had been elected its
first president.

Kenyatta had made arangements to meet our paxty
at picturesque Kiko Rock, a hunting lodge where he

and a "great white huntet''had started the Mau Mau
revolution resulting in the deaths of hundreds of white
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scttlers who had been bnrtal to blacls. We were to
spend the day with him, then return to Nairobi.

We leased two twin Cessnas from Nairobi Airlines,
meaning that Pete and I each had one to fly our fami-
lies in. After all the pomp and circumstance of the
royal visis, it felt good to be at the confrols of a plane
again. With local maps to guide the way, we soared
over a great sea ofgreen.

About the time we were wondering if we'd missed
the small airstip, a clearing appeared below. We came
in low over the 66s1 amaTing sighc the airfield was
surrounded by waves of colorfully attked natives. We
landed and found Kenyatta awaiting.us.

With graying beard and hab Itlzee Jomo Kenyatta
was barrel-chested and bigger than life. He held his head
high and gave a strong handshake, desprte his advancing
years and an injured leg that necessiAted his use of a
cane. There was a powerfirl md dramatic flair to his
speech and movements, as if he knew the world was
watching and listening to everything he did and said.

Introductions were brief and informal.
'"fell me. If you go hunting," IGnyatta said in a deep

baritone with a clipped English accent, "which would
you rather carry? A gun or a carcra?"

I had gone deerandbidMiry,hGdma& plenty
of times, but I also enjoyed taking picture.s of animals
in their natural habitat. I looked at Pete, but he stayed
quiet. 'A camera," I said.

Kenyatta eyed me as if I had given sworn testimony
in court. 'Right answer," he said, then grinned.

Unbeknownst to us, Kenyatta was a great fan of sav-
ing wildlife, and we had landed in the middle of a na-
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tional game preserve. A presidentiat knd Rover was
nearby, and IGnyatta, at the wheel himself, took us on
a persotrd tour of the hxh, showing us lions, giraffe,
antelope, and deer in their natural settings.

Before we departed the affiel4 we were asked to in-
spect the troops. The natives we had seen from the
air-standing in row upon row with the discipline of
U.S. Marines-tumed out to be Masai warriors, said to
be among the fiercest fighters in all of Africa.If there
was one under seven feet tall, I didn't see him.

We walked the front rank with a Masai chief and an
interpreter. I stopped and pivoted sharply in front of
each warrior, looked them up and down, then moved
on. As I stepped before one warrior, he cleared his
throat and said something in his native language.

The interpreter repeated the warrior's question in
clear English: "Sir, after your fuel cell problerg how
did the phantom radar rendezvous turn out?'

I was dumbfounded but answered the fellow's ques-
tion.

Ihadheardit said many times that space exploration
made the world a smaller place, but until that moment
I hadn't fully appreciated just ftow small.

As we walked on" I turned to the interpreter.
"Say, can you tell [ro-"
'Thansistor radios," the smiling officer said. "Voice

of America carried your flight live in Swahili."



"Our Germons Are Better
Thon Their Germons-

A soy oF THTRTEEN pULLED A nED wAGoN our oNTo
a dirt lane. Six crude were strapped to the
wagon, and he lit the fuse. The small wagon shot for-
ward and careened into the town squarc of Wirsitz,
Gerrrany, exploding with a loud bang. The year: 1925.

With his first "launch" behind him, Wernher von
Braun had found what would become a lifelong pas-
sion. His was a rocket boy's dream come true: to grow
up and build rockets with which to explore outer space.

I was close to Vrlernher, who was the most valuable
architect of America's early space progmm as well as

its mobt effective spokesman and greatest salesrnan
during those critical years from &e mid-1950s until
our first lunar landing in 1969. Once asked by a news-
man to define briefly what it took to conduct a space
program, Wernher quippe( 'Early to bed, early to rise,
work like hell, and advertise!"

Wernher served as director of NASAs Marshall
Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, where all
the rockets for the space program were developed. I

165
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first met him in 1959, during Mercuty, when I went to
Huntsville to learn more about rocket boosters at the
Army Redstone Arsenal, where Wernhq the lead sci-
entific adviser, and his team of Germans had built the
first U.S. ballistic missile: the army's Jupiter.

Meeting Wernher and his team gave me a healthy
dose of confidence in oru fledgling space progmm-
we wene lucky to have them on our side..I could see
that Wernher and the other Gerrrans took the space
race very seriously, and were determined to help their
new country, Americ4 get men into orbit and beyond.

From my service in Crermany in the early 1950s, I
had come to know and respect the German people. I
found them to be reliable, efficieni, anilhard workers.
I sometimes wondered, in fact, how in the world we
had beaten them in the war.

Wernher was brilliant, as one would expect, but I
also found him to be a marvelous conversationalist,
raconteur, and genial host-as well as a skilled player
of the cello and piano. He was a big man who had
sayed in shape; powerful shoulders, a square jaw, and
a full head of dark, slicked-back hair. He spoke En-
glish with a fairly heavy accent, and I think I surprised
him when I frst spoke German to him (he told me I
had a heavy accent). He was quick with a joke and to
break into a grin, and when he di( his crystal-blue
eyes sparkled with delight.

On many occasions, I sat at the bar in his home all
night long t^lking space until the sun came shining in
tbe windows. We shot the bull about our fantasies of
space exploratioeincluding makiqg a trip to Mars,
one of Wernher's lifelong dreams. He believed Mars
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offered a friendlier environment than other planets in
our galaxy, and we concurred that human colonization
of Mars might one day be a reality, particularly wittr
the Earth becoming overcrowded and polluted.

Every time I left Wernher's company, I felt that I
could have stayed for several more days talking about
space exploration. Like me, he felt certain that the uni-
verse is teeming with life and that there are other civi-
lized planets out there.

He regaled me with tales of his life in Germany, be-
fore and during the war. As I listene4 mesmerized by
his stories, I realized I was learning not only about this
man's amazing life but also about the very roots of the
U.S. space program-for without Wernher von Braun
and his fellow German rocketmen, we would still have
been tethered to Earth's gravity.

I heard how, as a youth, Wernher first became enam-
ored with the possibilitiee of space exploration by
reading the science fiction of Jules Verne and H. G.
Wells. It was a more academic account" By Roclcet to
Space, written n 1923 by German rocketpioneer Her-
mann Oberth, that prompted young Wernher to study
calculus and trigonometry so that he could understand
the physics of rocketry.

ln 1929, at age seventocn, Wernhr joid the Crer-
many Rocket Society, a group of snrdents and young
engineers and scientists who shared his vision. The so-
ciety's members followed the work of an American,
Rob Goddard, who shotliquid-fueledrockets high into
the atmosphere. Although Goddad was generally ig-
nored by his fellowAmerican scientists, most of whom
were shortsighted when it c@e to rocketry, these
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young Crermans built on his discoveries, adding thc&
to those of Oberth, as they designed, built, and tdtGd
incleasingly sophisticated model rockets.

Wernher received his bachelor's degrce fr,om th
Berlin Institute of Technology n 1932, at the age of
twenty, and two years later, his doctorate at the Univer-
sity of Berlin. He soon joined Germany's militdy
rocket development program. The German governm€nt
had discovered a loophole in the Treaty of Yersailles,
which after World War I limited Germany to a small
army and navy and prohibited submarines and war-
planes but made no mention of rockets. Mthin trro
years, We,nnher was one of the leading scientists in
Germany's rocket development program, which was
the only one of its kind in the world. Wernher would
later admit that World War tr-+ra rockets were expen-
sive and lagely inefficient weapons and that they were
sold to the mihtary by scientists such as himself prima-
rily as a way to get funding for their research.

As well as being a great storyteller, Wernher had
some fabulous pictures of early German rocket devel-
opment stored in several albums. The scotch and bour-
bon flowed freely atWernher's bar, and I listened to the
tales he told. Some were inspiring and exciting. Others
came from somewhere inside Wernher wherc he had
painful memories of the war yeanl and felt very lucky
that he and his family{is wife, Maria, and three chil-
dreewere able to get a new start in America. (Wem-
her had not b€en a member of the Nazi Party, and had
no use for Hitler, whom he referred to as '1fue mad-
man," as did many good Germans I had met.)

Tlrough the 1930s, Wernher and his team continued
to develop rockets for the German army. Under pres-
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sur€ from the Third Reich, his dreams of space travel
were subjugated to ever-increasing demands for
weapons. He was once even imprisoned for two weeks
by Gestapo chief Heinrich Himmler on suspicion that
the young scientist was interested in building rockets
only for space flight, not for warfare. It took a direct
appealto Hitler by General Walter Domberger, head of
Germany's military rocket progmm, to free him.

Hitler ordered that all war-related efforts be carried
out in the strictest secrecy, so the rocket-t€sting prc-
gmm was moved to an islandjust offthe northern coast
of Germany in the Baltic Sea, near the old fishing vil-
lage of Peenemunde. The site was suggested by rfern-
her's mother, who remembered the isolated, marshy
seacoast as the elder von Braun's favorite duck-hunt-
ing spot. Eventually the site would become a brustling
"rocket city," housing engineers, technicians, scien-
tists, support personnel, and manufactuing facilities.

In the beginning, Hitler had not been enthusiastic
about rockets, Wemher remembered. The leader of the
Third Reich thought he could win the war quickly with
troops, parvor divisions, and air power without resorting
to such new technology. The program languished as a
backwater operation until after the Luftraffe lost the
Battle of Britain. Only then did the rocket p,rogram swing
into high gear, with orders to build rockets that could fly
higher ttmn the British radar shield and bomb london.

First came the V-1, nicknamed the 'Tlying Bomb."
Between June and September 1944, more than two
thousand of the pilotless aircraft<eally a rocket with
stubby wings<rashdived into London, seriously dis.
rupting rail and tansportation networks, inflicting darn-
age on factories, and killing several thousand people.
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Next came the world's first ballistic missile, the
V-2, which on its maiden fligtq on October 3,1943,
became the frst manmade object<ther than a bul-
let-to achieve supersonic speed. A liquid propellant
missile extending some forty-seven feet in length and
weighing 27,0W pounds, it reached a speed of thirty-
five hundred miles per hour and an altinrde of more
than fifty miles. Capable of delivering a 2,2OGpound
wartead to a target five hundred miles away, the V-2
was frst eryloyed against targets in Europe beginning
h Sept€sbor 1944. Alter aV-2 first hit London, Wem-
her remarted to his colleagues, "The rocket worked
perfetly, except for landing on the wrong planet."

As Hitler's war machine collapsed, Berlin ordered
the Peenemunde rocket team to destroy all classified
documents. Wernher disobeyed, hiding them in an
abandoned mine in the Haru Mountains, from which
they could later be retieved. In May 1945, with the
Russian army rapidly Peenemunde, the
majority of the rocket team filled up gas-starved cars
and tnrcks with methanol drained from the rockets and
racod three hundred miles to Munich, where Wemher
and 117 of his key team members surrendered to
American forces. If they hadn't made that dash for the
American lines, aII the German rocket experts might
have ended up in Russian hand*keeping the United
States out of the space business for a long time. "W'e'd
had enough of a totalitarian society," Wernher ex-
plained, "and didn't want to live in another one."

After the war, the Germans were taken to an army
base at White Sands, New Mexico. There they spent
their days tinkering with captured V-2 rockets and
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fsaching rocketry to those in the army who were inrcr-
ested.

In 1950 von Braun's team was responsible for the
first rocket launched from Cape Canaveral-a fifty-
six-footWAC B*p"r, a modifiedV-2, which climbed
ten miles above Earth. It was a modest enough begin-
ning, with a cement slab serving as launch pad and a
tarpaper shack for the control cente,r. Wernher and his
colleagues were soon moved to theArmy RedstoneAr-
senal in Alabama, where ttrey built this cotrntry's first
ballistic missile: the Redstone. Once mo,re the German
scientists had been called upon to bnild a weapon of
war-this time for use in Korea. Wenrher was disap
pointed at having his hopes for space rocket research
and development put on hold again. But Redstone,
which was never fued in anger, would prove to be his
ticket to space: it was used to plant America firmly in
the space race by launching both Al Shepard and Gus
Grissom on their suborbital flights.

Wernher and his army rocket te'am were given the
joL-by President Eisenhower--<f helping the United
States catch up after the first Russian Sputnik in Octo-
ber 1957. They succeeded in putting the firstAmerican
space satellite, Explorer I, into orbit three months
later<n January 31, 1958.

In 1960 the German scientists were tansferred to
the newly established NASA and received the mandate
that Wsnher had long wanted to hear: build a rocket
capable of sending men to the Moon. His answen the
mighty Saturn rocket. I would learn that before Pr,esi-
dent Kennedy announced his national goal ofreaching
the Moon before the end of the decade, he had asked
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Vice President Johnson to canvass luminaries in the
scientific field, including Wernher, for their best ideas.
Wernher wrote an apparently persuasive and even
prophetic memo championing the cause of a manned
lunar landing. Within days of reading the memo, JFK
went before the nation and presented his historic goal.

Wernher and I were often joined at his home by oth-
ers of the more than one hundred expatriated Gerrrans
who came to America and helped us win the space
race. They were known as the "Huntsville Gang." The
Soviet Union had its own ex4erman scientists, and
they achieved a head start because the Russians were
willing to finance space research when our leaders re-
mained uncertain of the value of space exploration.
But once we assumed the lead, we never relinquished
it. As we enter the new millennium, it is worth remem-
bering that no one other than anAmerican has set foot
on the Moon or even broken away from Earth's orbit.
As we always said at the time: "Our Germans are bet-
ter than their Germans."

The visitors to Wernher's house included Kurt De-
bus, who had also been at Peenemunde and was an ex-
tremely capable rocketman. He headed up the booster
launch operations for Mercury and Gemini at the
Cape, and later became director of the IGnnedy Space
Center. Kurt was a graduate of the University of Hei-
delberg and a seriousJooking German type, direct
from central casting, complete with saber scars on his
face from learning the art of sword-fighting.

Then there was Joaquin "Jack" IGutner, with whom
I worked in the early days of Mercury on the Redstone
rocket progfirm. Jack had some hair-raising flying sto'
ries to tell. In an attempt to improve accuracy over the
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target, some V-ls were modified with a cockpit to d-
low for a pilot. Iack had flown several trips across the
English Channel atop a V-l srapped under a twin-
engine Junkers bomber. After being dropped free, he
would air-start the "Flying Bomb." When they got
within range of London, he would release the bomb,
then turn toward the French coast and ride the rocket
home. Before landing, Jack would dump any remain-
ing fuel and glide the V-1, modified with landing
skids, to a belly landing in a field.

One time, thing didn't'go as planned. For this
flight, they had a two-man coc$it in a V-1, and Jack
was checking out a less experienced pilot. \Uhen they
were dropped by the Junkers, they couldn't get an air
start and had to turn back toward France. Jack released
the warhead but was unable to dump fuel, so they came
in heavy, loaded with combustible fuel and at a high
rate of speed: in excess of 270 miles per hour. They hit
the fiel( slid its entire length, and went into a pine for-
est leaving a trail of burning debris behind them. The
rocket disintegrated. Somehow Jack got oug but the
other fellow didn't.

At war's end, a manned V-2 was sitting on the pad
at Peenemunde, dl tested out, fueled up, and ready to
go. It would have been launched on a low-energy east-
erly orbit, Jack explained. The plao: to drop a wartread
on New York City. That 1945 manned rocket flight-
sixteen years before th first U.S. manned rocket
flight-<ame within a week or so of being launched.

Wernher confided to me that the Crermans were test-
ing more than rockes at Pecmundo. "Some of the
craft we were derreloping," he sai4 'V€re far atread of
anything the rest of the world had or knew about"
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"You mean jets?" I asked, thinking of the Luft-
waffe's Me262, the world's firstjet fighter.

He smiled a scientist's knowing smile. "You could
almost not refer to them as planes. We flew several
craft ttrat were totally different. Very advanced princi-
ples were involved.'

According to Jack, who flew some of these ad-
vanced craft, they included saucer-shaped vehicles
with double intakes and counter-rotating fans and
disks and some with advanced propulsion systerns.
Jack said they had flown successfully. None of these

craft surfaced after the war. Wernher and Jack were un-
clear about whether any of them had survived the war's
last hectic days.

Early Gernran rocket scientist Hermann Oberth also
ended up in the United States. He was hired in the mid-
1950s as a consultant for the U.S. Army Ballistic Mis-
sile Agency and later by NASA. Oberth, whom I met
through Wernher, had a brilliant mind that accepted
few limitations to man's reach. He had strong views
about UFOs, having been hired by the West Gennan
government to head a commission for the study of
UFOs following the war. In the commission's final re-
port" Oberttl contended that some of the unexplained
objects were "propelled by distorting the gravitational
field" converting gravity into usable energy." He be-
lieved there was "no doubt" that some of the unex-
plained objects were "interplanetary craft of some sort
that do not originate in our solar system."

Another former top Gerrran scientist who agreed

with Oberth was Walther Riedel, once chief designer
and research director at Peenemunde. Riedel, who also
came to this country to work in the U.S. space pro-
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gram, kept records of saucer sightings around the
world. Convinced that some of the sightings had an
"out-of-world basis," he offered several sfiong argu-
ments to support his belief: the skin friction of the craft
at speeds and altitudes observed would melt any
known metals or nonmetals available; the high acceler-
ation at which they flew and maneuvered would be in-
tolerable for the crew; the many instances in which
they had done things that only a pilot could perform
but that no human pilot could stanq the fact that in
most of the sightings there was tro visible jet flame or
trail, suggesting "no power unit we know of." From
my own experiences and thosc I'd heard about from pi-
lot friends, I was in complete agrcement with these
findings.

Wernher told of a firsthand UFO demonstration that
had been given to him and otber German rocket scien-
tists and U.S. mililsry pers<innel at Wiit€ Sands, New
Mexico, on July LO, 1949. While tracking the test
launch of aY-2 rocket at two thousand feet per sec-
ond, scientists suddenly saw two small circ-ular LJFOs
pacing the missile. One was seen to pass through the
missile's exhaust and rejoin the othcr object. Then they
quickly accelerated upwarr( leaving the missile be-
hind. Seeing their capability fu hovering arormd a
speeding rocket and accelerating away from it with ap
parent ease left a vivid impression on all who wir
nessed the event.

I was amazed at how long Wernher and the other
German scientists had been thinking about rockets and
spacilecades longer than their counterparts in this
country. Without them, thc United States would have
been at least ten or twelve years behind the Soviets in
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the space race. Perhaps we would never have made it
to the Moon.

Wernher was known to be so anxious to start explor-
ing space that there was some concern among NASA
officials about whether the brilliant German scientist
might ju'np the gun. For the first long-range test in
1960 of the Atlas booster, which was to be fired at the
Cape and land in the ocean offSouthAmerica, abunch
of extra security men were assigned to the Launch
Control room to make sure Wernher didn't reprogrirm
the rocket for an orbital flight. Wernher got a big kick
out of that.

Wernher was a can-do kind of guy who got things
done.

I was in Huntsville one time, working on some proj-
ects in preparation for an upcoming Apollo mission. I
was in charge of flight crew operations, and we needed

to do some crew training for extra-vehicular activity.
The best way to train a crew for venturing out into
space was to put them in a tank filled with water; work-
ing underwater closely resembles zero gmvity. NASA
had been building a water tank for that purpose in
Houston, but it had been going on for months. The lat-
est forecast was that it was still months from comple-
tion, which would make it almost useless for the crew
training we needed to do.

That evening, Wernher called me at my office. He
said he'd heard about the problems we were having
with the new water tank. "When do you need this
tank?'he asked.

"We need itright now."
"Well, I have one you can use. It's sitting out back
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behind one of the buildings. Would you consider us-
ing it?"

"Is it man-rated?" I asked. We never put asftonauts
inside something that wasn't man-rated, meaning that
someone had gone in first, checked out all systems,
and found things ready to go.

'It will be man-rated tomorrotf,r," Wernher sai4 hang-
ing up.

And who man-rated it so quickly'! Dr. Wernhcr von
Braun, that's who. He put on a spaoe suit and scuba
gear and climbed into the water-filled tank. He called
me back soon afterhe emerged

"It's man-rated now,"'W€tmh€tr chucklod.
And that's how we finally got our tank for crerr

training.
In addition to finally achieving his goal of exploring

outer space, Wernher became an American citizen, and
a dedicated one at that. He &ought the United States
was the grcatest place he'd ever soen. Even though in
Germany he had been a top scientist \rith all kinds of
perks and priorities, he'd bee,n forced to live a carefully
controlled life and be constantly on guard over what he
said and dif-things that people bom ft,ee tend to take
forgranted every day.

I never onoe saw W€rnhcrr{tc ttcm for granted.
As I mentione4 Wernher had a humorcus side. He

loved a good joke and had a quick wit At a time when
the Unitd Starcs was still far behfud the Soviets in the
space rirce, Wernher was asked by a newsman to defend
NASAs existing program for achieving suprenracy in
space rather than giving in to the criqs for "panic" pru
grams. 'Those type of programs will fail," Wernher sai(
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"because they are based on the theory that with nine
women pregnant, you can get a baby in one month."

In the early days, after so many rocket failures,
Wernher was asked by a reporter if it appeared that
NASA needed a crash program. "What we need is less
crash and more prograrl" Wernher said.

Asked what he thought would be the first thing we
found on the Moon-this after several early Soviet
successes in space while the United States was still far
behind{e answered, 'At this rate, an empty vodka
bottle."

Wernher had aplan to get anAmerican on the Moon
some three years earlier than we eventually did. Called
Project Adam, his idea was to send one man to the
Moon and back-a quick trip, without any Moon
walks-just to get someone there safely before the errd
of the decade. [t involved using two spacecraft<ne as

a fuel tanker and the other to blast off to the Moon
from space. His would have been an entirely different
approach from what we ended up doing: landing a
two-man tearn on the Moon with an emphasis on con-
ducting lunar research.

There was serious discussion inside NASA in the
early 1960s about ProjectAdam. People in some quar-
ters thought it was pushing the Moon landing up too
soon, with increased hazards as a result. In the end it
was decided to take the longer and more conservative
approach. Knowing Wernher, I'm sure his plan would
have worked just fine.

I would have been happy to fly his one-run mission.

On November 16, 1963, President Kennedy visited
Cape Canaveral to get a firsthand look at the new
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launch facilities for ProjectApollo and the huge Moon-
port under constnrction on adjacent Merritt Island.

Kennedy first spent time with Wernher, who took
great delight in showing off his latest creation: the
powerfril Sahrn I rocket booster, which was being
readied for its first all-up test flight.

"If we make a booster that's very powerfiil," Wern-
her once said, "I will cluster four or five of them to-
gether and make it bigger." Cluster, he did-the later
version, the awesome Saturn YIII, sported eight en-
gines, which could produce 180 million horsepower.
To this day, Saturn VItr is the most powerfrrl rocket
ever built by man.

Saturn was the rocket that would be needed to keep
JFK's promise of reaching the Moon by the end of the
decade, and the president knew that.

[,ater, IGnnedy climbed into a navy helicopter with
Gus Grissom and me. We gave him a first-class bird's-
eye view of the new Moonport, where one day in the
not-sodistant futurc a Saturn would sit with a manned
Apollo spacecraft atop it.

Six days after his visit, Kennedy fell to an assassin's
bullet in Dallas.

I spoke with him the night before he was killed. We
were together at a function at Brooks Air Force Base in
San Antonio, and the president came over and asked
me if I could go to Dallas with him the next day. He
said he could use a "space hero" with him on the rip. I
couldn't make the trip because some important sys-
tems tests were scheduled at the Cape for the next day:
November 22, 1963. Had I gone, I suppose I would
have been riding in the presidential motorcade that day.

With Kennedy's death, a pall fell over the Cape as
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well as the nation. The man who had so eloquently and
so brashly put us on course to the Moon didn't live to
see it.

The year after the frst lunar landing in 1969, NASA
leadership asked Wernher to move to Washington, D.C.,
to head up the strategic ptanning effort of the agency. In
that capacity, he headed the task force that p,roposed the
space shuttle, which, three decades later, is the back-
bone ofAmerica's space exploration prcgram.

la 1972 he retired from NASA and became vice
president for engineering and development of
Fairchild Industries in Crerrrantown, Maryland. He
was also active in establishing and promoting the Na-
tional Space Institute, a nonprofit group that brought
together governrent and industry for continued space
research. At the peak of his activities, he leamed he
had cancer, which forced him to retire in December
1976. He died six months laterinAlexandriaVirginia,
at the age of sixty-five.

I am proud to have known one of the most important
rocket developers and champions of space exploration
of the twentieth century.

I am also most proud to have called Wernher von
Braunmy friend.



-There3 o Flre in Here!"

Gus GnrssoM AND I nlo A LoNG TALK THE DAy BE-
fore he died.

The first American to go into space twice, Gus had
been selected as commander of Apollo 1, which would
have made him the first three-time space traveler.

We had our last conversation in the astronaut office
at the NASA Manned Space Center in Houston, where
we lived within a couple miles of each other.

Gus and I were like bro6crs. We birched and
moaned to each other, patted the other on the back
when he needed it, worked together on souping up race
cars, and generally had a ball together.

That last time I saw Gus, he wasn't his usual buoy-
ant self. He thought his mission had a "pretty damn
slim chance" of going its full fourteen days. With three
weeks before launch, he was agonizing over the condi-
tion of his spacecraft. Some sixty major discrepancies
had been identified, and there was no time to fix them
before the "hot tests" scheduled for the next day at the
Cape, which had been renamed Cape Kennedy in

B
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honor of JFK. This final test was just like launch day
exc€pt that no one would flip the ignition swirch on the
booster. With the three astronauts onboard and suited
up as if it were the rcal thing, the cabin would be pres-
surized and all systems activated to see if the space-
craft could sustain itself on its own.

The wise thing to do, Gus knew, was to put off the
next day's dress rehearsal and give technicians time to
flx all the problems with the spacecraft. That would
probably take a couple of weeks. Another'to do" list
would certainly result from the !'hot tests," and addi-
tional time would have to be allocated for those fixes
too, before the launch.

To cancel the "hot tests" meant thxApollo / would
fall behind schedule, and no one at NASA was in favor
of any kitrd of delay in the schedule. Gus had contin-
ued to push for the fixes and was finally told that post-
poning the tests was his decision alone to make. While
the commander could always scnrb a mission if he felt
it was unsafe, a lot of NASA higher-ups were passing
the buck

The space race with the Soviets was still very com-
petitive, but mainly there was the deadline of landing a
man on the Moon by decade's end. hesident
IGnnedy's national drcam had not died with him. And
at this point it was generally felt we couldn't afrord a
day's delay, much less rwo weeks. Several Apollo mis-
sions would have to be successfully flown before we
could attempt a lunar landing, and it was already 1967.
Pushing back the launch of Apollo / would threaten
the alrcady tight schedule.

It was a tenible decision for Gus to have to make,
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and he was doing a lot of soul-searching. He wasn't
seeking advice, and I didn't offer any. This was his call.

Gus made the call; probably the one I would have
made in his position. Tragically, it was the wrong one.

The next day I was in Washington, D.C., taking part
in the signing of the new Peace-in-Space Treaty, which
aimed at preventing territorial or military rivalries in
outer space and blocking the orbiting of nuclear war-
heads, so that space would not become a future battle-
field. Other astronauts w€,rc prEsent" as well as a
couple of Soviet cosmonouts-on international crowd
on this historic day for space exploration.

President Lyndon Johnson described the troaty as

"an inspiring moment in the history of the human
race." Soviet ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin told the
East Room audience: "Irt us hope we shall not wait
long for the solution of earthly problems."

I was wiped out, and afterthe oercmony I went over
to the Georgetown Inn to go to bed early. I hadn't been
in the room more than a few minutes when the phone
rang. It was Congressman Jerry Fud, a friend and mem-
ber of the House Space Commiuee. I had just left him
on the Hill, and he knew I was headiqg to my room.

"Gordo, I just got word that there's been an accident
at the Cape and the crew was killed."

I felt my mouth go dry.
The hot tests. .. the srrry major discrepancies. . .

Gus was gone, and so were Ed White and Roger
Chaffee. Ed had flown in Gemini, and been the first
American to walk in space. Roger never made it to
space.

"Any details?" I managed to ask
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Pilots always want to know the deails of an accident.
It was a hard habit to break, even as I struggled with the
emotions of knowing I had lost my best friend.

"fher€ was a fire," Ford said softly.
Whatever had gone wrong, wittr all that oxygen on-

board it was an environment that would support com-
bustion. I had a feeling it must have been over pretty
quickly for the guys. Maybe just enough time to say a
prayer or at least start one.

The Apollo Review Board submitted is report three
months later. It concluded that the Apollo / atmosphere
was lethal twenty-four seconds after the fire had started
and that the crew had lost consciousness betrreen fif-
teen and thirty seconds after the first suit failed. Suit
failure took nro to three minutes. "Chances of resusci-
tation decreased rapidly ther€after," the report stated,
"and wer€ imevocably lost in four minutes."

Gus, E& and Roger had climbed into ttre spacecraft
about I p.u. and were sealed inside. As they entered the
spacecraft, Gus complained that it smelled funny, sort
of like sour milk, although no one ever figured out
where the odorcame from- hre oxygen atapressure of
16.7 pounds per squarc inch was pumped into the
cabin. The test went routinely duing the afternoon"
with the usual glitches. Once, when they were having a
communication problem with the test{ontrol sites, Gus
snappd 'If I can't talk wift you only five miles away,
how ale any of us going to talk to you from the Moon?"

At 6:31 r.u., shortly before suns€t, one of the asto-
nauts cried out over their radio, "TItere's a fire in
heref'More cries and yells and curses followed.

The audio tape of the radio communications be-
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tween the spacecraft and Launch Control was never re-
leased to the public. I heard it once, and it was terrible.

It took technicians five minutes to get ttre hatch
open, and by then the fire had burned itself out. The
crew was dead, not burned to death, as one might have
expected, but asphyxiated by inhalation of toxic gases.

It was determined that the fire started due to a foayed
wire near Gus's couch.

There was no fire extinguisher in Apollo, a fiagic
oversight. One top administrator at NASA was opposed
to having fire extinguishers aboard our spacecraft; he
thought the chances for a fire in space were minuscule
and not worttr the extra weight of fire extinguishers. It's
easy in hindsight to say what was needed. We were all
guilty of not pushing for them hard enough.

As a result of the accident, water extinguishers were
placed aboard Apollo, even though we conducted tests
that proved Halon extinguishers chemically renderEd
combustion impossible instantly. (To this day, NASA
has only water, not Halon, extinguishers aboard its
spacecraft-a policy that makes no sense whatsoever. I
hope this misguided poticy will be changed before an-
other accident has to happen.)

There was almost a fourth person aboard Apollo 1

for the "hot tests" that day. Flight Director Gene Kranz
had considered being in the spacecraft to try to figure
out a recurring problem with one of the systems. He
would have been situated under one of the three crew
couches in the sleeping area That was where the smol-
dering fire starte4 and had Kranz been there, he might
have detected it in tirne.

But Gene decided to stay in Launch Control.
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I'm not sure he has ever forgiven hirnself for not be-
ngabrialdApotlo 1.

Another piece of bad luck fot Apollo /: its hatch took
fourteen different turns and other procedures to open
up. In such an emeryency it was practically unusable. A
new hatch had already been redasigned for greater
safety, and this was to have been the last time the old
hatch was us€d. As soon as,{pallo I went into final 'he-
hab" for its upcoming mission, the old harch was
scheduled to be replaced with the newer one, which
could be openedwithin twenty seconds. The new halch,
which Apollo I would have flourn into space with,
probably would have saved Gus, E4 and Roger.

On a brisk wintry day, I walked beside the flag-
draped coffin of my buddy, Gus, atArlington National
Cemetery in Washington. Roger was buried there later
the same &y; Ba at his elma mater, the U.S. Military
Academy atWest Point.

Gus left behind his wife, Betty, and truo sons, Scofi
and lvfark, both in their early teens. (Gus's boys grew
up with his love for flying and today are commercial
airline prlots.) The family stood in the front ranh Betty
in black, the two boys staring at the hallowed ground
before them. Standing with them were the president of
the United States and other men and women high in
government and the space prognm.

Rifle volleys split the air, and a lone bugle.r sounded
taps.

Six of us in uniform stood rigid at attention. We had
once been the proud seven, and had spent nearly a
decade together facing every challenge put before us.

I looked up at four streaking air force fighters com-
ing in low in a tight fingertip formation. Just before
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they reached us, the number two aircraft suddenly
puUed up and away, leaving a glaring hole: the miss-
ing-man formation.

The symbolism was asoH - &ythiry I knew, yet I
had never felt its meaniag rettm I did at that mo-
ment. I had lost my truest wirgDm, ud that gap in the
formation represented tb holc I nor ftlt inside me.

Good ole Gus was gone, laid to r€st on a frosty hill-
side not far from the eternal flame that marked the
grave site of the one man who most wanted us to make
it to the Moon.

The long delay in our slnoe prcgram that no one
wantedhappened

We faced tbe genuine pocsibitty that the Apollo
progfirm might be cancelod. It lookod as if an earlier
remark made by sorleonG in I{ASA in discussing the
safety of spaceflight-'"lVe can't afford to lose asto-
nauts. If we lose astonauts, we lose firnding"-might
come true. A national debate bro&e out over whether
the country should be sp€,nding mre than twenty bil-
lion dollars to send men to tbc Moon when there were
so many other problems to address, including the war
in Viefiram. The space program had dways had its cdt-
ics, and their ranls swellod overnigbt Even some of
our nation's most prominent scientists contended that
less expensive and far less dangerous unmanned craft
could learn just as much about the Moon as astronauts.

Other astronatrts and I found ourselves being asked
tough questions by re,porters and politicians alike about
the need for "dangerous" mann€d space exploration;
they were getting an earfirl from proponents of un-
manned space probes s'trs saw this as an opportunity to
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increase their own funding efforts. The point I continu-
ally made to the press, public, and politicians was that
in the history of flight there had always been fatalities,
and always wouldbe. "lVe shouldn't shutdown the pro'
gram because of fatalities," I said. 

*We 
need to find out

wtrat caused iq fix iq and forge ahead." The information
to be gained from manned flight, t pointed out, was
more by a huge multiplicity than what could be learned
from unmamed probes.

Into the gowing debate entered NASAs best sales-

man, Wenrhervon Braun, who eloquenfly toldCongress
and all who would listen that landing men on the Moon
would open a new frontier in space exploration. "\Mhen
Charles Lindbergh made his famous first flight to Paris, I
do not think that anyone believed his sole purpose was
simply to get to Paris. His purpose was to demonstrate

tlre feasibility of hansoceanic air navel. He had the far-
sightedness to rcalize that the best way to demonstate
his point to the world was to select a target familiar to
everyone. In theApollo program, the Moon is our Paris."

Apollo was save{ largely due to the backing ard
political sawy of President Lyndon Johnson. While he
had been trimming NASAs budget all along, to help
pay for new domestic progmms, LBJ refused to use the
Apollo tragedy as an excuse to cut our funding further.
Like the rest of us, Pnesident lohnson believed in our
goal of landing a run on the Moon before the end of
the decade. Exactly 1,341 changes would be made to
the Apollo spacecraft before it was deemed wor0ry of
once more attempting to fly in space, an effort that took
150,000 men and women working a year and a half.

In the aftermath of the faal fire, NASA did a com-
plete review of all the materials aboard the spacecraft.
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We never realize4 for example, that alrrminum would
btrn almost like wood in an atmosphere of pure high-
pressttre oxygen. All the Velcro we had inside the
cabin to stick things to under zero gravity turned out to
be highly flammable. We pmbahty had eoough papers
in the flight plan alone to stafi frcm twenty inches
high, and of course all thrtlqlcwr,iammable.

As a result of the tot{ Eery sfidy, we developed
freproof paper and Velcro, and other nonflammable
materials. It's a shame that the FAA has not availed it-
self of that multibilliondollar flight safety efrort and
required commercial airlincs to use these materials that
won't burn even when a blowtorch is rylid to them.
Today, materials and fabrics arc used in our mtion's
airliners for seat padding, floor mats, and overhead lin-
ing that will burn and smoke easily and put out very
toxic fumes within a matterof scconds.

Only after all this wort was corylaed did Apollo
finally fly.

At the Cape, a bronze plaque was dedicated: 'In
memory of those who madc fte ultimatc sacrifice so
others could reach fortbc stars. erod Sped to the crew
of Apollo 1)'

I hated that Gus was gone, hrtwhatwe learned from
the disaster that took those fuEe lives helped
stengthen the entire Apollo prcgrm aod ensure that
we kept President IGnnody's promisc.

I don't think Gus would have had it any other way.



ro
Reoching the Moon

ond Loslng Mors

IN r.lrB 1968, wrur tnn U.S. lNo Sovrnr spAcE
progftuns back on track after the fatal accidents and
lengthy investigations, the race for the Moon heated up.

The Apollo spacecraft, designed to take us to the
Moon and bring us back safely-the main objective of
the Apollo progtam-was a three-part vehicle.

The command module, where the three astronauts
sat during launch and reentry, was twelve feet high and
nearly thirteen feet at its base-{ownright roomy com-
pared with the olderMercury and Gemini spacecraft. It
weighed 12,392 pounds at launch and was constructed
primarily of aluminum alloy, stainless steel, and tita-
nium. The command module used only two thousand
watts of electricity, similar to the amount used by an

oven in an electric mnge. lts control panel display in-
cluded twenty-four instnrments, 566 swirches, forty
event indicators, and seventy-one lights.

Apollo's service module-twenty-two feet long-
was like an extra room attached to the backside of the
command module. It contained the electrical power

tsro
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syst€m, fuel, the main propulsion engine, and other
systems. The service module would accompany the
command module to the Moon aod back, then separate
from the command moe&iB bdup rcentry into the
Eafih's atmosphere and bicomc space junk until its or-
bit eventually eroded and it bomcd rry in orn atmo-
sphere.

The third part of Apollo, lhc har Dodule, was the
first craft designed to fly in the vacuum of space. With
no atmospheiic resistance in space or on the Moon,
there was no need for swept wings or other supersonic
desrgn characteristics meant to sqreeze out every inch
of performance and sped ufrichexplainr why itcould
have such an ungainly dcsitg and still be effective.
The lunar module was coryoeod of two basic parts sit-
ting atop spiderlike shock-absorbing legs. The top por-
tion was the crew cabin; the botlom, the descent stage,
which also served as lauoch pod when it was time for
the astonauts to fire the ascent engine and leave the
Moon's surface. The luar dile was twenty-three
feet high and was madc of atmimm alloy.

The booster for the Apollo missions was the newly
built Sanrn V, an extaordinary flece of hardware that
would provide the pnopulsim forAmerica's most am-
bitious space missions. Thirty-six stories tall, the
power of its first stage alone was gr€ater than that of
fi ve hundred jet fighter engines.

Stage number one lifted the 6.4 million pounds of
rocket and spacecraft to an altitude of 38 miles in trro
and a half minutes. At that point the vehicle was mov-
ing more than 6,000 miles per hour and was fifty miles
out over the Atlantic Ocean. It then shut off, and the
empty first stage dropped off.
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The second stage then ignited and burned for six and

a half minutes, carrying the vehicle up to 108 miles
and a speed of 15,500 miles per hour. When it was

done, the second stage dropped offtoo, freeing the Sat-

urn of more dead weight. Including spent fuel, the ve-
hicle now weighed only 5 percent of its launch weight.

After a short burn (about two minutes) that finished
inserting the spacecraft into orbit, stage number three
did not drop off. Following a spin or two around the
Earth, checking out all systems, stage three was refired
to propel the spacecraft toward the Moon fast
enough-about 25,000 miles per hour-to escape the
Earth's gravitati,onal pull. "I have always dreamed of a
rocket which we could use to explore the solar sys-
tem," said Saturn's head designer, Wernher von Braun,
upon its first successful test flight in 1967. "Now we
have that rocket."

Following several successful unmanned Apollo
launches, the first U.S. three-man mission, Apollo 7,

lifted off on October 11, 1968, commanded by Wally
Schirra who, instead of Gus, became the first man to
make three space flights. The mission lasted eleven
days in orbit-more man-hours than all the Soviet
space flights up to that time combined.

Meanwhile, the Russians, one month before Apollo
7, wnt an unmanned spacecraft around the Moon and
back. And in the following month, November, they
loaded another spacecraft with turtles, worlns, and in-
sects, launched it torrard the Moon, and brought the
menagerie safely back to Earttt.

Figuring that the Russians were getting close to
making a manned lunar flighq a quick adjustment was
made. Apollo 8 was originally planned for an Earth or-
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bit to further test the command and service modules.
Now, after the success of Apollo 7 and with the Rus-
sians closing in on the Mooq it was decided that
Apollo 8 should change iB deshsti@.

In December 1968, Aryllo S HftGd off with Frank
Borman, Jim Lovell, and,Bill irdGrr-{t€ first hu-
mans to jouney to the ItIm- As thcy orbircd sixty
miles above the lunar surfac, ttc images they cap
tured on live black-and-white video were seen by the
largest audience in television history. Serving as nara-
tor, Lovell said he was imagining what a "lonely trav-
eler from another planet" would be thinking about the
Earttr seen for the first time from this altitude. "I won-
der whether I'd think it was inhabited or not." Back at
Houston, CapCom Mike Collina, aGcmini.I0 veteran,
asked, "You don't see anybody waving, do you?'The
sixday mission set the st4ge for a hmar landing.

In a final test of their huge nsw boost€r for a manned
flight to the Moon, the Soviets suffered a setback in
February 1969. During an unmand test launch, its
N-l booster (even biggor thgn ou SafimY) eiupted in
a fiery explosion so powcrfirl ttat yreckage was
strewn for thirty miles.

This threw the door opeir fsAmerieans to get to the
Moon frst. In the inte,rcst of rd"ty, brreycr, it was de-
cided to conduct trro moreApollo tcst flights.

Apollo 9 was launchod m Much 3, 1969, with
James McDivitt, David Scott, andRussell Schweickart
aboard. Five days after slipping into Eaf,th's orbit, Mc-
Divitt and Schweickart went through the docking nrn-
nel that linked the Apollo command module with the
lunar module, sealed th€,mselves off from Scot! and
separated the two vehicles. After the first test flight
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of the lunar module in spac+lasting six hours-
McDivitt and Schweickart brought it back for a suc-
cqssful rendezvous and smooth docking with the com-
mand module.

Next came Apllo 10, ot May 18, 1969, with Tom
Stafford, John Young, and Gene Cernan-a real dress

rchearsal for the lunar landing mission. After easing
into lunar orbif they not only conducted further testing
of the lunar module but also perfected navigating
around the Moon and confirmed a future landing site.

On July 3,1969, the Soviets launched a second un-
manned N-l rocket, this time with a heavy Soyuz

spacecraft atop it in a dress rehearsal for a manned lu-
nar landing. lrss than ten seconds after launch, a

chunk of debris fell loose and broke through a liquid
oxygen fuel line. The resulting explosion was equal to
that of a tactical nuclear bomb. The Russians would
not attempt another N-l launch for two years.

Irss than two weeks later, on July 16, 1969, Apolb
/1, with Neil Armstrong, Mchael Collins, and Edwin
"Bt zz" Aldrin aboar4 was launched. Four days later,
Neil Amstnong stepped from the lunar module and
climbed down the ladder ttrat took him to the Moon's
surface. Wittr boots solidly planted on that surface, he

spoke into his headset those immortal words sent back
to Earth and heard around the world: "That's one small
step for man; one grant leap for mankind."

I was in Houston; at the Manned Space Center,
standing among the technicians, scientists, and other
astronauts in Mission Control when th€ moment ar-
rived. I had seen l,ots of space-related celebrations in
my time, but on this occasion the utter delight and
huge relief felt by all cannot be adequately expressed-
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It was the culmination of so much effort and work by
so many, and the ultimate sacrifice by a few.

As I watched the images of man's first steps on the
Moon, a big piece of me wanted to be up there at that
moment. If there had been a wann booster on the pad,
I would have been first in line. I wondered: Wl I ever
get n y chance?

Armstrong was followed onto the Moon within min-
utes by crewmate BuzzAldrin, as Michael Collins kept
vigil in the command module circling in lunar orbit.
Before leaving, they left a plaque implanted on the
Moon's surface. It read:

HERE MBN FROM THB PT.ANET EARTH

FIRST SET FOOT T'PON TI{B MOON

JI,LY 1969, A.D.

WE CAME TN PBACE FOR AIl, MANKIND

It had been eight years since Prresident Kennedy had
promised to put a man on the Moon before the end of
the decade.

We had achieved his goal with five months to sparc.

As the youngest of the senen Mercury astronauts, I al-
ways felt that I had a better &ance of enjoying
longevity in the space prcgram than some of the other
guys. I'd known pilots who could keep going sfiong
until they were over fifty, and that would give me a
good trrenty years of space exploration. Anytime I was
asked, I always said I wasplaming to get to the Moon,
butl tlaught I'd make it to Mars.

Of all the planets in the solar system, Mars, the
fourth planet from the Sun, was thought to be the only
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place other than Earth considered suitable for human
habitation. The other planets were either too gaseous,
with little solid surface, too windy, or too hot. Like
Eafih, Mars has two poles and gravity-about 38 per-
cent of Earth's gavity. Scientists consider Mars the
closest planet to us in terms of what we might have
been once, and agree that it's the first significant step to
exploring the solar system as well as finding out how
Earth was formed. ftexghing the Moon was fine; the
more difficult but more promising goal of a manned
landing on Mars had always been the dream of Wern-
her von Braun, and many others of us.

In 1964 NASA had succeeded in making the world's
frst-ever Mars flyby with Mariner 4. We all hoped it
was a prelude to bigger things to come.

But Mars was lost to our generation when the
manned mission, originally planned back in the mid-
1960s for a l98l launch-which, as the youngest Mer-
cury astonaut, I believed I was in a good position to
command-was canceled. It was killed largely at the
behest of U.S. Senator William Proxmire of Wiscon-
sin, an influential member of the Budget and Space
Committees known for his "Golden Fleece Awards,"
which he bestowed with great fanfare upon programs
and projects he thought represented "wasteful and
ridiculous" use of taxpayers' money.

At the time the Mars program was killed, the space-
craft for the mission-about the size of the Apollo
command module with the service module attached-
was g0percentdesigned. We had also done agoodper-
centage of the engineering for the fligtq although it
hadn't been decided whether three or four astronauts
would make the Eip. Importantly, we had the booster
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to take us there: the Nuclear Nerva. It had been built
and ground-tested, but never flown in space. For the
Mars mission, the Saturn would have been used to get
us into Earth orbit, where we would rendezvous with
the Nuclear Nerva engines and its tanks of fuel, which
would have been launched sqarately. The technology
was in place to do it. The mund-trip to Mars would
have taken a little more than a ycar. The plan was to
spend a few weeks exploring the surface and conduct-
ing experiments. Rocks were to be gathered loaded
onboard, and melted donn to urc as solid propellant
for the return home.

Unfortunately, canceling the Mars mission wasn't
enough for Proxmire: he srrccessfully pushed for an
end to the Sahrn rocket program. He believed this
country had no business exploring outer space, and
given his important position on key committees he was
a tough obstacle for supporters ofthe space prograrn to
overcome. It was an example of what can happen when
one politician gets too much power, even in a democ-
racy. To ensure that neither NASA nor any future ad-
ministration had the option to reschedule a Mars
mission or even a return tip to the Moon, Proxmire
saw to it that the entire Saorn V production and as-

sembly line was shut down in the carly 1970s, requir-
ing even the destnrction of the machinery and tooling
necessary to build the rocket. Tfagically, the technol-
ogy w:rs demolished instead of trying to work within
existing budget constraints and giving consideration to
possible cost-cutting measures, such as limiting NASA
to building one Saturn V a year for an annual lunar
mission.

In his grief over the destnrction of his biggest and
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best rocket, Wernher von Braun, who lobbied Con-
gress hard for a reprieve, told me in one of our last con-
versations that he considered it among the snrpidest
things this country-which he dearly loved and I'd
never bfore heard him criticize-had ever done. I
ageed. Proxmire's actions were unbelievably short-
sighted, and un-American to boot.

Top NASA administrators of the time must shoulder
sonre of the blame, for not fighting harder or more ef-
fectively against the political tide. Why would any for-
u,ard-thinking nation actually desfioy its own
leading*dge technology? Ifiling ttre Saturn program
was not only a waste of billions of dollarslualifying
Proxmire for a lifetime Golden Fleece Award-tut a
crime against space exploration and the advancement
of technology in general. l'm still angry about it and
will be until my dying day.

The destruction of our country's most powerfrrl
rocket hurt our national interests and continues to
handicap us today. We still don't have a booster any-
where near as large as Saturn V. If we were still pro-
ducing Sanrn V rockets, the United States could be
profiting from launching big, expensive commercial
satellites into orbit, rather than being severely re-
stricted by the payload limits of today's less powerful
rockets. And of course, we would have had the boost-
ers to do something we should have done long ago: re-
tum to the Moon and establish a permanent lunar base

from which to launch futue missims into deep space.

By the time of the lunar landings, Al Shepard and Deke
Slayton were running the show as far as flight crew as-
signments we,re conce,rned. While Al and Deke were
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not yet on NASA flight status, they were Eying hard to
get into space: Al had undergone an experimental ear
operation in an attempt to cure his inner-ear problem,
and Deke was taking pd*&fu &ug therapy for his
heart murmur. Givin$.ff two grounded astonauts
these added responsib,*1fr'had seemed li&e a good
idea to some administrafl*i: The space progrcm was
getting larger-with morc than thirty astronauts, many
of them now civilians and some with only limited
flight experience. (Some newly selec'ted astronauts had
actually b€en sent to flight school to lealn how to fly.)
The handwriting was on th wall: the space progam
was evolving from a flightprogram into a scientific re-
search program; mittary test pilots were being phased
out in favor of civilians and scientists with doctorates
fromYale and MIT.

One afternoon at the Manned Space Center, Al and
Deke broke the news to me that they intended to name
me command pilot of theApoltro /3 backup crew.

I was coming off two earlier bacfup assignments-
most recently, Apollo /4 which passed over the Moon
at fifty thousand feet, serving as &edrress rchearsal for
the lunar landing, and beforc thafi Gemini 12, the last
two-man (Jim Iovell and Buzz Aldrin) mission, which
had a challenging schedule of several rendezvous and
dockings, capped offby the longest space walk in his-
tory. I didn't actually fly either mission, because the
regular crews remained intact and were well prepared
for the flights when launch time arived. The backup
crew shadowed the prime crew, doing all the same
work and readying for the mission, but in the end in-
evitably watched the action from the ground, while
serving as Capsule Communicators, since we were the
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most up to speed on the procedures and knowledge of
the crew.

In only one instance in America's mann€d spacp

flight program did a backup crcw fly the actual mis-
sion, and that was in June 1965. The prime crew, Elliot
See and Charles Bassett tr, were flymg a two-scater
T-38 from Houston to visit McDonnell Douglas in St.
Louis inFebruary 1966. Upon arrival, they lostsightof
the runway in heavy snow, and See elected to circle to
the left to make another pass while trying to keep the
field in view. Without warning, the T-38 hit a radio an-
tenna and plunged into a large hangar-ttre very build-
ing in which their Gemini spacecraft was being
readied. Both See and Bassett were killed instantly.
Amazingly, no one else was hurt and their spacecraft
was undamaged. (See and Bassett were not the first as-
tonauts to die. Theodore Freeman, an air force captain
who neverhad the opportunity to fly in space, had died
in October 1964 tt Ellington Air Force Base outside
Houston in the crash of a T-38 jet.) The mission See
and Bassefi were training for was flown four months
later by their backup crew, Thomas Stafford and Eu-
gene Cernan, which is why the flight calried the suffix
A: Gemini9-A.

I had completed several other ground-related assign-
ments, including heading up flight crew operatiotrs for
Skylab, America's first orbiting space station, sched-
uled for its maid€n mission ta 1973, and Apollo, for
which any0ring involving the crew or flight operations
landed on my desk first I had also dfuEcted the Shuttle
Operations desip input section presenting any
changes the crews wanted in the mission or its hard-
ware. I had so missed flying that I was getting increas-
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ingly more kicts out of boat and auto racing. In 1968
my parher, Charles Buckley, the chief of security for
NASA, and I had qualified for the nventy-four-hour
endurance race at Daytona. The night before the race,
NASA forbade me from driving because of the dangers
involved. I had no choice but to go along with them if I
wanted to retain my flight status. Later NASA would
amend the rules to prohibit racing only by astronauts
with upcoming flights, but it was too late for me. At the
time, asked by a reporter why we pulled out of the race
at the last minute, I said with some bitterness, "I guess
NASA wants astronauts to bo tiddlywinks players."

After two backup assignments in arow, I could nor-
mally have expected to r@iw a prime clew assign-
ment next. I had been grcdly counting on getting
Apollo /3, scheduled for rying 1970 and planned as

the third lunar-landing mission
Al and Deke were grving rc Aplb /3 all right-

but as bachtp.I was furious, and told them hell would
fre,eze over before I took another backup assignment.
They just shnrgged.

I knew that politics was ffry dayrng a big role in
crew assignments. hr fact, to sm degree it probably
always had. The selection of Al, Gus, and lohn to be
America's first ttree men in space probably had as

much to do with gling repr€scntation to three
branches of the service-navy, air force, and marines,
respectively-as it did with their piloting skills.

I also feel stongly that the choice of NeilArmstrong
to be the first American to set foot on the Moon was
greatly influenced by the fact that he was a civilian pi-
lot for NASA. I don't say this to denigrateArmstrong's
flytng skills-he was a sharp pilot and had flown the
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X-15. But I believe that at some level it was decidcd
that a civilian should be the first man on the Moon.
NASA later paid dearly for its selection. After his walk
on tlrc Mooerecently picked by prominent journal-
ists and scholars as the second biggest story of the
twentieth cen_firy, outranked only by the dropping of
atomic bombs on Japan to end World r#ar tr-Neil
came home, sat for a news conference or two, then quit
NASA and became a recluse rather than take paft in
I,[AS/t]s grand plan to milk the event for all the public
goodwi[ possible. I think the next time Neil took a
question at a prcss conference about his historic mis-
sion was at the thirtieth reunion of the flight" in July
1999. In this regard, Armstrong was the opposite of
John Glenn, who, come to think of it, would have
made a grca, frst man on the Moon.

At any rate, my chances of flying with my backup
crew had S6m ginking sinceAl and Deke had assigned
Donn Eisele to my Apollo /0 backup c:rew. Eisele was
an air force pilot and veteran of Apollo Z the first U.S.
three-man mission. He was a qualified pilot, but he was
going through a divorce, and it was well known"
though never sp,oken of publicly that no astronaut in-
volved in a divorce would get a space flight. Not only
was it considered bad PR but there was a conpern that
marital and/or psychological stness might lead to pilot
error. (As it turnd out, Eisele didn't rctum to space.
After retiring from NASA, he died of a heart attack at
the age of fifty-seven.)

A basic ground rule that had always been followed
was to keep crews intact. Once you learned how to
work well together, you knew what everyone was go-
ingto do withoutwen thinking aboutit. The likelihood
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that Eisele would never fly again had an impact on the
othermembers of his crew.

Clearly, Al and Deke wanted Apollo missions for
themselves, and it served their own interests if crews
broke up before being assigncd to a prime mission be-
cause it would open up room ltr &em once they had
medical clearance.+ven if it openly violated the
ground nrles. I could see that sll bets were oft things
were changing and not for the befer. Were they icing
me by assigning me another backup role, hoping to
provide more prime-crew oeetrings for themselves in
funue missions?

When I confronted them with my suspicions, they
didn't deny it. "Deke and I are mnlring crew assign-
ments now," Al said bluntly.

Deke nodded.
They were clearly ofrering me a take-it-or-leave-it

proposition.
I had always been willing to do whatever was

needed for the good of tb team. My priority was al-
ways the space program itself. Delighted to be an as-
tronaut, I had been completely tnrsting, believing that
any flight assignment would be done with a lot of
thought as to the shength and value of each individual
selected. It was now a terrible blow to discover how se-

lection was really being done these days-that per-
sonal ambition and greed were the principal driving
forces. What a tragedy to happen to a program that was
so important to the country and the world.

I went to see Dr. Bob Gilmth, who during Mercury
had been "king of the hill" and closely involved in all
the crew assignments. He said he was sorry but there
was nothing he could do. I realized with a sinking heart
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that Gilnrth, a grand old man whom I had always
g€atly admired and who didn't have a ruthless bone in
his body, had stepped aside on his way to retirement
and was now allowingAl and Deke to make the assign-
ments on their own. I could see that I had little rscounp.

htting a couple of frtrstrated astronauts-with a to-
tal flight time of fifteen minutes in space betrreen
them-in charge of crew assignments had been like
placing a couple of hungry tomcats in charge of the
aviary.

Many years later, Al would confirm the situation
while addressing a goup of asftonauts and friends at a
dinner where he was being roasted. 'At that point," he
said fondly of circa 1969-7 O, "Deke and I had total un-
contested control of crew assignments."

As I suspected, Al soon found a spot for himself in
the Apollo flight schedule. He flew as command pilot
of. Apollo /4, which, after the neardisastous Apollo
13 flight, turned out to be the third lunar landing mis-
sion, and he got to walk on the surface of the Moon.
Tlpically, Al had worked the system in his favor, man-
agrng to get reinstated to flight status by NASA even
though at the time of his mission to the Moon the navy
had still not cleared him to fly jets.

Deke made it into space in 1975 aboard Apollo-
Soyuz-with astronauts Vance Brand and Thomas
Stafford-the first international space rendezvous be-
tween the United States and the Soviet Union. (Along
on that mission, as the commander of. Soyuz was cos-
rnonautAleksey lronov, the first man to walk in space,
whom Pete Conrad and I had met in Greece.)

I wasn't the only one who considered Al a cutthroat
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when it came to getting his way. When he was backup
on my Mercury flighg Wdly Schirr+like Al, a navy
pilot-volunteered to shadow Al to make sure I got a
fair shake during all our preflight work and see thatAl
didn't try to sabotage my chances for taking the flight.
Not that we thought he would have done anything to
endanger another astronaut-it was just that we knew
AI would do whatever he could to take someone's spot
on the flight schedule. For that neason, everyone en-
deavored to keep one eye open in the back ofhis head
whenever Al was arotmd. I kncw how devastated Al
had been when the Mercury program ended with my
flight. Had there been anotk mission, as originally
planned, Mercury 10 would haw been his. ([his pre-
dated his inner ear prohlem") [ think he'd felt gen-
uinely cheated ever since.

So I wasn't much srnprised by Al's shenanigans.
What saddened me was that Deke, a fellow air force
pilot went along with sctwing one of his os,n gloup.
The pull for a top pilot to get into space was that pow-
erful. It took me years to foryiveAl and Deke for what
I saw as their unfairness, hrt after all the years of trials
and ribulations we'd beeir erough,I still loved them
like brothers and finally came to accept what they had
done-although it still rankled.

At the time of our confr,ontation over my latest
flight assignment, the three of us werE the only Mer-
cury astronauts still with NASA. Wally Schirra, the
only astronaut to fly in all three of America's space
programs-Mercu,ry, Gemini, and Apollo-had left
not long before, after a similar dispute with Al and
Deke over the new politics of crew assignments. Be-
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lieving that I would probably never get another prime
crew assigument, it seemed time for me to leave too.

I had already lost Mars, and now I lost the Moon.

Shortly after my realization that I would be leaving
NASA, I found myself with a decision to make:
whether to retire from the air force at the same time or
stay on active duty.

I went to see Air Force chief of staff General Curtis
kMay, who promised me advancement and a choice
command if I stayed. *You'll get yollr first star right
away," LeMay vowed.

General Cooper had a nice ring to it, but I had a seri-
ous concern. *Sr, I understand there's a regulation that
general officers can't fly single-seat fighters."

"That's correct," IrMay said.
The reasoning was that generals didn't have time to

stay proficient in the air, and the air force didn't want
them going out and crashing. But I had no interest in
being relegated to flying only two-seat fighters with
another pilot along.

"Will you grant me an exception, sir?" I asked.
"No, Colonel. I can't grant any exceptions," LeMay

answered.

With that, my decision wasn't a close call. Since I
qualified for retirement with twenty-three years of
service, I went out a full-bird colonel at the same time
I left NASA in early 1970.

In the eleven years I'd been with NASA, I had trav-
eled in space twice and had a lot of other adventtres
along the way.I wouldn'ttrade any of them. Becoming
an astronauthad openedup anew worldto the scrawny
kid from Shawnee, Oklahoma<ne that I was pre-
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pared for as a pilot but for which none of us were fully
ready.

It had never been done before. We seven were the
frst, and no one would be the first to sit atop rockets
and fly into space again. Otr fcats sowed seeds in
imaginations ever5mhe,rc, ours imhdod. As former
Mercury flight director G€oc Kranz once reminisced:
"It's almost a miracle we even got offthe ground."

But miracles happened.
It was now time to see what I was going to do with

the rest of my life.



II

Stumbtlng Across Historg

DunrNc My FrNAL yEAR wITH NASA, I necAl,te rN-
volved in a different kind of adventure: undersea trea-
sure hunting in Mexico. I was a partner in the privately
financed venture and helped raise money for the eryle-
dition. It was well organized-until things started to go

wrong. Wittr that, I had lots of experience.
Archives in Spain had been researched and descrip-

tions found of three midseventeeth-century treasure-
laden Spanish galleons ttrat had been tracking
northward in the Gulf of Mexico, heading up the east-
ern coast of Mexico, when several British men-of-war
descended upon them. Desperate to avoid attack, the
galleons headed inland and eventually steered up a wa-
ter passageway that their charts showed as an entrance
to a large inland body of water.

The passageway narowed abruptly, but the galleons
continued on, unable or unwilling to turn around. In
the nick of time they came across an inlet. All three
galleons turned into it, but the water was too shallow
for their nineteen-foot draft, and they ripped out their
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wooden bottoms. As the galleons went down, the hor-
rified crews found themselves thrashing about in the

water with hungry sharks. It became a shark feed.

Only a couple dozen crewmen survived, and of those,

only a handful made it back to Spain to recount their
nightmare.

The crown disparchod ascsch Em to the location
in an effort to recover the lmt that had gone down in
the shallows, but every time divers went into the water
they were attacked by the sharks. The team gave up
and returned empty-handed.

Old charts showed where the galleons had gone
down, but thrce hundred yeas cmchange things a lot"
What had once been shallows could now be thirty feet
of water, or even high and dry. Tke was only one way
to find out, and that was to molmt an expedition.

That's how I found myself in arentedCessna with a
hired pilot at the contrrols, zooming low over an island
set in the middle of a large bay. Ottr team+a dozen
certified divers with scuba gcfi+ad gotten some
good magnetometer readings sud a nearby penin-
sula, meaning that there was metal of some kind scat-
tered throughout the area Tbe charts showd that the
bay was in the vicinity of ufrcrc tbo shallow inlet had
once been. The plan was to hire th'plane, land a couple
of guys on the island with an inflatable raft, and nose

around. I volunteered for the flighq along with a Na-
tional Geographic photographer named Otis Imboden.

We pointed out where we wanted to land, but when
we set down, the plane started sinking in soft sand. The
Mexican pilot starte<l to panic. I tried to calm him
down, explaining that we'd unload our equipment and
make a firm footprint for the plane. When we had re-
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moved most of our stuff, he rewed up the engine and
took off. We had pointed out firmer ground where he
could land, but instead he hightailed it home.

Among the gear we'd left in the plane were shirts,
canteens, wallets, hats, and sunglasses. It was bloody
hot, and there wasn't a stick of shade.

We had come there to find millions of dollars worth
of gold, but within no time there was something we
wanted even more: a cold d.rink. We started walking,
and we walked and walked-probably for a couple of
hours, but it felt like half the day.

The first person we came across was an old man on
a little burro.'t told him we were very thirsty and asked
where we could get a drink. He said there was a can-
tina straight down the trail. We continued on until we
came to it at the water's edge. It was about the size of a
small roorg but it had seats in the shade and cold
drinks.

The photographer and I pooled our resources: we
had tfrirty-five cents between us. It was enough to buy
two big orange soda pops. We sat there drinking our
sodas, and boy, they were the best thing either of us
had ever tasted.

I asked the lady.running the cantina if she knew
about any sunken ships and recovered fteasure in the
neighborhood.

"Oh, much treasure, seflor," she said.
She claimed that there used to be beautiful gold stat-

ues and all kinds of other valuables right on the beach.
When we drained our sodas, we went for a walk'on

the beach.
As we strolled along, we found arrowheads and

blades made out of a flintlike black stone. We began to
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fll our pockets. As we were doing so, I looked up and
saw this guy's head sticking up over the top of the jur
gle, watching us from some vantage point.

I waved to him, and he waved back. hetty soon we
were yelling friendly greetings back and forttr in Span-
ish. He beckoned us into the jungle, and we went in-
land. He turned out to be a middle-aged Indian farmer
with rudimentary tools at his side. We found him
standing on one of nvo big dirt mounds, hoeing the
ground and planting corn.

The mounds were pyramid-shaped and huge: fifty to
sixty feet high and forty yards wide. They had once
been rock formations rhet had long ago decayed.
Looking closer, we realized that 6e mounds repre-
sented some kind of old ruins.

And that's how we made our big discovery-
completely by accident.

Other members of our team had become concerned
about us and sent a boat out looking for us. They fi-
nally found us just beforp nighdall. We brought our
colleagues back to the ruins the next day and dug
around the base of the momds. Wc found more arti-
facts and also some bone fragments, all of which we
bagged. We took them back to Texas with us and had
them carbon-tested at a private lab, along with the ar-
rowheads and blades frrom the beach. They tumed out
to be five thousand years old!

We had planned to retum to the site with some
heavy hydraulic equipment and take those mounds
down to nothing. Who knew what kinds of valuables
there were to uncover? We all saw huge dollar signs
dancing before our eyes. We would just load an air-
plane or two and depart with our rich bounty-as in
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finders keepers. But when we learnedthe age of the ar-
tifacts, we realized that what we'd found had nothing
to do with seventeenth<entury Spain.And we knew
we couldn't deshoy ancient history.

I contacted the Mexican government and was put in
touch with the head of the national archeology depart-
ment, Pablo Bush Romero. I told him I'd mept him in
the coastal town of Tampico in two weels, that I had
something important to show him.

Together we went back to the ruins, which the gov-
ernment knew nothing about. The Mexican govem-
ment ended up putting some funding into the
archeologicd dig.The age of the nrins was confirmed:
3000 s.c. Compared with other advanced civilizations,
relatively little was known about this one<alled the
Olmec. They lived in a large area bounded on the east
by the Tbxtla Mountains and by the Sierra Madre
Mountains on the south, stretching to the Gulf of Mex-
ico. It was a humid terrain with an abundance of water:
lakes, rivers, and marshes. Olmec artifacts had been
discovered only within the past century, the majority as

recently as the midtwentieth century. Even so, the
Olmecs are considered the mother culture of civiliza-
tion in Mesoamerica.

Among other things, the Olmecs have been credited
with developing uriting in Mexico. They also devel-
oped the concept of zero and positional numbers three
thousand years before Europe did. They greatly ad-
vanced agricultural practices, which allorred them to
produce high yields from small areas and feed theirur-
ban centers. They were knoum for building great pub-
lic works.

The Olmecs wete the first of four great civilizations
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arising in the Americas that rivaled Greece and Rome.
The Olmec civilization lasted about five hundred years

longer than America has beon around. OLnec political,
social, religious, and economic characteristics laid the
groundwork for the thee prc{olumbian civilizations
that followed: Maya, Toltec, mdAztcc.

A lot of hieroglyphics were found at our site. They
closely resembled Egyptian hierogllphics, but they
were Olmec syllabic signs used to make pictures. The
Olmec sculpture found at the site was divided between
representations of beings and of hu-
manoids. Skilled engineers, the Olmec had managed to
transport huge blocks of basalt and other stone from
quarries more than fifty miles away for their sculpted
monuments.

Engineers, farmers, artisans, and traders, the Olmec
had a remarkable civilization. But it is still not known
where they originated, or the identity of ttreir predeces-
sors.

I was given a few little artifacts to keep, although
most of what was uneartlred rightly ended up on dis-
play at universities and muscums in Mexico.

Among the findings that inrigued me the most: ce-
lestial navigation symbols and forrrulas that, when
translated, turned out to be mathematical formulas
used to this day for navigation; and accurate drawings
of constellations, some of which wouldn't be officially
"discovered" until the age of modern telescopes.

I was aware that archeologists the world over had
discovered places, artifacts, and written records that
defied rational explanation. This naturally led to spec-
ulation that certain ancient mysteries might be attrib-
uted to ancient astronauts from another world. Some
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of the questions were as old as, 'TIho really brtilt
StonehengE?'

The Olmec had used the same means of celestial
navigation as the Egyptians and the Minoan civiliza-
tion on Crct€, and at the same time. The navigation
stars used by those civilizations are still in existence.
In fact, the same stars werc used byApollo to navigate
to the Moon and back.

This left me wondering: Wry h,m,e celestial naviga-
tion signs if tlvy weten't nortigating celestially? Did
this advanced navigational knowledgs develop inde-
pendently in three different places in the ancient world
at the very same time? If not, then how did it get from
Egypt to Crete to Mexico? And if so, reason dictates
they must have had help.

If they did have help, from whom?
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UFOs of the Unlted Notlons

Ttrnoucnour rHE r97os, UFO srcrrrnrcs TNcREASBD

annually.
Countless visual sightings and radar trackings of

UFOs in the vicinity of U.S. military installations were
reported. In the fall of 1975, high-security bases along
the U.S.-Canadian border were the scene of numerous
intrusions, resulting in a report issued by the com-
mander-in-chief of the NorthAmerican Aerospace De-
fense Command (NORAD), which omitted one
important detail: many of the LIFOs wcre sighted over
and near areas used for the storage and delivery of nu-
clear weapons.

From a declassified Strat€gic Air Command message
about the UFOs: "Seve,ral recent sightings of unidenti-
fied objects over Priority A rcsticted areas during the
hours of darkness have prompted the irnplementation of
security Option 3 at our northern tier bases. Sightings
have occured at Loring AFB, Vfurtsmith AFB, and
most recently, at MalmstromAFB. All attempts to iden-
tiff these aircraft have met with negative results."

?E
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The rash of 1975 sightings included:

. October 28, loring Air Force Base, Maine. Un-
known craft with a white flashing light and an am-

ber and orange liglrt. Rd and orange object" about
four car-lengths long. Moving in jerky motions,
stopped and hovered. The object looked as if all the

colors were blended together. The object was solid.

. October 30, Wurtsmith Air Force Base, Michigan.
One light polnting downward and two red lights
near the rear. Hovered and moved up and down in an

enatic nranner. A KC-135 rerial tanker crew estab-

lished visual and radar contact with UFO. "Each
time we attempted to close on the objecL it would
speed away from us. Finally, we turned back in the
direction of the LJFO and it really took off. . . speed-

ing away from us doing approximately twelve hun-

dred miles p€trhour."

. November 7, Malstrom Air Force Base, Montana. A
Sabotage Alert Team described seeing a brightly
glowing football-field-sized orange disk that illumi-
nated the Minurcman ICBM missile site. As F-106
jet intercepton approached, the UFO took off
straight up, NORAD radar racking it to an altitude
of two hundred thousand feet.

. November 8, Malstrom Air Force Base, Montana.
Radar showed up to seven objects at 9,500 to 15,000

feet. Ground wimesses reported lights and the sound

ofjet engines, hrt radar showed objects flying at
only ten miles per hour.
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. November 10, MinotAir Force Base, North Dakota.

A bright, noiseless object about the size of a car
buzzrl the base at two thousand feet.

Even U.S. presidents were seeing LJFOs.
Jimmy Carter filed a formal report while he was

governor of Georgia describing his sighting of a UFO.
He was leaving a Lions Club in Leary, Georgia, when
he noticed an object in the sky. A red-and-green "glow-
ing orb" hurtled across the southwestern skies that
evening in January 1969, vanishing a few minutes
later. Carter told his story rc,peatedly in the years fol-
lowing, becoming the first mijor politician to risk be-
ing labeled a "UFO crac$ot" Carter told the Southern
Governors Conference a few yeus later: "I don't laugh
at people anymore when they say they've seen UFOs.
I've seen one myself."

Ronald Reagan also had a UFO encounter, which I
heard about from a good friend, Bill Paynter, a former
air force pilot with about 45,000 hours of flying time in

from fighters to bombers. Paynter provided
the airplane that the state lcased for Reagan when he
wils governor, and came along with it as chief pilot.

One evening en route to [.os Angeles, a UFO pulled
up alongside the plane and sat offthir wing. Governor
Reagan and the rest of his party looked out their win-
dows at the object while Paynter did a number of
cautious maneuvers to try to lose the saucer-shaped
craft, which was uncomfortably close to the chief ex-
ecutive's plane. The UFO maneuvered with them for
several minutes before darting out of sight.

Toward the end of his second presidential terrn, Rea-
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gan publicly speculated Sout what would happen if
Earth were invaded by "a power from outer space,
from another planetj' suggesting that such an alien
threat would 'trnite the nations of the world in a com-
mon defense." Was Reagan remembering that LJFO off
his wingtip?

U.S. Senator Barry Goldwater, a longtime pilot and
air force neserve general, had his own encounter with a

UFO one day over the Arizona desefl When he was
govemor, he used to fly an f.-86, a single-seat fighter,
on government and personal btrsiness-as governor he
was answerable only to hirnself for the use of National
Guard afucraft. During the space program, I had several
informal meetings with Goldwater. At one of them" he
told me about his UFO experience.

"I chased it all over the desert and couldn't get near
iq" he said. "Damnedest thing I ever saw. Made me a
believer."

Goldwater described the IIFO he played tag wittr
that day as a "shiny saucer." It was capable of much
greater speeds than his F86, he sai{ and was able to
stop on a dime and make turns that seemed to defy
gavity.

I told the senator about my experiences with LJFOs.

We agreed it was hard to believe that Earth was the
only planet in the universe with intelligent life on it.

With the inclease in LrFO sightings, I began to won-
der which influential world organization might trest
conduct a scientific investigation, since our own gov-
emment wouldn't udertake a serious shrdy of LfOs
and go public with what it learned.

The answer, some of us hoped: the United Nations.
It seemed like a good choice to serve as a central
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location-neutral ground, if you will-for the collec-
tion and correlation of incident rcports and eyewitness
accounts relating to UFO sightings around the world.

The LJN agreed in 1978 to hold a hearing on the sub-
ject, and I was invited to testify about my own UFO
experiences in Europe, urffi IU bld numcrous peo-
ple about through the years. Otcr witnesses included
some of the most respected LIFO rcsearchers in the
world, among them Dr. I. Allco HyrcJq a well-known
astonomer who had served as th scientific consultant
for the air force's Project Bhn Bmk

I would be going public, very prblic, about my be-
lief in the existence of UFOs, and I was rcady to do so.

I knew that the govenrment was kee,ping a lot of se-
crets when it came to UFlOs. I fch it was high time for
the veil to be lifted.

From my association with aviation and space,I had
apretty good idea of whatkinds of craft existed on this
planet and their performance cryabilities. I believed
that at least some of the LIFOs.-tb tuly unexplained
ones--+ould be from anotrcr tochaologicany ad-
vanced civilization, and I wasn't afuid to $ay so.

Before testifying, I met Dr. Hynek, fu chairman of
the Northwestern University Astromy Depatuent"
It was clear how deep his cmmitment ran to se€king a
high-caliber scientific inqutry into LlFOs. The former
air force consultant was nou, an opolr critic of hoject
Blue Book, calling it a "nonstudy'' and the air force
statistics on UFOs a "tra\rcsty."

According to Hynek, the air force never devoted
enough money, nrrmpower, or attention to the problem
of LJFOs to get to the bottom of the most puzding
cases. The military head of Blue Book was never
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higher than a captain, Hynek state4 and there weren't
more than a handful of staffpersonnel to handle thou-
sands of reports annually.

"I wasn't allowed to go through the files and look at
the reports mys€If," Hynek explained. "They gave me
the reports they wanted me to review. And of coluse
they were under no obligation to agrce with my find-
ings."

I concurred with Hynek's assessment of Blue Book
and ageed thatthe airforce had useditmore to placate
the public than for anything else.I would go even fur-
ther and label it a cover-up and a whitewash. Call Blue
Book what you will, but while continuing to deny the
existence of UFOs and eventually terminating its own
investigation, the air force never aftempted to offer any
credible explanation for sightings of objecs flying
around our airspace whose flight characteristics
seemed to preclude them from belonging to our mili-
tary or any military on the face of the Earth.

I wasn't of the school that felt we should make a
huge effort to go back historically and correlate all the
old sightings. I thought we'd find out more by looking
more caefully tt new LJFO sightings and carrying a
coordinared and unbiased analysis into the future. The
best ap,proach,I thought, might prove to be some type
of rapid response team to go into the arca of a verified
and credible sighting and gather information and evi-
dence while it was fresh.

Hynek's job for the air force had been to snrdy UFO
rcports and decide if their descriptions suggested
known astronomical objects. Had someone reported
the planet Venus or a meteor? He began to notice that
many of the reports weren't made by 'tooks and
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crackpots," as he had admittedly suspected when he
first went to work for Project Blue Book, but came
from credible mittary and civilian witnesses.

Hynek had been trying to get tlre United Nations to
take on the LJFO phenomenon for years, in ttrc 1960s
even appealing to then Secretary-General U Thant for
a public hearing. But UN protocol demanded that a
member nation first bring up a subject in the General
Assembly before any action on that subject would be
initiated.

It had taken a decade, and hundreds more UFO
sightings, for that to happ€n.

"I am delighted to have been invit€d by the Grenada
Mission to speak on behalf of many of my scientific
colleagues about the subject of Unide,ntified Flying
Objects," Hynek told the special panel chaired by tlN
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim. "One of the small-
est nations on Earth, Grenada has courageously intro-
duced the perplexing subject of UFOs to the General
Assembly ... and trod where mightier nations have
feared to tread.

"There exiss today a world-wide phenomenon,"

Hynek went on, "the scq)e aod €f,tclrt of which is not
generally recognized. It is a ptmmmn so strange

and foreign to our daily terrestrial mode of thought

that it is fr,equently met by ridicule and derision by
persons and organizations unacquainrcd with the facts.

Yet, the phenomenon persists; it has not faded away as

many of us expected it would when, years ago, we rc-
garded it as a passing fad or whimsy. Instead, it has

toucH on the lives of an increasing number of people
around the world.
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'I refer to the phenomenon of UFOs, which I

should like to define here simply as any aerial or sur-

face sighting, or instrwncnt recording such as rudar
or photography, which remains unexplaincd by con-
ventional methods even afier contpetent exannination

by qualtfud personsl'

Hynek emphasized that UFO reports had been made
in "significant numbers by highly responsible
persons. . . astronauts, radar experts, mifitary and com-
mercial pilots, many of these officials of governments,
and scientists, including astronomers."

He explained that over 1,300 "physical trace" cases

were then on record-"perhaps the hardest data we
possess so far, the so-called Close Encounters of the
Second Kind, where there appears physical evidence
of the immediate presence of a UFO." He explained
that this took the form of immediate physical effects
on animate or inanimate matter: "Physiological effects
on humans, animals, and plants have been very reliably
reported, as have the interference with electrical sys-
tems in the immediate vicinity and the appearance of
disturbed regions on the ground also in the immediate
vicinity of the reported UFO event."

Hynek said he was not alone in the scientific world
in his belief that the UFO phenomenon, "whatever its
origrn may nrn out to be, is eminently worttry of
study." He referred to a growing community of scien-
tists from many countries who had declared an interest,
either privately or openly, in pursuing the subject.

Hynek noted the need for something resembling the
World Health Organization or the World Meteorologi-
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cal Organization through which UFO researchers
could pool and share the results of their efforts. He im-
plored the United Nations to establish a means for sci-
entists and other specialists to work together and
exchange ideas and investigative work with colleagues
around the world.

"It is my considered opinion, ae a sci€ntist who has
devoted many years to its strdy, rhatfu UFO phenom-
enon is real and not the gcation of disturbed minds,
and that it has bottl grave and important implications
for science and for the political aod social well-being
of the peoples of this Eartfu'saidHynek

He looked up from his notqs and admitt€d that he
had not always held the opinion that LrFOs were wor-
thy of serious scientific study. He explained that he be-
gan his work as scientific consultant to the U.S. Air
Force as an "open skq)tic," in the firm betef that 'lre
were dealing with a mental aberation and a public nui-
sance. Only in the facc of shrbborn facts and data was I
forced to change my o,pinion-"

With passion rising in his voice, he went on: "fhe
history of science abounds with unlooked for benefits
resulting from the investigation of tbc unknown. Who
can tell what benefits might aocrue from the study of
UFOs? It might well lead to the solution of many
pressing problems facing mankind today."

Hynek's testimony impressed me, coming as it did
from such an eminent voice in the field of science.

Then it was my turn. Seated at a long table with a
microphone, I began by stating the essence of my be-
liefs about UFOs: "I believe that extraterrestrial vehi-
cles and their crews are visiting this planet from other
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planets, which obviously arc a liffle more technically
advanced than we ar€ on Earth."

I stressed the need for a high-priority, coordinated
program to scientifically collect and analyze data from
all over the Earth concerning any type of encounter
and to determine how best to interface with these visi-
tors in a friendly fashion.

"We may first have to show that we have learned to
resolve our problems by peaceful means, rather than
warfare, before we are accepted as fully qualified uni-
versal team members. This acceptance would have
tremendous possibilities of advancing our world in all
areas. Certainly then it would seem that the UN has a
vested interest in handling this subject properly and
expeditiously''

I pointed out that I was not an experienced profes-
sional UFO researcherlike some of the otherwitnesses.

"And I have not yet had the privilege of flying a UFO,
nor ofmeeting the crew ofone, but I do feel that I am

somewhat qualified to discuss them since I have been
into the fringes of the vast areas in which they travel.

"Most astronauts arc very reluctant to even discuss

UFOs due to the great numbers of people who have in-
discriminately sold fake stories and forged documents

abusing their names and reputations without hesita-
tion. Those few astronauts who have continued to
have a participation in the UFO field have had to do so

very cautiously. I have always been honest about my
views on the subject. It's up to each of us to say what
he believes in. There are several of us who do believe
in UFOs and who have had occasion to see a UFO on
the ground or from an airplane."
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After describing my experiences with UFOs in the

skies over Europe, I suggested that ifthe LJN agreed to
pursue this project and to lend its credibility to it, many
more well4ualified people might agree to step forth
and provide information and assistance.

When I finished, I was asked by a panel member a
question I'd heard a hundred times before: Had any
U.S. astronaut ever seen a LJFO from space? I told of
the one occasion (Gemini 4) that might have been a
UFO sighting.

More experts testified, but the hearing ended with no
recommended course of action by the panel. Sadly, the
United Nations never followed through on UFOs.

It may have had more to do with priorities and ongo-
ing world politics than anything else, since there were
a number of more "e{thly" problems that needed im-
mediate attention. It's possible that UN members felt
they didn't have the monetary resources or political
mandate to look into the global UFO phenomenon.

Whatever the reasons, UFOs have yet to be studied
the way Dr. Hynek so eloquently called for: from an
international perspective, with scientists and re-
searchers sharing information globally. It was a dream
of his that Dr. Hynek did not live to see fulfilled.

Tbventy years later, on June 29, 1998, this Washing-
ton Post article appeared:
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tloDa lD tbo worldD€s of autoD.obUes. . . .

I am left to wonder: Wnt wtll it takc?
Must a LJFO land at the Super Bowl to get the

world's undivided attention?



Ftglng Soucers: Mode ln the USA

Ix 1978 I wrxr ro Uran ro vrsrr A MAN wxo HAD
supposedly had a life-altering UFO experience years
earlier.

A business acquaintance, Greg Linde, president of
Southern Pacific Iand Company, a subsidiary of the gi-
ant railroa4 asked me to come with him to visit Wen-
dell Welling, a businessman who lived about seventy
miles north of Salt Lake City. I was told that as a result
of Welling's UFO experience, he'd startd building his
own saucers and claimed to hsre a wortable desrgn.

Given my own experiences chasing sauccrs, I was
not about to discount the story. Also, frat a top execu-
tive of Southern Pacific considered this guy's story
credible enough to ask me to take a nip with him
meant something. But no soon€r had we scheduled the
trip than we received bad news: Wendell Welling, in
his sixties and described by his wife as "in the prime of
life," had dropped dead of a heart attack.

I was disappointed but having never met Welling, I
didn't think much more of it. A few months later,

E7
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Linde called and said thatWelling's son-in-law wanted
us to come to Utah anyway and see the saucer designs.
I jumped at the chance.

I flew commercially from Los Angeles, where, since
leaving NASA, I had settled with my second wife,
Suzan, a schoolteacher. With Suzan, whom I married
n 1972,I finally found marital happiness and was
blessed with rwo more daughters, Colleen and Eliza-
beth. (Trudy and I divorced shortly after my retirement
from NASA. A commercial pilot, she stayed on in
Houston, where she ran her own Irarjet charter service
until her death from cancer in 1994.)

At Salt Lake City I was met by the railroad execu-
tive, and we flew into rural Tremonton Airport, about
twenty miles south of the Idaho border, on Southern
Pacific's corporate trvin Cessna 310. When we landed
we werc met by Welling's son-in-law, Scott Holmgren,
a well-spoken man in his thirties.

We drove through picturesque farmland. Along the
way I leamed more about the late Wendell Welling,
whom his son-in-law described as "self-taught" and
"intensely curious." Welling had been a successful
farmer, trucker, and grain dealer, owning farms and
grain elevators in Utah and Idaho. In the last years of
his life he had developed and opened Belmont Springs,
a resort and golf course in northern Utah. But the most
monumental year of his life had occurred two decades
earlier.

According to his son-in-law and to Welling's own
detailed notes, copies of which were provided to me,
the day that forever changed his life was October 6,
1959. Welling was standing with trryo other men,
George Nelson andWalrcrBuhler, atthe entrance to an
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empty grain elevator several miles outside Montpelier,
Idatro (population 2,604), when they heard a loud en-
gine start up. They werc awarc that ttrc cavernous
metal structure they were standing next to, when
empty, could act as a huge "ed<rtching and ampli-
fying sounds from a good distanoe way.

The engine noise seemed to be scveral miles to
the northwest, neax the south end of Nounan Valley.
The three men knew there was nothingbackthere in the
way of homes or farms and began to speculate about
what type of machinery with an engine that size could
be back in there-and why-uften a second engine
started up.

These men knew machinery. The engines seemed to
be the same size, and by the sound of their exhaust
they had to be big. The men could tell that whatever
load the engines were beginning to pull was a heavy
one, and they were probably pulling it uphill. Soon the
engines were emitting the most powerful exhaust
cackle any ofthem had ever heard.

Suddenly the noise of a tremedous air blast came
across the valley. It sounded like a hfh-pressure air
tank wittr several valves that blcr out all at once. It
lasted for only a second, and thcn everything went
quiet.

The men waited expectantly.
Although the sun had been down for about twenty

minutes, it was still light enough to see. The sky was
cloudless except for a couple of thunderheads some
eight to ten miles to the north.

Welling, looking westward at the eastern slope of a
range of steep hills in the direction they believed the
noise had corne from, saw only shadows. He was
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studying the terrain, looking for the soruce of the
noise, when his gaze went to the sky above the hills.
Hanging motionless above the crest was a large saucer-
shaped craft.

He called it to the attention of his companions, who
also spotted it.

The shape began to rise slowly, then stopped. Then
it started coming their way, losing altitude and building
up speed along the way. As it came closer, they saw
that the front of the object was tilted down slightly.

It swept eastward across the valley, not leveling out
until it was about a thousand feet offthe ground. It flew
at this altitude past the men, about nvo city blocks
from their position, completely soundless now, and
traveling an estimated four hundred milss pel heur.

The three men laterdescrib€d it as at least ahundred
and sixty feet in diametor and some firenty-two to
twenty-three feet thick from top to bottom. The craft
was shaped like two plates put together face-to-face,
with the top plate being upside down and slightly
wider and flatter than the bottom plate. The plates
didn't come quite together, and the top plate was spin-
ning while the bottom plare stood still. In betrreen the
plates was a separation of about two feet" with some
vertical posts visible. The posts were spinning a16ag
with the top plate.

There were no windows of any kind that they could
see, but set into the belly of the craft were three disks six
feet in diameter; later the mm agreed they might have
been retractable landing gear of some sort. The craft
was a light gray with a tint of blue and had no marhings
of any kind: no numbers, no writing, no insignia.

As it passed the men, the craft made no soun4 not
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even the slight whirring or disturbance of air one
would expect from normal aircraft. There was no vapor
trail, smoke, or exhaust residue coming from the craft.
It just floated by as though the wind were moving
along with it so as to cause no disturbance whatsoever.

The three men stood in uttcr astonishment, not able
to believe their eyes but aftaid to look away and lose
sight of it. At that point they found it too fantastic for
words or expression, and no one said anything. They
just watched.

The saucer crossed the valley from west to east,

traveling some eighteen miles in two to three minutes.
As it neared the hills to the east of the town, it rose up
effortlessly and sped away to the southeast, passing
from view.

For three days following the sighting, Welling
dropped everything else he was doing and feverishly
wrote down pages of his imprressions, which he de-
scribed as "things I think we should remember and

know about this craft which could lead us to discover
just what took place that evening."

Wendell Welling had no background in architecture,
engineering, drafting, or aviation. By all accounts he
was a doer, not a drearrcr, and after that October day in
1959, he became a man searching for answers to ques-

tions he'd never known existed. Admitting to being lost
in "wonderment and almost disbelief' at what he had
seen, he sought information about aerodynamics and
aircraft design wherever he could find it, scouring li-
braries and taking home stacks of books to study at

night.
"He did not take his experience lightly," said his

son-in-law, who had worked closely with Welling on
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the saucer dcsigns. 'TIe thought hc saw something im-
portant that night, and he was determined to re-create
what he'd s@n."

"I began to come up with possibilities of how this
craft we saw might have accomplished this feat"
Welling would later write. 'Each new concept brought
up other obstacles which for atime seed to nrle out
any fiuther search along these lines, when suddenly a
way to jump this hurdle would be seen. But when I felt
that I had cleared all the engineering obstacles, I still
didn't have faith in my reports and drawings. How
could this type of craft possibly lift anything, when it
couldn't throw the air straight down, but had to throw it
off almost on a horizonal plane?"

ButWelling found that he couldn't quit.
't had seen it with my own eyes, and three of us to-

getbr watched andlistened to it as it took off. Then it
flew right past rs. Once you Lnow something, you sure
fitrd it hard to forgeq especially when it entails a ship
that only BuckRogers could dream of."

And so Wendell Welling began to build saucers. He
hoped they might fiunish some answers to whether "a
craft shaped like the sauoer I had seen could show lift
on a test stan{ and whether the lift potential could be
ascertained."

We arrived at Welling's six-hundred-acre wheat
farm, situated in a fertile valley with mountains on ei-
ther side. Inside a large, barn-like building, I came
face-to-face with a collection of genuine made-in-the-
USA flying saucers.

Some of the early ones were small, no more than
two feet in diameter. The laryest disk, fifty to sixty feet
in diameter, had been underconstnrction whenWelling
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died. There were several completed models of varying
sizes up to twelve feet across.

I reviewed schematic drawings Welling had made to
figure out how the size ed rui$t of the vehicle af-
fected lift, how much horse, owerwas required to drive
it, and the revolutions per uinmc (rpm) needed to
achieve lift and increase the vehicle's'tip speed"-1fus
speed out on the periphery or spinning lip, of the
saucer.

Welling had found that using a dome-shaped top and
relatively flat bottom caused a saucer-shaped craft to
act as a round one-piece airfoil-something like a Fris-
bee. Comparing it to a vertical wheel, which had
proved to be an effective means of moving things on
the ground for thousands of years, Welling had con-
cluded that a "horizontal wheel" was an efficient air-
foil with which to travel through the amosphere.

I saw his point, and it seemed so logical as to be ob'
vious. The lift area of a winged aircraft was limited to
the underside of the wing and tail section. A saucer of
equal "wing span" had much more lift area: 100 per-
cent of its surface provided lift.

Welling had incorporated into his design the "spin-
ning top" he had seen on the UFIO, putting a lot of
thought into what it did and why it was important. His
theory was ttrat the spinning planer on top took advan-
tage of a buildup of kinaic cwrg1l, equating it to what
happened with a favorite children's toy: the spinning
top.

He was certain that the giant "fly wheel" on the
saucer he had seen furnished the.thrust that lifted and
drove the ship. He believed that the enginas he and the
other witnesses had initially heard were warming up
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tbe saucer's huge spinning top-he estimated it might
have weighed as much rN twenty tons-to the neces-
sary rpm before shutting down. "Once that weight is
spinning like a huge top," he wrote, 'the energy re-
quirement to hold the rpm drops way down and the
craft is able to take advanage of a great po$,er poten-
tial with the fly wheel acting as a centrifugal pump,
batrery and huge gyroscope all wrapped into one."

In theory I found Vy'elling's descriptions sound. He
had spent the last years of his life and thousands of
dollars of his own money to prove these theories, and I
now wondered: Did they fu?

I was invited to take the controls of the largest 'fly-
able" saucer in the barn and give it a whirl. Approxi-
mately twelve feet in diameter, the saucer was
constnrcted of silk cloth stretched over balsam wood,
making it very light. The bigger saucer still under con-
stnrction was being crafted of more durable materials.

Welling had not att€mpt€d to develop a propulsion
system. Having focused his efforts on aerodynamics,
he chose to power his manmade saucer by an electrical
generator that drove an onboard fan, which pushed
cold air around for thnrst.

In addition to a heavyduty electrical cord that ran
from the generator to the fan unit, ttre saucer was teth-
ered to the ground by a half-inch steel cable that
looked to be about twenty feet long-meaning that I
wouldn't be going for any altitude records.

I sat at the control station about ten feet away. The
sole "flight control" was an airplane-type stick.
Pulling it back increased the rpm to the fan and pre
vided greater lift, I was told; pushing it forward de-
creased lift.
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When the generator was fired up, the top section of
the saucerbegan to spin, justas inthe big saucerWelling
had reported seeing twenty years earlier. Then ttre bot-
tom section started spinning too, so there were two
counter-rotating disks. In Welling's design, the s@
with which the bottom disk spun controlled the slots that
the air flowed through. The cold air flow, which kept it
afuborne, was pushed horizontally over the curved sur-
faces of the facing plates and downward toward the
gound.The more airthat was moved, the greaterthe lift.

The only nois€ in the room was the slight whir of the
generator.

I applied gentle backward pressure on the stick, and
the saucer jumped off the test stan( soundlessly, and
rose into the air effortlessly to ten feet or so. I was
amazel at the ease with which ttre bird took flight. Up
anddown it went as I movedthe stick fonvard andback.

Compared with other aircra-ft I'd tested, this was a
pretty crude model. But from the moment I first
pushed back on the stick, I was extremely impressed
with the saucer's lift capabilities. With very little
power-the fan wasn't even powerful enough to move
air effectively through a large room on a hot day-this
thing flat-out/aw.

There was a devic+a counter-balanced scale with
weights of known quantity on the other enFhooked
up to the saucer to measure the lift it attained in
pounds, but I didn't need to check the numbers. I could
tell by the feel of the stick. I flew the saucer for about
ten minutes, and the e4rerience really opened my eyes
to what a vehicle of this configuration would do;
specifically, the remendous lift that could be dsvel-
oped from the saucer shape.
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Boy,l thought, we've been going tlrc wrung way all

thcse years withwinged aircraft.
Before we left that day, the son-in-law told us that

there had been a multimilliondollar offer from aMid-
dle Eastern country to buy all of Welling's saucer de-
signs and prototypes. He said he knew his
fattrer-inJaw would have preferred keeping the tech-
nology in this country, and wondered if there was any-
thing we could do to facilitate ttrat. I couldn't think of
a way to help him.It wasn't something I could take to
NASA. As I sai( these were pretty crude models, and
money would have to be spent to develop Weltng's
idea further. As for Greg Linde getting his company
interested-"I handle land holdings for a railruad.My
board of directors would have my hide if I spent
money on flying saucers!"

For years I wondered if that sale ever went
through-if in a faraway desert, an oil-rich counury

had figured out a propulsion system and was flying ad-
vanced versions of Wendell Welling's saucers around
that part of the world or beyond.

I only recently learned that the sale did not go
through. In fact, I understand that my 'qtest flight" was
the first and only one of a Welling saucer after his
death. According to his widow, Elsie, all those "round
things are still around here somewhete."

Wendell Welling had risked a lot, not only in going
public with his UFO experience and taking the
chance of being labeled a crackpot but in expending
his time and money and placing his reputation on the
line by building those "round things." But build them
he did, for his neighbors and the world+ven a for-
mer astronaut-to see.
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Wheneverl am asked, as I often am, if I believe that

some saucer-shaped uFOs might actually be highly
classified U.S. experimental aircraft, my answer is al-
ways the same: "I sure hope so." Considering all the
taxpayers'dollars we're spending, I would lope some-
body is doing something worthwhile. I hope we're
building our own saucers. Who is to say that the big
saucer Welling had seen wasn't such an experimental
craft?

Ever since that day in Utah, I have been convinced
that saucers are the aircraft design of the future--$ottr
for this world and for travel beyond.

As for Welling, the last paragraph of his notes was
poignant: *I might make msntion here that to try to
make someone else believe this [L]FO sightingl is a
tremendous feat in itself. We have discovered that over
a telephone or by letter it is impossible. In fact, it em-
barrasses them and yourself, because you can tell that
the party on the other end of the line is wondering what
kind of psychopath is on the other end."

Clearly, the grain dealer had become a believer. I
was sorry I didn't get to Utatr in time to meet Wendell
Welling. I'd like to have been able to shake the man's
hand and tell him I beteved hinr-and that he'd made
some damn fine flying saucers.
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Hetp from the Cosmos?

TEe MIonIE-AGED MAN coulD HAVE BEEN wAITTNG

at any bus stop in America that summer day. He wore
chinos, a faded shirt, and tattered gym shoes. His Coke-
bottle glasses had been repaired at the temple with
black electrician's tape. He walked into my office at the
Disney Imagineering complex in Glendale clutching a

brown paper lunch bag as if his life depended on it.
I had gone to work for Disney in the mid-1970s as

vice president for research and development. The word
had gotten out the past couple of years that I had an

opendoor policy when it carne to considering new
technologies from any and all sources.

After brief introductions, the guy explained that he'd
been working for years on an "advanced engine" but
had found no one willing to give him the time of day.

I had heard much the same from others who had
walked in off the street with some of the most fantastic
things I'd ever seen. Without college degrces, financial
backing, or high-powered contacts, many of these

folks had found it difficult to be taken seriously. It was

e3a
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a shame. In the history of the world, lots of "little peo.
ple" had been responsible for some big brealrthroughs.
Horv could ary of us be too busy or too important to be
receptive to new ideas for improved technologies?

I listene4 wondering if he had his "super engine"
out in the parking lot. About then, my visitor reached
into his lunch bag and pulled out a tiny reciprocating
engine. It started right up.

I couldn't believe my eyes. It was the smallest work-
ing four-cycle motor I'd ever seen. But work it did-
humming along like The Linle Engine That Could.
The backward ad forc/sd mmion of its tiny pistons
produced rotary movemetrt of a crankshaft about the
width of a pencil.

I shuved my amae€Nnrot, ud fu inventor swelled
withpride.

Disney was building lots of new rides and exhibits at
its amusement parks, I explained. Thking down his
name, phone number, and other pertinent inforrration,
I promised to call in the event that we needed self-
propulsion on a small scalc.

I meant it too.
Before he left, the man shutdown his engine and re-

turned it to the paper bag. IIc walkd out with a new
bounce to his step. He and his invention had been ap
preciated, if not bought, and he was pleased to have
been recognized at last.

For me, it was still another re,minder to avoid making
ajudgment based on sore,one's ryearaoce. Who knew
what brilliance lu*ed behfud ee patcfted-up horn-rim
glasses of the guy waiting at fte next bus stop?

Another amateur inventor had come in with a stereo-
optic carnera and projector tbat allowed viewers to see
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a movie in 3-D without wearing special glasses. He ac-
complished the effect with two lenses in the camera
and projector and by projecting the motion-picture im-
ages onto a special rough-textured scrcen. This idea we
bought, and spent money developing it. In the end it
went into a warehouse and never saw the light of day. I
believed the decision was a political one-the capital
investment that would be required of the theater own-
ers, who are a powerfrrl industry force, was probably
what killed this new, potentially revolutionary movie
system.

Nevertheless, big things were happening at Disney
at the time. We had a large R&D budget and were
working on a number of alternative energy projects, in-
cluding an electric vehicle, solar-powered systems of
different kinds, and experimental residential use of my
old friend ftomGemini 5: the fuel cel[.

We had taken a smdl nact of Floridahomes offthe
public utilities grid and wired each one with its own in-
dividual fuel cell. The fuel cells supplied all the elec-
tricity for the homes, and because they ran on natural
gas, there were no residual pollutants at all. I was per-
plexed about why it had taken all this time for the fuel
cell, which had made trips to the Moon and other ex-
tended manned space exploration possible, to be put to
such a simple commercial test. We found them to be
very proficient although the particular brand we werie
using turned out to require quite a lot of maintenance
andrepair. Fuel cell design has since improved greatly,

and I expect to see them in homes of the future as well
as in electric cars, thereby eliminating the need for
banks ofbatteries that need to be recharged every hun-
dred miles or so.
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Epcot Center was coming together, and lots of inrcr-
esting projects were flowing from that development"
which involved alliances with major companies such
as General Motors, Crcmd &ctric, and RCA. One
afternoon several of us fromruiix companies and in
different locations heldtto rrct'd'r frst clos€d{ircuit
satellite conference in r€sl tuc. I had acce*s to the in-
ner sanctums at Disney anddha fus, d felt I was
involved in some interestiry work.

I was still flying whenever possible, and Disneyhad
its own plane, which was available to me from time to
time. But I did miss l.IASAs T-3ts,{nd having my
own jet to run around in. Once you've floqm ajet fighter
and gone to afterhrner just fu kicks, no other airplane
matches up. A fighrcr is ffi rmlikc what they say about
a stunningly beautiful and mysterious woman: exciting
and at times unpredictable, but worttr the danger.

For several weeks in 1978 a woman whose name I
didn't recogniTs had been Oying to reach me at my of-
fice, but I was always tied up or away and she declined
to leave her number. One monring she called and my
secretary put her through.

The woman introduced herself and invited me to
lunch.

"I-unch?' I'sid, somcnbat ta&en aback. 'Yhat's
this about?"

"I think we have some muUral inttrests."
As I said, there's something about a mysterious

woman. And Valerie Ransone turned out to be beauti-
ful too. She was a broum-eyed blonde in her late trren-
ties who bore a resemblance to the French actress
Catherine Deneuve.

We went to a barbecue place for lunch. It didn't take
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long for me to apprcciate that this was one smart lady.
With a master's degree in broadcast journalism, she
had worked for network radio, covering a Midwest
news beat during the Watergate scandal. She then
worked for the White House during the Ford adminis-
tration, helping develop a national energy conserya-
tion program, with an office in the new Executive
Office Building next to the White House. As a strarc-
gic planner, she worked on devising ways to better ed-
ucateAmoricans about energy concems and undertook
a thorough examination of big oil and the role of
Shell, Exxon, and Mobil in the worsening energy cri-
sis that would lead to long lines at gas stations. Valerie
said she'd investigated alternative energy sources and
technologies, like solar collectors and wind genera-
tors, but found most of them too small-scale to service
the demand.

Valerie had held some important positions for her
age, although she carried herself not with arrogance
but with the air of someone who knew her place in the
world. She also wasted little time getting to the point.

'T have a plan to bring together a group of technical
people who have unusual talents," she said before our
salads even arrived. "I know Disney is doing some in-
teresting things, but there are other technologies vastly
more advanced. I'd like you to consider helping me as-
semble the nucleus for a pri'vate technology group."

"I already have a job," I said.
'T'm talking about advanced technologies. Tech-

nologies we need to understand if we are to solve the
problems that threarcn mankind's potential as a race."

"Llh-huh."
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Her eyes bore into mine.
"You must understan( Colonel. I have access to un-

usual help."
I nodded.
Then she gave me both barrels. "My source of

knowledge is not of this planet."
She lorows my feelings about UFOs and is putting

mc on.It was my turn to look hard at her. She didn't
flinch from my icy stare.

From meeting the strearn of people off the street
with their inventions,I knew that out of every ten peo-
ple, three or four were various shades of nut cases. An-
other three or four-like a fellow who had come in ttrat
morning with batteries vastly superior to those made
by Ever Ready-would be for red. I didn't yet know to
which group Valerie Ransone belonged.

"Sounds interesting," I said as casually as I'd say,
"Pass the bufier."

"There is a universal intelligence that permeates the
Eafih. The source can originate from any one of nu-
merous points. I know becaufe I m geuing tbse sig-
nals and have been for years. I think we're involved in
a grand communication experimentJ'With a smile, she
added, "This experiment moves the ida of broadcast
journalism to a whole new level of possibility."

Wha is this articulate, bright-qed womut? I won-
dered.

"The point is," she went on after the waiter came
with our enuees and left, "there is a significant intelli-
gence source in the universe that wants us to succeed.
They're willing to serve as intermediary so we can
evolve as a people and a civilization, but we need to
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do the spadework for ourselves. No one is coming
here from another planet to do it for us. And time is
running out."

She said a parcnt group had been forrred with of-
fices in Washington, D.C., where she had an office. She
explained that a subsidiary, the Advanced Ttrchnology
Group, would be responsible for testing and imple-
menting new and revolutionary technologies.

"We're putting together a network of thinkers, inno-
vators, engineers, teachers, scholars, scientists, and so-
cial policy analysts who are ready to contribute their
research to help design a new landscape for tomorrow.
We're going to bring together talented people and con-
cepts for high techrclogies'that are very exciting.
Everyone will have their own rol+their own area of
expertise. Propulsion. Medicine. Electronics. And
most important: energy technology-to provide us as a

nation, and as a globe, with a clean, renewable, 'nlim-
ited sowce of power. We can use your help."

"Why me?'I asked.
"Your qedibility from the space progmm would

help attract the best technical people possible," she
said. '"They'll need to btrild new equipment to prove
some of these theories to the world. We'll provide tb
context for that to happen."

I dove into my baftecued beef thinking it might be
wise to get lunch over with, but then a funny thing hap
pened. The more she talke( the more innigued I be-
came. I had enough skepticism that I was simply
listening, nothing more. At the same time, my lifelong
openness to new and unusual possibilities4oth on
Earth andinthe vastness of spaco-keptmeinmy seat.
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By the time we finished lunch, she'd piqued my in-
terest sufficiently that I agreed to meet with her again,
and to keep listening.

We met several times over the next few months.
Each time we parted, I was even more impressed with
her intelligence, insight, and enthusiasm. I saw no
weirdness, foolishness, or quackery. Valerie Ransone
was a thinker and a doer-a nice mix.

Along the way, she introduced me to a number of in-
dividuals who were willing to contribute their expert-
ise to her effort. I found them to be technically very
qualified: outstanding scientists and researchers, many
with private, university, and even military lab affilia-
tions. In some cases they had been ostracized by their
peer groups and professional organizations because

they were 'kay out there" in their theories. The way-
out part didn't bother me as long as their math and sci-
ence were sound. That they appeared to be well
qualified, and at the same time believed inValerie Ran-
sone and were ready and willing to join the Advanced
Technology Group, meant something. Some had
known her for years, and were true believers. I saw
what she offered them: hope that they might be able to
prove their own and other new technologies to make
the world a better place.

They were ready to take the leap.
I was not yet there; I needed more information. It

came slowly, as in working a gtant jigsaw puzzle one
piece at a time.

Valerie Jean Ransone was born in Illinois to an up-
per-middle-class family. Her father warl an engineer
and her mother a stay-at-home Mom. Valerie had al-
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ways been a quick learner and excelled in school. I
learned that she was born with some unique abilities,
such as a photographic memory a strong sensitivity to
"energy fields," and an 'bpenness" to assorted "elec-
tromagnetic signals." She explained matter-of-factly:
'Some of us just have bigger antennae."

She confided in mc that when she was seventeen
years old she'd had her first'tontact experience" while
driving home alone after attending a summer party.
She told of experie,ncing six hours of "missing time,"
and said that her life had been irrevocably changed.

After we had known each other a few months, Va-
lerie went into more detail about her'trst contact." She
said a "space civilization" of beings more advanced
than humans had contacted her. This civilization repre-
sented the 'tighest minds in the universe" and was
seeking individuals with unique capabilities: people
with whom it could communicate via telepathic tans-
fers, providing technological and other information.
She referred to her'tontact goup" as UlC-Universal
Intelligence Consortium.'This intelligence consortium
presented this to me as a matter of world peace. I was
told that if we succeeded it would be a natural progrcs-
sion of man's evolutionary processes. If we faile( the
possibilities were unthinkable. I felt I had no choice but
to stumble along and pnmue this course in good faith."

Valerie said she ageed to be used as a "telepathic
conduit." She later found out, she explained, 'that I
wasn't the only one who agreed to participate in the
experiment. Ihe communication plan, as it was out-
lined to me back in 1968, sounded rational. As rational
as anything could sotmd to a seventeen-year-old."

More thrn once she repeated to me her original
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pledge, made upon that first contact, that she would
participate in the'tommunication experiment" as long
as no one was harmed and only if the process con-
tributed to world peace. "I *iis afir-actd by the idea of
world peace amidst the ugly heffioe of 6e Yietnam
'War," she went on. "Here was sorrething I could do,
though I must admit ttut had,I hm what I know
now, I would have said I wam't rp to the task. I've
never had a problem receiving signals, although it can
be physically exhausting. The problem comes when
the consciousness returns to daily living-the inordi-
nately difficult task of clearing my mind of everything
I've taken in and then carrying on a normal conversa-
tion with people or just going to the supermarket and
buying broccoli or taking th cat to the vet. Often I
would receive contradictory information, telepathi-
cally, from what was emerging from a person's mouttr
who was standing directly in front of me. The benefit
was that my BS meter worked all the time, seven days
a week, without an off switch."

Her establishment credentials disarmed many, Va-
lerie said with a mischievous smile. "Because of where
I came from, I was allowed entry into some former
male bastions of power that had been unaccessible to
women."

Brains and beauty ane a powerful combination, I
thought, while considering the astonishing scenario of
a well-educated young woman working at an impor-
tant post in the White House while claiming to be in
contact with extraterrestrials.

It made Watergate seem awfully puny.
After leaving the White House, Valerie taught com-

munications and media production at a private college
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in Washington, D.C. Onc day, following her lectue
about dolphins and interspecies communication, a strt-
dent told her of a lecture that evening by a well-known
medical doctor and researcher with a long-time interest
in paranormal communication. Valerie attended the
lecture that night by Dr. Andrija Puharich, a graduate
of the Northwestem School of Medicine.

Dr. Puharich, who had a long-time interest in study-
ing psychic phenomena, told of workiqg with some
gifted "space kids"-"all with big antennae of their
own," Valerie explained--$rought in from seven coun-
tries to take part in extended scientific experiments in
Ossining, New York, not far from New York City.

After the lecture, Valerie went up to the podium and
told Puharich, "Doctor, I'm one of your space kids."
He invited her to visit his lab, and soon came to value
her telepathic abilities as well as her administrative
skills. He hired her as a research assistant in1977.Her
job was to identi$, document, and test many of the
space kids who came for regular evaluation to the pri-
vate lab at hrharich's estate compound.

I learned that Dr. Puharich was for real and was do-
ing research on contract for the U.S. government-
even the military. Valerie arranged for us to meet in
Washington, and I found him to be brilliant. We dis-
cussed electromagnetic energy and talked for an hour
about various advanced propulsion systems for space
travel.

Dr. Puharich had prwiously discovered a young Is-
raeli who had gone on to fame: Uri Geller. Like Gellet
Valerie was able to bend utensils with mind power.

"I wasn't too good with spoons," she told me at one
of our lunches, laughing. "I specialize in forks."
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I wanted to know how it worked.
"Anyone can learn to do it. It's just mind over matter."
"Show me."
Rubbing her index and middtc ffngers over the hump

part of the fork but not touching thc metal, she closed
her eyes, and within thirty seconds the fort began to
bend and kept moving untiltfre pruUS rcarly touched
the handle.

This was the restaurant's fork" not Valeric's, and she
had accomplished the feat without touching the uten-
sil. I was convinced I had seen the real thing, not a par-
lor rick.

Valerie described the space kids as "long-time tuned
in." They spent time in Ossining perfecting their tele-
pathic skills. "Telepathic powers," Valerie went on,
"are part of human evolution. The potential lies in
every human being. You just need to eliminate the dis-
traction." They also practiced "remote viewing," in
which the power of the subconscious is used to
"travel" to different times and places and "see" actual
events. (The u.S. miutary and cIA had secretly be-
come involved in remote viewing research and, unbe-
knownst to Valerie at the time, was funneling money
into Puharich's private receuch goup in the further-
ance of what became known as "psychic espionage."
The CIA's program, known as Stargate, would not be-
come public until fifteen yeus later, and only when
former government 'temote viewers" began to come
forth with their stories in articles and books.)

Puharich conducted experiments in a "Faraday
cage," named after Michael Faraday, who in 1831
rocked the scientific world with his discovery that
magnetism could produce electricity if it was accom-
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panied by motion. The cage was a rectangular metal
box approximately eight by eight by twelve feet,
which was lined with copper and placed on insulated
supports. Inside was,a complete electical v&culrr-
no electromagrctic waves $rch as TV and radio sig-
nals could penetrate the cage. This was the environment
for various communications experiments to see if the
subject was picking up signals from other sources of
intelligence.

'T/ith the shielding, communications came through
much clearer when we were in the cage," Valerie said.
This was important, she explained, because it served as

a "double-blind experiment" to isolate signals, making
certain the subject was not'heading information from
the biofield" or local environment '?sychics can read
off someone else's field. We didn't want that. We
weeded out the fakes."

Valerie explained that "space civilizations of beings
more advanced than we on Earth" had made contact
through telepathic means with members of the re-
search goup.During hertime in Ossining, stre said she
documented twelve civilizations that appeared to have
"r@eivers or agents of change" operating on Earth, "a
sort of relay nerwork." These receivers were particu-
larly clear, she sai{ among the youth--,the younger
space kids who had sought out Dr. Puharich to have
their extraordinary, and at times disturbing, natural
gifts validated.

Valerie said it had been a priority of hers to docu-
ment the messages that'tame through the space kids,"
making sure that no ono.+ot Dr. hharich or anyonr
was planting subliminal orhypnotic suggestions in the
minds of these subjects. "I became one hundred per-
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cent certain that no suggestions were being plmte("
she said.

In all, she workedwithrmtl*rt5r-fivoof hlhadch's
space kids, rangmg frrom twcho to ffty-firc ycrs of
age. She helped colloct the infrrmation that came
through each transmissim d crtou-correlared the
data with the content of o,thcr transmissions to isolate
the "civilizations with ufim om[nication was oc-
curring."

Using her "own aooegs to €ftrat€ft€otial sourres,"
Valerie would attempt to confirm or dcny the authen-
ticity of information containcd in Dr. Puharich's Fara-
day experiments. Often &is information would be of a
highly technical naturc. Whbutftmal training in sci-
ence, she would use otherrcsCIrEs and experts in var-
ious disciplines to validate the accuracy of the
content-for the most ptr[ she oglaine( 'tacking
into the content" because she dida't tnow what it
meant until it was analyzed by the experts. Often, she
said, the answers and qrrcstions that "came through'
were offered by "other intelligonces" without any for-
mal inquiry having been madc. 'I began to wonder if
our minds weren't bcing rc04" shc tofid me.

Valerie explained that she had for some time been
'?retty much a computer," bringing in transmissions in
"several different languages." She didn't use the term
channel to describe what Se e, d gb attached no
mysticism to it. She preferred to be seen as a "pioneer
in a new field of communication: interdimcnsional
communicationl'

And suppose it was tnre?
I believed that the big question everyone liked to ask

about when we might make conua with an extrater-
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restrial intelligence wasn't all that weighty. There had
been too many credible people with proven cases of
sightings and contacts with UFOs, flying saucers, and
other vehicles clearly not of this world to keep debat-

ing trat issue. There has been contrct+iod. I al-
ways felt that these were the more important questions:
Now wlut wene we going to do about it? Was therc a
w6y we could sit downwith them and leam about somc
adv anc e d te c hno Io g i e s ?

Suppose everything Valerie Ransone said was for
real?

What if she and some other select people wene rt
ceiving signals from an advanced civilization?-the
kind of alien signals NASA had been trying at geat
eryrense to pick up for years. Suppose they were just
coming in on different wavelengths-not radio fre-
quencies that could be picked up by SETI's radio as-

Eonomers but via telepathic messages to people who
had such communication skills?

What migbt that kind of assistance mean in the his-
tory of mankind?

The heck with geaing to the Moon first, or even a

Mars landing. This would be bigger. Much bigger.
I had been talking about LIFOs and the very real

possibility of extraterresnial intelligence for years.
Was it time for me to put up or shut up?

I had long believed it vital to keep an open mind and
not lock up on the status quo. Remarkable new tech-
nologies that we can't envision in the present are al-
ways around the corner. I had seen that in the space
program. Without open minds, we'd still be gazing up
at the Moon wondering what kind of cheese it was
made of.
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What interested me most was the promise of new
technologies. Ourtrackrecord in this country is dismal
when it comes to developing and utilizing advanced
technologies. Look how agonizingly long it took the
fuel cell to make its way frrom cpace to weryday life,
even in a small way. Throtrgtmt my military qreer
and years wittl NASA, I sawpoople wiling to stifle ad-
vanced technologies in favor of hsiness as usual. I had
fought such narrow-mindedness with every ounce of
my being. When I was a test pilot at Edwards, I worked
on the early digital electnonic flight controls and found
them much more efficient, and a lot safer, than the tra-
ditional hydraulic controls.It *as an improved design
change that should have been instiut€d in new afucraft
immcdiatelyfor safety alone. But how long did it
take? Thirty-five years. Seeing such vastly superior
technology ignored by the "exp€,rts" had been a nearly
lifelong frustration.

Valerie was clear about what she hoped to accom-
plish. She envisioned the group building prototypes of
electromagnetic propulsion systems and other free-
energy devices; devclopi4g techmlogies to conserve
Earth's natural resources; cmercdng contract research
and develop'ment wort wi& govcllm€Nrts and scien-
tific institutions around the world- The possibility of
using medical devices with low-frequency pulses to
heal wounds and stimularc bone grone particularly
interested her. She also favored advanced research on
paranormal phenomena and e.stablishing a clearing-
house for information on new technologies to be
shared among private frms and government agencies.
"I have been led to beteve that our planet and inhabi-
tants can be healed, physically and mentally, and eval-
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uated spiritually so that open communication with ex-
haterrestrial civilizations can be realizd within our
lifetime. Whatever small part I have in making that
happen-well, that's my goal, Gordon."

For my part, from observing Valerie and the techni-

cal contributors in their animated discussions about

theory and science, I realized that exciting possibilities
could be on the horizon. She had already proved to
many of these experts an ability to produce vital bits of
information that bridged gaps in their existing re-
search. Beyond the question of where this data came

from, the fact was that ttrese researchers felt they could

take the information and develop some extaordinary
new technology.

I was willing to at least give that part a try.
When I asked where the money was going to come

from to finance research and development and pay

salaries and expenses, Valerie shntgged.

"You've got me. What I've been saying all along is
thatwhen ttre right people are gathered, the money will
be there."

I thought that was being extremely hopeful, if not
naive. I assumed that short of an extraterrestrial civi-
lization making greenbacks or gold bars for us, we

would at some point have to solicit financial backing.
Butwhat would itcost me except some time andeffort?
While I was in a full-time job at Disney, I had flexibil-
rty in my hours-and there were always weekends. As
long as I coutd work things around my schedule-

'Ye'll work around your schedule," she promised.

I agreed to com€ aboar( ready for what, exactly, I
did notknow.
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The Spoce ShuttG Tlqnsmlsslon

"TEERE crcur,o BB TRot Br.B wtrrr rHE slcts sf,flrrar.E."
It was December 19/t.
By then Valerie Ransone aod I had been working for

a solid year and with grcat efort to get the Advanced
Technology Group ry and running. Typical of a new
business in the planning sore things had gone
smoothly and others had not. Wo had a handpicked
team of top-calibcr r€seuricrs ud inventors who had
agreed to come aboard" Wc hed atagctcd start-up date
and had secured sorc euly fiDmcing.

"What kind of toublcf I asbdhcrsver the phone.
Valerie was at her oftcc in Weohington; I was at

mine in California
'Technical flaws," shc cafol "smething to do with

the heating or cooling systmr- ft's F*y skerchy."
The warning hd come to her during one of her

"tansmissions." She had no idea when they would
arrivo{he telepathic messages she believed were
from an extrat€rrestrial source of intelligence. They
sorctimes reached her at incmvenie,lrt times"{uch as
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while driving or in the shsursr-wtrsn she had no way
of writing down the often technical and detailed infor-
mation. She made a polnt always to document the

details as soon as possible, usually typing up the com-

plete messages.
She had shown me some of these transmissions; oth-

ers she had read over the phone. At first I didn't know
what to make of them. Some were very involved, giv-
ing advice and specifics about people and events to the

extent of mapping out various business strategies for
the Advanced Technology Group and even approving
or disapproving our list of possible contributors.

Yes, ftnc mant,

Not at this time.
Boistetous, overbearing, iwentive . . . OK irwest-

mcnt source.
(And yes, Ihadb*n approved.)
In one tansmission Valerie learned that one of our

key contibutors, Al Jacobs, was facing a Srave healtlt
threat-specificdly, an undi4gnosed brain tumor. Not
feeling well, he had been in for various te.sts, but doctors

hadn't found anything. Valerie's information was that he

should have an immediate CAf, scan and that the tumor
would be found behind his right ear. She wasn't sute

how to proceed+hould she call Al's wife or try to
speak to his doctor? She di{ in fact, attempt to deliver
her message, but to no avail. Al eventually had surgery,

and a melignant tumor was removed from the right side

of his brain. He went blind and died soon after.

Such experiences with her transmissions were

sobering.
Four months after mentioning the vague possibility

of a problem with the sprce shuttle, Valerie was in Los
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Angeles and came by my office. She was worried
about new and more detailed information she had re-
ceived. She showed me a single typewritten page of
notes she'd made after receiving the transmission.

This time the warning was quite specific.
ln terms worthy of any graduate engineering class,

"setrious technical faults" were outlined in &tail, spec-
if:ring what could happen during reentry to the system
that provided sooling to the cabin and sensitive elec-
tronics. The source of the problem seemed to be the
electromagnetic effects during space flight on the iron
rods used in the coolinggystsm

At ttrc top of 6e page was a detailed drawing of a
tube of some 94rc, shwing itt itu{od ccnter and a
chamber that held a fiquid substance.

"Who drew this?" I asked.
'I di4"Valerie said. "What is it?"
"I don't knosr."
"What does this all mean, Gordon?'
I didn't have the faintest idea; neither, apparently,

did she.
The key was the ventilation system, according to the

message. If it wasn't at the p,roper temperatuJre during
reentry, the rqsult cmld bc,t Eic rcl€ase that would
fill the lungs of the crew and quickly render them un-
conscious. No doubt was left that an ugent desigu
change in the space shuttle was called for before an-
other mission.

The transmission wamed of the danger that prema-
ture launches of experimental components would set
up in-flight difficulties that could not be handled by the
crew, the result being a catastrophic event that would
lose prblic support for tb prcgram. The source of this
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information professed to being concerned that the fu-
ture of manned space travel not be jeopardized by such
events.

The explicit warning made me think of Apollo 1,

and what might have been done, even at the last mo-
ment, to avert that disaster by taking morc time to sort
out the long list of problems that had been identified.

I'd been around Valerie long enough to find her
knowledgeable and tnrstrvorttry, and I wasn't about to
discount her transmissions. In addition, her telepathic
powers had been proved time and again. She'd say that
something was happening at that moment on the other
side of the country-at a meeting, for exarrple-and
when I checked it out with the participants, even those
who didn't know Valerie and had no way of being in
touch with her, they would confirm her version of
events. I felt certain she was getting good information
ftom somewhcre; from where and whom I couldn't say

for sure.
And now this: a possible catastrophic design flaw in

the space shuttle.
For me, this was a moment of tnrth.
Dare I ignore the transmission, origin unknown? On

the other hand, did I march into NASA with the infor-
mation in hand?Would they considerme some kind of
fool-retired from NASA for nearly a decade, coming
in with detailed technical information about a space-
craft I had never even flown?

Looking at the intricate drawing of the coilr I knew I
had no choice.

I guess it came down to the pilot in me.
I had lost systems at critical times. It could and
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sometimes did happen, even though everything was
designed so that it wouldn't. I knew what it felt like
when it happened in space. A systems failure was any
pilot's worst nightrnare. Orc flrch frilrre could lead to
another, then another. When things prld up too much,
I don't care how experienocd lhc pilot was, the situa-
tion could get out of control real fast

It's a hard lesson for pilots, bu.t an important one.
Our fate is not in our hands alone. We must believe
each time we go up that we arE capable of conholling
all the variables throrvn our way. But sometimes it's
just not possible. As the pilot, you can be doing every-
thing right and still lose the aircraft-and your life. I
had seen it happen to buddiqs of mine.

You look at every aviation accident and wonder: ff
I'd been in tlwt situation, is there something I could
have done? Sometimes you think Yes, I woul.d have
handled it dffirently and nade it bsck safely. Bat
other times you have to admit that placed in the same
exact situation, you would have been toast too.

Had I been one of the astronauts aboad Apollo I
when it caught fire on tr" puq l would have died that
day. Saying that doesn't mab re feel real good, but
denying it is unrealistic and dange,rotrs. In aviation,
there are constant reminders that you're not immortal.

Placing the space shuttle transmission into my well-
worn briefcase, I flew to Houston to see Bennett "Ben"
James, an experienced engineer and supervisor in
NASAs Flight Operations whom I knew from Mer-
cury and tnrsted like a wingman. Ben was a big guy,
well over six feet and built like a Penn State fullback.
Unlike some specialists, he was a technical guy who
was also good with people.
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We sat alone in his office, and I told him the'\rhole
six yards," as we used to say in Oklahoma, where fer-
tilizer tnrcks carried six cubic yards of material.

Ben already knerv about the Advanced Technology
Group and our hopes for new t€chnologicd brealc-
throughs. In fact, I had been talking to him aboutjoin-
ing us after he retired from NASA in a year or so. He
knew the name Valerie Ransone and some of her im-
pressive background but not much more. I now told
him it was possible that my business partrer was in
contact with "higher poweni somewhere who may
have better information than we do."

Ben, a trooper in every sense of the wor4 ditln't
flinch.

'"The bottom line for me is who cares where this
comes from?' I said. "If it's vatfif it's accurate or
tk scenario is possible in any way-well, maybe
someore should do some double-checking just to
maks sure things are all right."

"Say no more, Gordo. i agree."
One thing about hIASA: they were so accustomed to

people doing endless what-if scenarios that no one
would sitaroundwondcring where we cameup withthe
possibility of a design flaw on the space struttle. They
would be much more concerned with figuring out if it
was a genuine problem, and if so, fixing it. It had been
that kind of aainrde that had gotten us to tlre Moon.

I volunteered to help Ben brief several NASA man-
agers. "But I'm not sure we should tell them the
soulce," I smiled.

"I agr@."
NASA engineers immediately went to work exam-

ining the space shuttle's goorling system, looking at the
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detailed scenario I laid out for them. They quickly
identified an4 within days, fixed the potential problem
with the cooling systee-jtrt as outlined in the fians-
mission I canied in my bric&asc.

I was relieved that theyfflrddfixd theproblem
on the space shuttle. Was I sqpi*d that the cooling
system flaw existed? Not really:tlifithlerie Ransone,
I had moved beyond surprise. But the experience gave
me another shot of confidence that the source we were
getting technological assistance from was for real.

When I told her NASA had located the problem and
made the fix, she said simply, "Of course they did."
She never raised the subject again.

Valerie Ransone was not an engineer, had never
worked for NASA, and wasn't involved in aviation. If
this vital and very detailed information hatrr't come
from a source of higher intelligence that for some rea-
son was monitoring the U.S. space progrtrm, then
where did it comeftom?



l6
Testo: I\rentleth-Centurg Genlus

Nurou TEsre wAs BoRN BEFoRE rus rnm. HB
&eamed of interplanetary communications and space
travel even as he battled with lhomas Edison over
which metbod of electical current would be most effi-
cient for modern civilization.

Time and again, Tixla was proven corecL But his-
tory h6 a Sortmemory when it coutes to the Croatian-
born iwe,nts-the father of modernday electical
engineering-whose alternating currcnt (AC) electric-
ity replaced Edison's direct current (DC) soon after the
turn ofthe century.

The advantage of AC power-inventod by Tesla in
1882-is that high voltage can be sent hundreds of
miles through reasonably sized wires, ttren reduced for
household use by tansformers. If the wires acciden-
tally come together, they short out just at the place
where they touch and only for as long as they are in
contact. In contrast, DC power n€ed€d huge cables and
power stations every fcw blocks. Also, the thick cables
heated up, and when shorted they melted all the way

a6a
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back to the powerhouse, meaning that streets had to be
dug up and new cables laid.

With the stakes ss high, Edison and his company,
Creneral ElecEic, put together a Eaveling road show to
demonshate the "dangen" of AC lx)wcr, going so far
as to publicly electrocute prypiee and larger animals-
in one case an elephant.

Tesla with the help of his fritnd and benefactor, in-
dustrialist George Westinghouse, won the "battle of
currents" by proving the safety and efficiency of his
method when he illuminat€d and powered the New
York World's Fair of 1899 and a year or so later har-
nessed Niagara Falls by conuting its hydraulic power
toAC electricity.By 1905 all geDcrating stations in the
United States were operating on AC power. Although
history credits Edison with inventing our worldwide
system of elecnicity, Tesla's AC power is what runs
our cities and households today.

Early in our discussions, Valerie Ransone brought
up Tesla's name. Anyone seriously involved in technol-
ogy has heard of Nikola Tesla, the greatest inventor the
world has ever forgotten, and I remembered him well
from my early days sndyingengineering andelectrical
theory. Through my association with the Advanced
Technology Group,I came to have an even greater re-
spect for his work. Valerie war a champion of Tesla's
technology, iui were a number of our top contributors.

When she was working for the White House on al-
ternative energy, she studied Tesla's plan for a "wire-
less power system" as an altemative to fossil fuel
energy, which was finite and would one day be used
up. She'd ended up doing more than a thousand hours
of hard research on T[xla, sorting through old files in
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the Smithsonian, exarnining his oriFnal patsnts (more
than five hundred of them), and nrnning dourn endless
leads to inventors who claimed to have modernday
free-energy devices.

"Are you familiar with Tesla's wireless work?" she

asked me.
I said I knew about his accomplishments in radio.
'That's only part of it."
One of Tesla's most revolutionary discoveries was

his system for tansmitting enerry via wireless anten-
nas. In 1900 he obtained two patents on the transmis-
sion of wireless energy covering both methods and
apparahs and involving the use oftuned circuits as re-
ceivers. TWo years earlier Tesla described the transmis-
sion of not only the human voico-this three years
before the wireless radio was "invented" by Marconi, a
former assistant of Tlxla's--tut i-ages as well. Tesla
later designed and patented devices that evolved into
the power supplies that operare our presentday TV
picture tubes. In 1900 Tesla announced that "commu-
nication without wires to any point of the globe is
practicable."

Tesla's turn-of-the-century experiments revealed
that the air at its ordinary pressure is distinctly con-
ducting. In some of his research notos, copies of which
Valerie showed me, Ttxla wrote, '"Ihis opens up the
wonderful prospect of transmining large amounts of
elecrical energy for industrial purposes to great dis-
tances without wires. Its practical consrunmation
would mean that energy would be available for the
uses of man at any poht on the globe."

The possibilities were astounding-no unsightly
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utility poles and wires passing over every street in
America and no hardwired grid ttrat could fail without
notice, sftanding a major metropolitan area or even
several states without power, as hae already begun to
happen in the United Statcs.

I learned that Tesla had rceived early financial
backing for a wireless transmission prcject from Wall
Street financier J. P. Morgan. Constnrction was begun
on a full-sized broadcasting station and 180-foot tower
on Long Island, which would have been able to pro-
vide usable amounts of elecrical power at the receiv-
ing circuits. But financial support was suddenly
withdrawn by Morgan when it became apparent that
such a worldwide power project couldn't be metered
and charged for, as could a hadwired grid. The project
was never completed, and the lbsla tower was torn
down, without question stifling the development of
clean energy technology in this country and beyond.

"I want to build a Tesla tower," Valerie said.
Many of the experiments she had been involved in

with Dr. Puharich in Ossining were based on the work
of Tesla she explained- Several of the space kids she
worked with were'tringing fuough" Iesla-related in-
formation on technology that had "global and interstel-
lar application," she told rc. Itrer interest had been
piqued when she found math equations in Tqsla's lab
notebooks-written in Colorado Springs in 1899-
that suggested a scientific pladomr for telepathy, or
"supraliminal information transfer," as he called it.

"The mathematics that provided the underpinning
for Tesla's work also provided the basis for under-
standing telepathy," and this in turn opened up "new
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frontiers for mind sciences," she said, providing "an
extensive laundry list of the creative potentials of the

humanmind."
The more technical infomration she gave me about

Tesla's technology, the more excited I became. It was
a language I was accustomed to speaking from my
work in the air force and NASA as well as at Disney.
She showed me copies of some of his patents, which
provided the technical basis for his inventions and
technology.

In his autobiography, which I read on Valerie's rec-
ommendation, Tesla reported his uncanny ability to use

"creative visualization." He would picare a particular
apparatus, test-nrn the device, disassemble it, and check
for proper action and wear-all thratgh visualization.
He was said to be capable ofjudging the dimensions of
an object to a hundredth of an inch and to perform diffi-
cult computations in his head without the use of a slide
nrle or mathematical tables. When manufacnning his
inventions, he worted with all ttre blueprints and speci-
fications in his head which has made some of his exper-
iments difficult to duplicate. Tesla also reported having
had a vision of some kind while taking a walk in a park
one day. He claimed to have seen his 'trst rotating mag-

netic field," which gave him a key of sorts and led to
some of his scientific accomplishments.

Valerie was convinced that not all of Tesla's knowl-
edge originated on Earth. She thought that perhaps
he-like she, the space kids, and others-{ad been se-

lected to receive "suUiminal transmissions" from
sources of higher intelligence. After all, Tesla hd bom
far atread of everyone else at the time, and tlr visuali-
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zation in the park he'd reported sounded to her a lot
like telepathic transmissions or even remote viewing.

Had the sorru sounce of ittlr;lligarce tlrut had pru-
vided lwr with thc sWc Me vmrrrbtg otd otlur in-
formation been hclping fuonnsfor a cenfriry or morc?
she wondered aloud. Wao &btodogical transfers
fiom othcr civilizdiqu llr.rynsibb for some of
rnan*hrd's g re ate st s cicntit c brcdffittouglts?

Throughout the years, ber wlfrmsmissims had of-
ten made mention of Ttxla's worlq in some cases list-
ing his notes and patents for referere.

On one of my trips to Washington, D.C., to meet
with Valerie at her Ccmgetmm office, she presented
me with a detailed progomt, 'Itrow to 3uild a Tlxla
Transmitter." Synthesizing the wort of thee of ourpri-
mary technical contributors, sb had writrcn a draft
document that was costeddown to &epenny.

I had seen and heard a good many fantastis slaims
since our firg lunch more than a year ago. But here in
my hand was a Hureprint fo iffiodriag a clean, non-
depletable energ:f syst€m that had nniversal technolog-
ical applications on a globel scale. According to
Valaie, a prototlrye could be bNrilt and tested in the
southern California desert near Falm Springs for the
grand sum of $64,400. The prcposal went on to esti-
mate that the initial pilot po&rction plant would then
require a $1.5 million invesment

Valerie suggested that we make an appearance be-
fore the Science and Astnonautics Subcommittee of
the House of Re,presentatives, as well as the Atomic
Energy Commission. She prepared a detailed cam-
paign to educate the Amrican peqtle, our leaders,
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and the power companies about how this new technol-
. ogy might be integrated into the existing power grid.

Lists of well-placed individuals representing corpo-
rate, civic, and private partnerships were laid out for
my review.

Valerie's research on Tesla had been meticulous.
Drawing on her training as an investigative rcporter,
she had pieced together from the work of this twenti-
eth-century genius what she described as a "global
pr;zzlel' which was nothing short of a history of the

evolution and suppression of free-energy technology
on our planet.

With great enthusiasm, Valerie brought in more
Tesla technology as possible projects for our re-
searchers to explore-4reakthrough inventions and
proven scientific theories from half a century ago still
not widely accepted or used. She was hopeful that ac-

ceptance would be found for this technology once it
was tested and proved.

How far atread of his time was Tesla? Forty years

before Sputnik, he wrote an article that gave detailed
and accurate descriptions of presentday guided mis-
siles and rockets based on remote control. How could
he lave louwn?

Tesla's interest in aviation intrigued me. Docu-
mented through numerous patents were inventions
considered impractical for his day and never devel-
oped, including a vertical-takeoff aircraft that resem-
bled in appearance the modern helicopter. And it was

only during World V/ar tr that radar, a concept first de-

scribed by Tesla in 1917, was developed.
As for space, Tesla's theories would contribute to its

exploration, even though he didn't live to see it. In
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l92l he first examined the possibility of a link being
established with the planets of our solar system by
means of ultashort waves sent into space. Using his
principle, the frst dtrfut wsws w€il! scnt by radar
to the Moon and the Srn in 1946. Whem the beams
bounced back to Earth, ttcf brugfu wi& &em tbe first
scientific data on the exg dirtrrees thcse oelestiat
bodies were fromEarth.

If I had to choose a singlc lEnron in history with
whom to sit down for an hour-long chat, it would
be Nikola Tesla, for the chaocc to hcar about his in-
ventions and future technological possibilities for
mankind.

Tesla's inventions, whitfi aumberod cight hundre(
replaced coal, eliminated the steam engine, and in
troduced modern-day electricity fum industry to pri-
vate homes. The areas in which he worked were far-
reaching.

He was using fluorcscent ligbts in his laboratory
forty years before the idrstry'ln/ented" them, and
he demonstrated the prirciples wld in microwave
ovens decdes bcfue ttry bocarc an inrcgral part of
our society.

His patents for an AC eloctdc motor, purchased by
Westinghouse in 1888, gave that cory€ny leadership
in the field. From Tesla's early model evolved a wide
range of motors in usc todsy, fo,m 1/10 horsepower to
grants of over 60,000hmsepower.

Applied in the practicc of medicine Ttxla's elec-
tronic advances have brought millions of people back
to life from heart attacks with defihillator units. Only
recently has it becomc brya that he made successful
photographs of inncr petc of tb body by means of
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"very specffic" waves some thre years before a Crer-
man rlesearcher is credited with developing the use of
X rays.

Another of his breakthroughs: designing and building
prototypes of a fuel-burning rotary engine that was

based on his earlier design of a rotary pump. Rccent
tests conducted on the Tesla bladeless disk turbine
indicate that if built using today's high-tcmperature-
resistant materials, it would rank as the world's most ef-
ficientgas engine.

Why some Tesla technology has long been over-

looked is not hard to figrre out. During his lifetime,
Tesla found hirnself up against some powerful forces:

lro\f,er companies, oil companies, automobile manu-
facturers, and financial institutions.

If we were to move alread with Tesla's technology, I
wondere( wouldYalerie and I end up facing some of
the same institutional opposition?

Tesla died a penniless recluse in 1943 at the age of
eighty-seven in the New York hotel room that had
served as his laboratory after a mysterious fire de-
stroyed his research facilities, technical papers, and

most-prized prototypes. Three months after his death,

the U.S. Suprerne Court nullified Marconi's patents on

radio transmission, declaring that Tesla's patents pre-
dated thern Malconi, tlre court d€clarcd, had simply
copied his former employer's work. But go into any

middle-school science class in America and ask who
invented the radio, and you'll hear the nanre Marconi,
not Tesla.

It was the scientific community's loss to bury
Teslals achievements and not include or emphasize
the study of his principles in elementary or secondary
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education. He is seldom mentioned with the "greats of
electricity"-psa6"O Hertz, Marconi, Bell, Edison.
Possibly because his lite did-rct cnhinarc in wealth
and acclaim, Nikola lbrh b d$ily sti@ from
our national memory.

Tesla's wireless pouier tr*nmirsio was reported at
the time as an exprimenaliudity, tBfrc't€cr€ts" of
implementation were said CI have died with the inven-
tor, who wrote few things down. This is not so, for
modern-day research and study of Tesla's patents-
some by researchers we had lined up to work with-
have shown that sufficient data are available to prove
his theory a reality.

Valerie showed me photographs of Tesla's central
power plant transmitting towctr, laboratory, and various
inventions. She also produced several pieces ofcorre-
spondence signed by Tesla, which alluded to his often
futile attempts to generate interest in his discoveries.

The feasibility of wireless power transmission was
proved by Tesla betrreen July 1899 and February 1900
in Colorado Springs. His main areas of wireless re-
search: sending Hertzian wave signals of very low fre-
quency, and transmitting power based on creating a
conductive path between the ionoephcre and the Earth.

Tesla found that the Earth's surface could be used as
a basic long-haul circuit for very llow frequencies and
that electrical energy could be transmitted worldwide
from Earttr4y gong.thtough the ground and using
the ionosphere as a rehnn path. This he accomplished
in Colorado with little loss of energy. (foday's hard-
wired power grid loses up to 10 percent for every sixty
miles that energ:f is trmmitrted.)-It is difficult to forrr
an adequate idea of the mawclous po\uer of this...
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twithl which ttre globe will be transformed," wrote
Tesla of his experiments.

Iroday we know the ionosphere as an elecrically
conducting spherical shell of ions and free elechons
that surrounds the Earth in the upper atmosphere-
between fiffy to two hrmdred miles high. And we know
how important it is in radio communications, serving
as a reflector ofradio waves over a range of frequen-
cies that pennits transmission beyond lines of sight
and around the Earttr by successive-reflections. In
Tesla's time, however, little was known about this phe-
nomenon, and much of the apparatus and components
that would be needed to carry out this type of transmis-
sion had not yet been designed and built.

The possibilities for the wireless transmission of
power are intriguing. Natural oil or gas deposits in a
remote region of the world could be converted into
electrical energy at the wellhead, or huge hydroelec-
tric power projects could be developed in inaccessi-
ble locations and the electric power could then be
transmitted-or beamed-to the user's location, poten-
tially anywhere in the worl{ without the need for a net-
work of high-voltage long-haul transmission wires.

Unfortunately, breakttrough technology sometimes
has a dark side.

Valerie was certain that these elecfical signals could
produce drarnatic effects on our ionosphere and
showed me some of Tlxla's original notes that alludEd
to specific physiological effects-good and bad-that
these oscillations could produce.

Among ttre U.S. military and intelligence commu-
nity, there were alarming reports that the USSR was
engaged in large-scale efforts to develop a form of
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wireless radio transmission capable of affecting the be-
havior pattems of entire populations. That there was
this type of activity seenod withort question, as the
Canadian Deparhent of Cmfu*ims rpcorrded
high-power low-frequcncy trrmbsios coming from
the Soviet Union. Indopdoc- rceearchsrs verified
similar transmissions cigiaatiry &om vuious sites in
the Soviet Union. In intelligence circles, the Soviet
signals becarne known as'Voodpecket'' because they
had a distinctive taptaptap sound over the ainraves.

One of the most brilliant amoog the rcssechcns we
had lined up for the Advanced Technology Croup was
Dowd Hansen, an electronics genius wb had an into-
gral understanding of Tesla's t€chmflogi€s and could
replicate some.

With a massof unkempt hair, a reddish complexion,
and a permanently disheveldloolL llans€o had a defi-
nite look of Einstein abouthim. He was directorof a
research laboratory in Califctrb d h8d a bachelq's
in engineering and a doctorate fu sci€nce. For ten years
he had been investigating tb psychophysiological sen-
sitivity of animals and humans to ml3n€tic and electri-
cal fields in extreme-lorr-ftquwy (EX..F") ranges
corresponding to brain wavcs.Ilchad developed sensi-
tive and reliable monitors, inchding an extremely low-
noise, highly filtered amplifier capable of recording
and displaying naffially offiniog magnetic oscilla-
tions in our atnospherc.

I loved sitting down with Dowd and finding out the
latest thing going on in his prolific mind. As brilliant as
he was, he could be just as orncry to deal with person-
ally, and as a result had few friends. I rhink he looked
fonxrard to our talks.
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One day he was explaining to me about the'tonos-
pheric wave guide" and how wave signals of very low
frequency could be transmitted around the world with-
out benefit of wires or antennas-jru[ as Tesla envi-
sioned. As a result of his low-frequency research,

Hansen knew it worked.
I listened, then asked if such a system could be made

s@ure.
He said it certainly could.
"Can you build aprototype for a demo?" I asked.

"Sure. Why?"
Having heard about the need for improved cornmu-

nications with our submerged nuclear submarines

around the world, I suggested he arrange to give the

U.S. Navy a demonstration of the Tesla-influenced
communications syst€m. It took more than a little
nudging before he agreed, but the navy soon gave him
the job of helping to design and implement the sys-

tem. TMay Hansen's work serves as the backbone of a
very efficient worldwide communication system with
our subs.

And the flip side. . .

Dowd Hansen was called in during the late 1970s to
investigate widespread cattle deaths in Oregon. After
some work in the field and follow-up in his laboratory,
it was his opinion that the cattle had been killed by ad-
verse ELF radio frequencies. The culprits? According
to Hansen: thc Russians and their low-frcquercy
transmissions.

Dowd told me that researchers had for a few years

been looking at the possibilities that man is a'tiocos-
mic transducer"-not only a transmitter but a receiver
toeand that somehow our brain waves can lock on
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and modulate with the Earth's electromagnetic field
(which Ttxla referred to as the Universal Magnetic
Field, or UMF). Dowd speculat€d that this might be the
medium for extra-sensory perception @SP). Accord-
ing to Dowd, good work had been done on the subject
at UCLA in the brain rasearc,h glu4l, and various gov-
emment grants were sponso[itrg rEuch iato the ef-
fects of very-high- and very-lowdoqreacy fields. He
said published papers showed that these signals could
influence the brain waves of cats and monkeys.

"What about humans?" I asked.
"It's a very sensitive subject among researchers," he

said, "but yes, humans are affected. But as yet we don't
lrrow why."

From his own work, he knew at what levels humans
were aIfected. Anything above 11 hertz (cycles per
second) produces a range of general agitation or un-
easiness. High-voltage power lines throw off 50 to 60
Hz, and there has long been concern about what such
high frequencies can do to people living nearby. Fre-
quencies under 7 Hz result in general feelings of relax-
ation, known as the "alpha state." The most beneficial
frequency on Earttr is believed to be 6.8 Hz. Interest-
ingly, the Cheops B,ramid, built by the Egyptians
three thousand years before Christ and about five thou-
sand years before the invention of electricity, has a
constant 6.8 Hz slgnal running through it. Various ex-
perts have measured and strdied it but still do not
know where the frequency comes from or why it is
present in such an ancient structure.

A real mad-scientist type, Dowd had invented an
electromagnetic pendant that gave off alpha frequen-
cies and wore it around his neck He claimed it not
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only increased his own sense of well-being but also
beneficidly affected others around him- 'tisrds, it at-
tracts women like magnets," he told me with a sly gdn.

"We are electrical people," he explained. "We can be

disoriened by electrical impulses." Our hearts could
be made to start, or stop, by electricity, he said. *Elec-

tnomagnetic radiation may be the most harmful pollu-
taut in our society. There is strong evidence that cancer

and other diseases can be fiiggered by electromagnetic
waves."

Dowd had worked with Dr. Puharich in Ossining,
designing receiving equipment to measure ELF waves.

Their experiments showed that low-frequency signals
could even penetrate the copper-lined walls of a Fara-

day cage. What protection did any of us have from the

@uencies being used by the Russians? Several of
them were thought to cause depression in humans.

Dowd said Otat when the Russians first started trans-

mitting n ln6, they had emitted an ll IIz signal
through the Earth-just as Tesla had sent signals
through the ground in Colorado some seventy-five
years earlier. This ELF wave was so powerful that it
upset radio communications around the world, and

many nations lodged protests. The U.S. Air Force

eventually identified five different frequencies the Rus-

sians were emitting in a wild ELF cocktail. "They
never sent out alpha waves,".Dowd explained. 'Noth-
ing in the six or seven hertz range that would be bene-
ficial. They had more sinister things in mind-"

ELFs will penemte anything and everything, Dowd
said. 'Nothing stolN or weakens these signals. At the

right fr,equencies and durations, whole populations
could be controlled by ELFs."
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"Once the killing range is perfected and it's opera-
tional, this weapon will render nukes obsolete," he
said, doom in his voice. "It can kill almost immdi-
ately with powerful adverse teqpocies. Men, women,
and children could be wipod outjadiscdminarcly with-
out destroying buildings, bridgcs" c cities. The con-
quering army walks in and takes over a completely
undamaged infrastructure."

Through the years I had heard many scenarios about
how future wars might one day be fought, and most of
them were very frightening. But the scenario that
Dowd Hansen presented was the coldest and most hor-
rific I had ever considered.

Hot coffee on the stove, meals on the table, engines
puning-

-and every living soul deadfum adverse radio sig-
nals transmitted frum half a world aw6y.

Tlvo decades after this conversation with Dowd
Hansen, I know nothing about the present status of re-
search-if any-by our country or other nations on
this potential'hltimate weapon." However, Hansen has
since told me he believes that the former USSR came
very close to having such an operational weapon.

Prior to his death in 1943, as World War tr was peak-
ing, Tesla claimed to have develo@ a "death-ray"
weapon. Nothing ever came of it-some pcople specu-
lated the inventor might have stopped work on it be-
cause of its destructive powers. "Peace can only come
as a natural consequence of universal enlightenmen!"
*ffi;,1"fi:X1;*, 

his hotel room was immediately
searched by FBI agents looking for the design of the
"death-ray" machine. Supposedly, his scant notes were
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all tumed over to his native land, where a Tesla mu-
seum was built in Belgrade.

The push behind our 1980s "Star Wars" missile de-

fense system was widespread fear that the Soviets had

begun deployment of weapons based upon Tesla's

high-energy principles. Reports of mysterious "blind-
ing" of U.S. surveillance satellites, and the evidence
of radio-signal interference gave credence to those
concerns.

I can only assume that if low-frequency weapons

research is under way in the United States or else-
where, it must be cloaked in the highest level of se-

crecy imaginable.
I pray it wil not be Nikola Tesla's final legacy to

mankind.



t7
Reservotlon fqr on
Atien Scuccr Rlde

I nlo NEVER MET ANyoNE wHo cr,NMED To HAVE
ridden in an alien saucer.

Dan Fry looked every inch what he was: rocket sci-
entist, researcher, electronics engineer. Favoring the
tweed-jacket-with-leather-elbow-patches looh he was
middle-aged with a receding hairline, mild-mannered,
intelligent, quiet. A devout Christian, he practiced his
beliefs. I don't sul4)ose he'd ever said a naughty word
in his life. He held a Ph.D. from St Anftews College
in London, England" where his doctoral thesis, "Steps
to the Stars," prophesied much of tte manned and un-
manned space explorations of the 1960s and 1970s.

Valerie Ransone brought Dan Fry to my Disney of-
fice in 1979. Beforehand she assured me I would hit it
off with this fellow because we had a good Oeat in
common, most notably our'lenchant for adventue"
and "interest in a good LJFO story." She adde4
"You've both experienced the real thing, Gordo."

When they walked in-Dan in aplaid shirt and smil-
ing affably-he came over and gave me a firm hand-

?79
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shake. She was right that we had crossed some of the
same paths, and I liked him right away.

An early propulsion expert, he had developed a

number of parts for the guidance system of the Atlas
missile. He had worted for Aerojet General and been

assigned to White Sands hoving Ground near Las
Cruces, New Mexico, where he was in charge of in-
struments for missile contol and guidance. He had
also served as a consultant for the California Institute
ofTechnology.

This wasn't the kind of guy you found on the next
bar stool telling a tall tale about little green men from
Mars, but he did have a fantastic story to tell about ex-
traterrestrials. He related it in his unassuming manner,
which suggested that he didn't particularly care if any-
one believed him s1 not. In fact, he understood that
many people wouldn't accept his story as "anything
but fantasy." He still seemed somewhat amaz#
thirty years later4y what had happened to him.

Dan Fry and I had seen our first LIFO within a few
months of each other.

On the evening of luly 4, 1950, Dan had intended to
go into Las Cnrces with other scientists and engineers
at ttrc White Sands Proving Grounds, have dinner, and

soe some Fourth of July fireworks. Most of theAerojet
group left in a company car early in the afternoon, but
Dan stayed behind to finish some work. He planned to
take a bus into town later and meet up with them. But
he missed the last bus and found hfunself stranded in a
practically des€rted camp with asthing much to do ex-
cept sit in his room and read.

Around 8:30 p.tr.t., he decided to take a walk. He
stepped outside into a star-filled night and headed in
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the direction of the V-2 static test stand on which his
Aerojet crew had been mounting a large new rocket
motor for testing. The test stand was about a mile and a
half from the camp.

About halfiuay to the test site he changed coluse,
veering off onto a dirt road that lGd toxrard the base of
the Organ Mountains. The road wasn't much more
than a pair of wheel tracks in fu kt, and he soon
wound up among the sand dunes. The sun had set an
hour earlier, but there was still enough light for a hike.

He scanned the clear sky, observing a group of
bright stars just over the peaks of the mountains. As he
did, one of the stars suddenly went out. He knew stars
didn't just go out in a cloudless night sky and that
something had to be eclipsing it.

If it was an airplane, it would have taken only a sec-
ond or two before the plane passed by and the star
came back into sight. But it didn't. He knew that
weather balloons weren't released at nighg and in any
case a balloon would have risen rapidly and eclipsed
the star only for a few seconds

Then another star next to trc first onewent out, fol-
lowed by two more.

Dan stopped in his tracks.
Whatever was cutting off the starlight was increas-

ing rapidly in size. He waited, and then he saw it: a
dark object approaching his position.

When it came closer, he understood why he hadn't
seen it earlier-its color was nearly identisal to that of
the night sky.

His first inclination was to run, but from his long ex-
perience with rockets he M it was foolish to nrn
from an approaching object until you were certain of
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its trajectory-you might just as easily mn ino its path

as away from it.
When the object was about a htmdred feet away, he

could make out a spheroid shape moving slowly to-
ward him. Its reduced speed was reassuring. It did not
look as if it was going to crash. Whatever was guiding

it secmed to be in complete control. He warched as it
g[ded in for a soft landing about seventy feet away.

The only noise was the crackling of the brush be-

neath the object, since the craft's operation had ben
silent. No propellers whip,ped the air, and no flash or
roar of incandescent gases came spitting out of nozzles

to produce thrust. The ship had coasted in, slowing to
only a few miles per hour, and settled down without
any sign offalling.

From his work with afucraft and missiles, Dan knew
that the craft before him was more advanced than any-

thing in the U.S. arsenal. His first thought was that it
mightbe some secrettechnology belonging to the Rus-

sians, who he'd heard were atrcad of us in the develop
ment of large rockets. But this wasn't a rocket.

Whatever this vehicle might be, it had operated effi-
cienfly and effortlessly in violation of the law of grav-

ity. The builders of this machine had found the answers

to a number of questions that had eluded our best
physicisa. For that reason, Dan had a strong feeling
that the object before him had not been built in the Se.
viet Union-<r anywhere on Earttr.

The scientist in him took over, trying to figure out
just how to handle the situation. He could return to
base and report the strange craft, but it would probably
take an hour to walk back, find someone in authority,
and retunn with wimesses.
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What if the object took off in the memtime? There
would be nothing but a crumpled patch of brush left
behind. What could bc Mfrm es?

Deciding to investigab m.lrilora, he aproached
the object slowly until hc wa *sin r fcry,feet of it. It
was about thirty feet in M !t i8ridcut poinq
which was about seven fectSclttc gd- Thc ob-,
ject's vertical dimension was fiftcco ts sixtoen feet. Its
curvatue was such that" ftom belw, the craft could
appear to be saucer-sha@" whcn actually it was more
like a soup bowl inverted over a sau@r.

The dark blue color trc had first obscrved was now
gone, replaced by a silvery m€tallic finish. Walking
around the craft, he was nrpi*d to find no openings,
hatches, or visible searns.

He touched the polished metal surface, carefully at
first in case it was hot. He fomdit to be only a few de-
grees above the air temperature md incredibly smooth.

"Kind of like running your fingsr over a large pearl
that had been covered gri g thin 6lm of soap,,, he told
me. "Never felt anything $dtc like it"

Intrigued, he stroked thc ctip'c surfrcc with the
palm of his hand, feelingadfhhrdefinitetingling in
the tips of his fingers and hand that was not unpleasant.

Then a voice came out of nowhere: Bettcrtnt touch
tlrc lwll.

He leaped back severd feet" Lodng his balanco, he
sprawled in the sand.

"I heard something like a chuckle,- Dan sai4 smil-
ing at the memory. 'Then it said something about my
taking it easy because lwasanongfriends!'

After Dan got up, the voice 1sild him that the reason
for not touching the hull had to do with the fact that it
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was protected by a field tlwt rupels all other matter.
Ihe field was used for lowering airfriction when trav-
eling at high speeds through an atmosphere.

Perlwps you noticed ilut the surface seemcd smooth

ottd slippery. Tlut is becausd your flesh did rut actu'
ally torch the metal but was hcld a slurt distance fmm
tlu surface W thc repulsion of tlrc field. Therc is a rea-
sonfor this. Contact aqrosune to the metal causes ha-
man skin to pru&rce wlut you call "antibodies" in the
bloodstrcam For sonu reuson we don't yet fully un-

derstand tlwse antibodies are absorbed by thc liver,

whose fiarction tlvy attach cawing thc liver to become
enlaryed and congested. It would have takcn several
montlu, but deathwould luve been certain

Dan was glad he hadn't poked too much into the
soapy surface.

There werc many things for the curious scientist to
ask about" and he did. He soon had a feeling that the
voice he was hearing was not coming to his eam as

sound waves but rather was originating directly in his
brain. They seemed to be communicating back and
forttr through some tylre of telepathy. When he asked

about this, the voice acknowledged that was indeed
the case.

The saucer was a remote-contnolled vehicle, he was
told. It was being commanded from a central u.nit, or
what you woul.d call tlu "n,otltcr ship," which was or-
biting the Earth four thousand miles up.

"Why are you telling this to me and not someone
else?" Dan asked.

Don't wtderestinute our ability to select tlw oncs to
wlnmwe wisha speak.

Dan was told not only that he was a good "transmit-
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tet''but also a gifted'teceive,r." It was something that
other humans were capable of doing, the knowing
voice explained, but that e limitod numbcr of people on
Eafih had actually expoicnccd.

"If I hadn't seen it with ry orntyGs aodtorched it
for myseH," Dan told me, a ddn *cll have con-
cluded that I was hallucir&g. }ty ccicnce back-
ground had conditioned me to be prepu€d for the
possibility of almost anything, but never in my wildest
dreams did I think I would one day be standing in the
desert talking to a visitor from another world via
thought waves."

Dan shook his head in amazement and shrugged
nonchalantly. His dcmemc *as,takc-it-or-leave-it, be-
lieve me or don't, your choice.

I had seen my share of wide-eyed UFO fanatics and
lunatics. Dr. Dan Fry was not tnthat category. I found
him totally credible.

Dan said ttre entity that spoke to him that nigbt
claimed tobefmm a place far renoved from our solar
system. Previous expeditions to your planet by our an-
cestors over a period of trurry centuries rnet with al-
most totalfailure.

'Total failure?' I said.
"He explained that one of their principal purposes

for visiting Earth had been to determine our ability to
adapt our minds quickly and calmly to conce,ptions

that are completely foreign to our curtomary modes of
drought."

"You mean, wene we ready to hear that there was an
extraterrestrial intelligence grcatcr than our olvn?" I
asked.

"Exactly. Apparently we weren't"
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Then Dan got to the best part he was invircd to take
a short flight.

Even though the remote-control sauoer was only a
"small cargo carier,". it did have a small passenger
compartment containing four seats. A bottom portion
of the hull opened up to crcate an opening some five
feetin height and three feet wide, which he was able to
enter standing up.

He sat down in one of the seats, and was surprised to
find no straps.

"I was told I wouldn't feel any sensations or ill ef-
fects from the flight. And I didn't feel any acceleration
at all or have the slightest sense of motion. It was ex-
plained that the force accelerating the vehicle was
identical in nature to a gravitational field. It not only
acted upon every atom of the vehicle itself but also
equally upon every atom of mass that was within it, in-
cluding me. I remember him saying, The only limit of
acceleration is tlu limit of anilable force!'

Even though the descriptions of space flight that
Dan said his hosts provided may still not fit today's
scientific knowledge, this tells rne we have much to
learn when it comes to traveling among the stars.

"The next thing I knew, we were ten miles high and
I was looking down at the lights of El Paso. I could
even distinguish the thin dark line of the Rio Crrande
River separating El Paso from its Mexican twin, Ciu-
dad Juarez."

He could see all these sights even though the satrcer
had no windows. 'A portion of the hull became trans-
parentj'he explained, 'and I looked out as if I was see-
ing through a plare glass window at Macy's."

Dan said the encounter left him feeling depressed
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about his work and life, feeling they had lost meaning
and significance. 'A few hours before it happened," he

sai{ "I'd been a sef-satisfod engirer worting on
testing one of the larges roc&Gt rnotqf aner built by
man. After the ride I tooh I k thrt th motor we
had placed on the test stand xmpitifoBy incffcient. It
wouldn't take us very far into space."

Only when Dan finished did Valerie speak up. She
explained that there had been a reason for her to intro-
duce us. She had done so on instructions from a recent
interdimensional transmission.

"Dan's already had one rid€, but he's down for an-
other. With you, Gordo," she ad@, flashing a smile.
"You are to go toge6€r wiein thc year."

*A ride?" I asked, somewhat perplexed.
"In an extraterrestrial spacecraft, Gordon," she said.

"Are you interested?"
I.had never been able to turn down a flight in any-

thing, and I sure wasn't going to start now.
Dan was ready too. At the conclusion of the White

Sands episode, he'd been told tbat he would be con-
tacted again. He was thdlled about tb chance to take
another spin.

Valerie had received mental fictures" of where we
were to go. On the appointed day, she was to drive us
to a spot in the desert outsi& of Yuma near the Cali-
fornia-Arizona border. She was givcn a list of items we
should bring. [n addition to a compass, they wanted me
to bring a camera with infrared film. They said I would
be able to take pictures that I could make pubtc. It was
to be, it seemed, a kind of coming-out party.

So had the ETs decided Earth was now ready?
I'd be less than honest if I said my wife was crazy
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about Valerie, who seemed to be the kind of worran
who got along better with men than other women.
Suzan was down-to-earth. There e,xs lqthing gUllible
about her either. She listened closely to what people

said and watched their body language. In short, she

was a darn good judge of peo,ple.
Her take on Valerie Ransone? Suzan k?sn't slrrc

"Just be car€fuI, Gordon," she had advised.
Now I went home and told Suzan about the invita-

tion for a ride in an extraterrestrial spacecraft. She

didn't tell me I was insane for wanting to take that
drive into theArizona desert withValerie Ransone and
Dan Fry. She heard me out, mulled it over for a day or
two, then brought up the subject before bedtime one
night.

"You'tre a test pilof" she said- "If there's any chance
this is really going to happen, you should do it."

I loaded my camerq gathered my thingg and
waited-with the same anticipation that I'd waited for
other space rides.
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Wlndows in Tlme ond Spoce

Fon e WHILE, THE pRoIrdIsE oF NEw rBcHNoLocIEs
kept the &eam alive. The scope of the wort being done
by the numenous researchers prepared to join the Ad-
vanced Ttrchnology Group was the strff of science fiction.

. Experiments in England with a self-generating elec-
trumagnetic propulsion sysfern for a small unrnanned
saucer-shaped model; the system needed no fuel sup
ply of its own but simply gathered electromagnetic

- particles in the atnosphere as it flew. From reports I
reviewed and witnesses I spoke to who observed a

test flight of the electomagnetic propulsion system,

the model flat-out flew. But there was a problem with
throttle contnol: it kept going and going, and as far as

anyon€ knatr, was still going-straight out into sprce
with an ungnding supply of fueL

Electomagnetic propulsion will solve the prob-
lem of having to carry huge amounts of fuel on long
voyages to distant planets. Swh a systemwas envi-
sioned by Nikola Tesla decades ago. Since then, we

eag,
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harre measured these electromagnetic particles-
called neutrinos-which are prevalent in space.

They've been found to travel at several times the

speed of light. According to Einstein's original laws,

the speed of light-186,0CI miles per hour-was the

highest speed any matter could attain. That speed

limit, in the vastness of space, makes travel between
even relatively close celestial neighbors impractical
considering our life span. Four hundred light years in
space is roughly equivalent to the blink of an eye.

But just before he died, Einstein was in the process

of rewriting his own laws, using time as a variable in
space, not a fixed concept.

I'm convinced that electromagnetic energy will be
the basis for future interstellar travel, and that man

one day will travel in excess of the speed of light.
Many experts today scoffat that'revolutionary" no-

tion, but we had similar experts telling us forty years

ago that the s@ of sound (700 miles per hour) was

the ultimare "sound barier," and anyone who ex-
ceeded it would disinrcgrate along with his aircraft.

. A mcdical device called a Multiple Wave Oscillatot
first developed years eadier by a Frcnch researcher

and improved with solid-state electronics by one of
our technical contributors. It used a miniaturc Tesla

system, consisting of two copper coils. Wlren acti-
vated, a magnetic field was established berween the

two coils, and the frequencies could be adjusted for
the electicity that flowed from one coil to the other.

The result was multiple waves of inherently "good
fre4uencies" to help heal various parts of ttrc body.
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I've used it myseHsuccessfully on various small in-
juries, placing a sore knee or sfrained muscle inside

the magnetic field for a few minutes at a time. We
put another willing volunt€ef,go tbe machine: a l.os
Angeles Rams runnirg bcp* ufio M injured his
Achilles tendon and wae tdd ht doators he would
be out for the rest of thc 1rc, Afta sevcral reat-
ments, he was back playing in a couple of weeks.

TWo weeks before Dan Fry and I were to take our
extraterrestrial saucer ride, Valerie Ransone showed up
in my office looking as if she had beeNr dragged behind
a tractor. She was tenibly de,pressed-

She would say only that tbtc had been some strong
disagreements among "cetrtain parties" about Dan and
I taking a ride, and that the ride was ofr.

"Someone teed off?" I asked.
She nodded.
"Will it be rescheduled?'After all, I was accus-

tomed to launch delays.
"Now's not a good tirc to talk about iL" she said

weakly.
I was very disappointinL Dan and I had both been

meticulous in our preparation to document the flight,
as instructed, and as the date approached, my anticipa-
tion had grorvn measurably. Unfortunately, there was
no flightdirectorto whomlcouldnow ryeal the deci-
sion to scrub the mission.

I would later learn from Valerie that she had been
"directed" to go out into the desert where we wer€ to
meet our ride two weeks hence, and became disori-
ented and confused by an array of "scrambled" trans-
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missions from different entities that were in disagree-
ment abut the ride-along invitation. "It was like the
good guys against the bad guys and I was the Queen of
Battle," she said. The sun went down and she had a dif-
ficult trek back to where she'd left her rental cr. When
she got there, the car was gone; stolen, it would tum
out. Out in the middle of nowhere, she ended up hitch-
hiking to Tlrcson. She took a ride from "a big rowdy
guy in a big Cadillac," she told me, laughing. "He
wanted to know what a 'little thing'like me was doing
out in the desert at night all by her lonesome. What anr
I going to tell him? That I had an aborted LJFO experi-
ence?" The whole incident she described as the "worst
misfire" she had ever experienced since she started re-
ceiving transmissions.

Valerie and I continued our efforts with theAdvanced
Technology Group until late 1980, when it became ap-
parcnt that ou dream would die from lack of funding.
Those sources of venture capital we did find would only
provide seed money in exchange for complete conml of
the new company, which was unacceptable.

We had gone everywhere looking for backing-
baols, private individuals and foundations, giant aerG.

space firms, even Congress. Valerie and I gave anyone
and everyone who would listen joint briefings, which
we came to call our "dog and pony show." At the time,
I was so completely sold that I never thought the right
people would say anything other than 'This is great
technology. Here's some money. Go do it." But for the
most pafi that didn't happen. On some occasions we
had good meetings with important people only to have
theirpromises wither. While I'm sure some thoughtwe
were wackos, others did such quick flip-flops that we
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began to wonder if there was competition in govern-
ment and/or private industry for the types of technolo-
gies we were planning to take to market.

As I've said, this country doesn't have a gteat record
when it comes to encouraging and accepting revolu-
tionary new technologies. This is because they can
change not only the way we live and work but also
much of the power structure upon which our economy
is based. For instance, would tbe big oil companies sit
idly by while a start-up firm aftempted to bring to mar-
ket a free-energy device? Would they be any less in-
clined to thwart such an advance, which could provide
electricity to the poorqst regions of the world, than
they had been during Nikola Tesh's time? I am not a
conspiracy buff, but these are questions that should be
asked.

In early 1981 Valerie and I were to speak at the First
Global Conference on the Future in Toronto, Canada.
We were scheduled to make two Fesentations: "Social
and Political Ramifications of Extraterrestial Contact"
and "Tesla Vision Realized: Plan for Free Worldwide
Energy Transmission."

Something came up at tbc last minutcr, requiring me
to cancel. Valerie went before 850 people in a ball-
room, feeling deep down, I would learn nearly twenty
years later, that I was afraid to put "my butt on the
line" in front of a large crowd about such conEoversial
subject matter.

After that, Valerie and I drifted apart, equally disillu-
sioned by our failed effons to laurch the Advanced
Technology Group and provide a sqrportive and nur-
turing afinosphere for all those brilliant scientists and
researchers we had lined up.
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I later heard from someone who knew her that she
had moved to Hawaii and died there. No sooner did I
repeat thatrumorthan a worran who knewValerie well
and had herself been involved in the Qssining experi-
ments called and berated me for spreading a falsehood.
'Yalerie is very much alive," she said.

"'Whe,re is she?'I asked.
I was told thatValerie didn't want to be found.
But I did find Valerie in early 1999,living in a ma-

jor city in the southwestern United States, where she

teaches high school. We recently got together and
reminisced.

"We were so innocent and trusting when we went on
the road with otrr dog and pony show," she said. "We
never really knew the kind of resistance we we{e up
against. It was one minute to twelve when things fell
apart for us. The world would have been a ffierent
and better place now had we succeeded. As it is, I'm
afraid we'r€ not leaving a very clean litter box for the
next generation."

Valerie still claims to receive transmissions, which
she finds both exhilarating and exhausting. Her pur-
pose is unchangd she told me: to inform, educate,
and assist in laying the groundwork for extraterrestrial
'ltechnology transfers" to help solve the myriad prob-
lems facing mankind and Earttr. She says she has no
personal need to be a martyr. "I'd like a small house on
the beach," she says, "and my own school so I can
work with kids who have extra creative capabilities
and noryhere to use th€m.'

Today, I am unwilling to bet my life that the source
of the astute technological assistance and advice Va-
lerie Ransone provided from time to time originafed
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from an extraterrestrial source. The test pilot skeptic in
me could never be 100 percent convinced about her as-

tral connections until I saw her climb aboard an alien
flying saucer and take off. Brft rmtil that happens, and
based on what I saw with my o*a€yes and was able to
check out, I am at least &) prcatt cefiain that she is,
as she claims, able to tripim rlorce of higher intel-
ligence not of this planet.

For me, it always goes back to the space shutfle
ffansmission. If the information about that very techni-
cal and potentially catastrophic design flaw hadn't
come from such an intelligence source, then how did
she know the flaw existed when I didn't, Ben James
didn't, and none of the other highly traioed NASA en-
gineers did either, until she brought it to our collective
attention?

How did she know?



Epltogue

I stu,r, BELIEvE wE NEED To sBND A MANNBD r,IIssIoN
to Mars.

A,n unmanqed vehicle, no matter how sophisticated,
is only as good as thedesigner who programs it, telling
it what to look for. Anything beyond that, anything zz-
expected, and it doesn't know what to look for, or even
what it's looking at.

At NASA this apnopos caf,toon made the rounds: A
little 'nmanned vehicle is shown having landed on an
unknown planet. It has analyzed the soil and temlrera-
ture and is sending back a signal to Earth that there are
no signs of life. Meanwhile, lu*ing behind the little
robot+onnolled probe is ahulking hairy monster with
abig club.

We sent probes to the Moon before we landed men
there and got some valuable information about what to
expect. But the scientffic return on the mann€d mis-
sions was computed to be more than a million to one
over the unmann€d vehicles.

We will get a lot from the upcoming international

e96
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spurce station. What will be most valuable is that such a
large number of nations will be working together in
space. It will be a testing $orrDd in many ways. I am
not sure, however, that the pblic's imagination will be
reignited by the space station, c&ich some rrcws com-
mentators have already referred to a8 an "orbiting Mo-
tel 6."

I was delighted to see the renun to space of my
friend and former Mercury 7 colleague John Glenn.
What most people don't realize is that NASA has de-
tailed medical records on John and the rest of us. We
have all taken thorough physical exarns every year
since our space flights. John's going back up was a
unique opportunity to see what an older cardiovascular
system would do under almost identical conditions
with those it faced decades eulier. The comparative
data must have been fascinding.

John did great in every way, and medically he had
no adverse effects at all. His flight went far to prove
that physically, the average person can handle space
travel these days. We've come that far from when as-
tronauts were selected from groups of qualified mili-
tary test pilots, to better wittrstand the rigors of space
flight.

John's return to space did something else: it cap
tured the public's attention qain for space exploration.
The scenes of people j*mming Tmes Square to see

live TV coverage ofthe launch, and thousands lined up
on beaches in Florida for the liftotr, reminded me of
those days, which don't seem so long ago, when there
was no bigger story.

Asked by the news media what I thought of John's
retum to space at the age of seventy-seven, I said, "I
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Odnk it's fine as long as I get to go to Mars when I'm
seventy-seven."

What will keep the public's interest will be whe,n we
get back to the real nuts-and-bolts of exploring space
and finding out what's rcally ow tlurc.To do that, we
need to gpt back to the Moon, and go to Mars, and be
lookingdownthe road atundertaking missions to other
planets.--and expeditions lifte rnining asteroids, which
could prove to be so lucrative that it might even be
done commercially.

My old friend and retired CBS newscaster Walter
Cronkite, who dong with ABC's Jules Bergman and
NBC's Roy Neal did such a splendid job of covering
the early mann€d space flights, recently concludcd that
1969 is the one date that will be best remembered ftom
our century. "Five centuries from nosr," Walter sai{ "I
believe the twentieth+entury date that will be rcmem-
bered is the year the human race first journeyed from
the Eafih to the start." He went on to suggest that one
day in the distant fuhre, Wernher von Braun might be
remembered as the'hew Columbus."

The financial benefits of the space program have
been well chronicled. It has been estimated that the
technology spin-offs have yielded a twenty-tmne rc-
tum on the investment. Every bit as important: the
rapid explosion of th€ high-technology industry, a di-
rect result of the massive investments made in cutting-
edge research and derelopment for the space program.

Recemtly I made a tip to Houston and visited the
Johnsm Space Center, paymg the entrance fee to the
murcum like the many thousands of tourists who go
there each year to see a piece of this country's space
history. Both of my spacecraft, Mercury and Gemini,
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are on display there, hanging from a star-filled ceiling
not far from the one spacecraft I always wanted to fly
and never drd: Apollo.

Outside in the bri$t sutr. I squirtcd up at tho
largest lawn ornament in &e qdd: a t25 million
Saturn V rocket lying on itg ride withaing in the hot
sun like a beached whale. It hrd'bccn hilt to take
Apollo /8 to ttre Moon in th early 1970s, but when
the United States ran out of money and inspiration, it
was ordered to stand down. I believe it's the only Sat-
urn V still around, and even in such an ignoble posi-
tion, it's impressive.

Four hundred feet long ftrom its needlelike nose to
four stubby fins, designed by a very good friend of
mine on a scale more commonly used for huge public
works projects{ut this baby was built to go to the
stars.

I walked back to my car, thinking, Wut a tenible
woste.

I left Disney in l98O and becamc a consultant on spe-
cial projects with high+echnology compao.ies. I also
make presentations to managptrteot on technology and
industry for the future.

I'm still involved in aviation" and get cranky if I
don't fly as often as I think I should. Since 1989 I've
been a parftrcr in an aeronautical design firm, Galaxy
Aviation, inVan Nuys, California. One of the craft we
are presenfly working on is called the Swift 2000, a
saucer-shaped vcrtical-lift vehicle. It has four vertical-
lift fans and should wort very effectively. It will be
able to go up, down, sideways--+verything a helicop-
ter can do, only much better. It will have tremendous
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lift capabilities and be able to carry heavy loads, such
as cargo and water for fire figttting, in p.odlike compart-
ments. I'm also working on a real speed demon: an un-
limited pylon racer shaped like a saucer and powered

by a big Chevy engine. I intend to enter it in the annual
National ChampionshipAir Races in Reno, and win.

I've never forgotten what I saw in the skies over
Europe<r in Wendell Welling's bam.

I was asked recenfly what I would do if an alien space-

craft landed in my backyard and offered me a ride.

"Would you go or stay, Gordo?'
Stepping aboard a ship from a distant world could

result in something more than an afternoon joyride, I
know. If there is interdimensional travel-and I believe
there is-I could return to "Earttl time" and find my
loved ones and friends long deceased.

I love my wife and daughters, and I enjoy spending
time with my friends and old flying buddies, and I
would miss them al[. But I'm still an astronaut at heaft.

I'm going.
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Wnrrr RTDTNG wrfrr EItt wrFE, NANcy, AND orHER
friends, Charles "Pete" Coinad loet control of his 1996
Harley on a mountain road near Ojai, California, on
Iuly 8, 1999.

Pete died from his injruies five hours later in the
hospital. He was sixty-ninc.

After Pete and I flew togethcr q Gemini 5, he com-
manded Gemini.l.l, a threday mission with Richard
Gordon. They conducted two EVrls and set a new alti-
tude record of 850 miles. Fct cmanded Apollo 12's
voyage to the Moon in 1%9. He and Alan Bean
walked on the dusty lunar surhce collecring rocks and
conductrng experiments. Pete also commanded the
first Skylab mission in May 1973.

Pete retired from NASA (and the U.S. Navy) not
long after I did, in 1973, and worted at McDonnell
Douglas for twenty yers before retiring a second time
in 1996.

Back in the 1960s, a bunch of us astronauts decided
that whichever one of us died with the most toys would

!u
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win. Pete had them all-+otorcycles, boats, planos,
fast cars.

We are now all in agreement.

Pete won.
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